CHAPTER XIV
SEARCH AND RECOVERY OPERATIONS IN PACIFIC OCEAN
AREAS AND ON THE ASIATIC MAINLAND
Introduction

One of the most important activities undertaken by American
Graves Registration Commands overseas involved extensive searches
leading to the c\'cmual location of all recoverable \Vorld 'Var II
deceased. In planning search and recovery operations, Graves
Registration officers in the Pacific Theater faced the unusual conditions of an oceanic area which, in contrast, did not exist to any
significant degree in Europe or theMiddle East. Specifically, these
problems were: vast stretches of water separating the chief centers
of searching activities. with resultant supply and communications
difficulties; tropical climatic conditions; generally substandard living
and working facilities; lack of service installations in mOSt of the
areas; and unsettled political situations, particularly in China,
French Indo-China, and the Dutch East Indies.
During the war, search and reco\'ery activities in the Pacific
Theater were carried out on an individual case basis. I Graves Registration units, assigned to garrison [orces, investigated their areas of
responsibility as time and opportunity permitted, but much remained undone, and no region could be regarded as thoroughly
combed until search teams, operating in accordance with plans
based upon all available casualty records, concluded their investi·
gations. Likewise, during hostilities, most attempts to locate isolated
air crash victims throughout the vast Pacific proved inconclusive. 2
At the close of the war, available evidence indicates liule effort
was made to acquaint theater commanders and quartermasters with
the magnitude and importance of the task at hand. Even after
issuance of General Order o. 125, establishing gra\'es registration
commands on a world-wide basis, the attitude of some overseas officers ranged from indifference to downright disapproval of lhe
whole program as a "waste of money." 3 Such sentiment retarded
progre in graves registration matters.
Early estimates of unrecovered dead in the Pacific Theater fell
far short of the actual number, as later operations soon nrmon?
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strated. In May 1946, nine months after V-J Day, the estimated
total of unlocated Pacific Theater and Asiatic Mainland war dead
had reached slightly over 5,700-still much below the true figure.
After the establishment, under General Order No. 138, 10 May
1946, of American Graves Registration Service, Pacific Theater
(AGRS-PATA), with its three subordinate sectors-WESPAC,
MIDPAC, and JAP-KOR, the search and recovery phase of the
program progressed quite slowly, particularly during the remainder
of 1946. A continuous shortage of trained graves registration
workers retarded this work in most Pacific and Asiatic Mainland
areas. The more pressing demands for immediate attention to the
concentration and identification phases of the overall mission indeed
relegated search and recovery to third place in priority for assignment of available manpower.'
A brief area-by-area survey follows of search and recovery activities and accomplishments, covering the period from V-J Day until
the replacement of AGRS-PATA by two AGRS commands-the
Far East Zone (FEZ) and the Pacific Zone (PAZ). Accomplishments during this period on the Asiatic mainland are related in the
sections de,-oted to the China and India-Burma Theaters.

AFWESPAC Sulor
In this Sector during the postwar period preceding the establishment in April 1947 of the Search and Recovery Section of the later
PHILRYCOM Sector, nearly all search operations were planned
and executed by the Commanding Officer of the USAF cemeteries
nearest to the areas in which searches were conducted. Before
April 1947, no definite areas of responsibility existed nor was any
co-ordinated plan drawn up for the earching and closing out of
areas. After the withdrawal of most wartime American units from
AFWESPAC, the lack of manpower and equipment usually limited
search and recovery efforts to investigations for specific individuals.
Despite the lack of any co-ordinated search and recovery plan in
AFWE PAC, search teams worked almost continuou lyon the
Bataan Peninsula following V-J Day. Its geographic features provided an ideal proving ground for searchers, since the terrain was
varied and tropical, consisting of sandy beaches, rice paddies,
swamps, fugged mountains, and dense jungles,6 where most expeditions proceeded by foot and the men, often using bolos, hacked their
way forward through heavy undergrowth. In the foothills of the
higher mountains, the searchers encountered primitive tribes of
'Jlisi. AGRS·PATA, p. 15.
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Negritos, who, though suspicious, provided the only available
guides. Since the Bataan Peninsula had witnessed a de~perate retreat from better supplied and equipped Japanese forces, most interments had occurred under combat conditions, which resulted in
the establishment of very fe\'t' ~rave plots. Furthermore, many deceased did not receive a decent burial, as they were left either 1O
the mercy of a barbaric foe or found by Filipinos who, fearful of
reprisals, failed to provide a proper burial. In addition, during
the long Japanese occupation of Bataan, starving natives, looking
for gold or other valuables which might be exchanged for food. disturbed many shallow Allied graves. The illiteracy and ignorance
of native informers, who had little or no comprehension of dates,
circumstances, or distance, constitUled still another handicap for
Bataan's searchers: Nevertheless, during earch and recovery activities, team members questioned over 95 percent of the Bataan
inhabitants and followed up all possible leads. A final sweeping
search and recovery effon began on 20 January 1947. In April.
the assignment of most of the 609th Graves Registration Company
to the project greatly enlarged its scope. At the close of operations
in this region, the searchers had recovered 2,264 remains, which
included 121 Americans and 139 Philippine couts. The large
remaining number of deceased belonged to the regular Philippine
Army."
The Leyte area in the southern Philippines, like Bataan, had
undergone continuous investigation by search units since the close
of hostilities. During April 1947, field camps were established at
Limon and Dipi, on Le)'te, and every unfinished search and recovery case received careful recheck. At this lime, all local civilians
encountered were questioned through interpreters for additional
clues and every lead was pursued.
Another exception to the general pattern of lack of co-ordinated
planned searching occurred in the Bismarck Archipelago and in the
northern Solomon Islands, where, in July 1945, searching operations began on a rather extensive scale, continuing through the
autumn of that year. The first activities took place on Bougainville, where a part)' consisting of Tech. Sgt. Robert T. Smith and
10 natives, combed the Torokina Bay area, reco\'cring 18 remains.
;:\l'early a year later, in June 1946. a search unit visited Kavieng,
:New Ireland, and covered the region about Fangalawa Bay.
Other graves registration teams probed the Rabaul area on New
Britain, which had been covered by Australian \OVar Graves groups.
SOP. AGRS·FEZ. Zone Sr-arch in the- Tropics.
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The Cape Gloucester region of ew Britain was also investigated.
New Georgia Island underwent a rather thorough search during the
wartime American occupation, but construction work either covered
or wiped out many graves and largely prevented further recO\'eries.
All these operations resulted in the location of 83 remains." Experiences gained in the Bismarcks and the Solomons provided a
source of information which later aided the planners of the first
search and recovery expedition in the Pacific Zone,

FIGURE 18.
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By late 1946, search and recovery operations were in progress
throughout WESPAC, despite delayin~ factors which hampered
individual units Late in November 1946, CoL Lee M. Hester,
Commanding Officer, AGRS-PATA, pointed out that poor trallsportation imposed a formidable obstacle, For example, in the
-Ilist, AGR -PAZ. I, ApI'. D. Vol. 2, Inc!' 20. pp. 1-5.
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Philippines under existing conditions, only the islands of Luzon and
Leyte lay within reasonable reach of searchers. Everywhere teams
were limited to the smallest possible membership in order to avoid
the carriage of burdensome supplies and equipment. A second
handicap arose from the reluctance of graves registration authorities
to permit searches in certain parts of Dutch and Australian New
Guinea because of the hostility of the natives. Even in the Philippines, especially in the Visayan Islands, small units occasionally experienced raids from natives who sought supplies and weapons.
Still another handicap was the lack of information about air crashes
and the fate of the crews. Colonel Hester believed that the Army
Air Forces possessed valuable information which might aid in the
search for missing airmen. That agency, he maintained, should
voluntarily furnish AGRS-PATA with all casualty and recovery
information since a large percentage of unlocated remains consisted
of missing airmen and much time was lost in obtaining such data
from Army Air Forces files. 10 Congressional inquiries, which necessitated special searches, also retarded operations. In such cases,
some members of a regular search and recovery expedition were
withdrawn and assigned to a project which often took weeks to
execute. The information gathered during these special searches
frequently proved vague or inaccurate. Colonel Hester therefore
recommended that all searches should result only from directions
issued through War Department channels.' 1
Despite all these drawbacks, Colonel Hester indicated that substamial progress had been made in WESPAC. He stated that several important areas had received thorough scrutiny and that future
recoveries in them would be sporadic. Among these reportedly completed areas were Australia, the Ryukyu Islands, Luzon and Mindoro in the Philippines, large portions of Dutch and Australian New
Guinea, and the Bismarck Archipelago. Colonel Hester's conclusions
on this matter proved premature, for severa) of these regions required
further search and recoverv efforts.
AF.IIIDPAC Sulor
Thi Sector encompassed the islands of the central, western. and
southern Pacific, with the exception of Japan and the WESPAC
area. Few significant search and recovery activities occurred in
AFMIDPAC until January 1947, long after large-scale activities had
begun in WESPAC. In the immediate postwar period, the quest
Llr. Hq AGRS-PATA 10
AF\\-E PAC Sector
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for missing dead was haphazard and piecemeal. Well-organized
operations did not begin until the Pacific Zone was established early
in 1947. Toward the end of 1945, however, the Navy conducted a
search for living servicemen who were missing in action. In the
course of this project, the Navy reported, but did not attempt to
recover, all discovered isolated remains. I:!
An even earlier search and recovery expedition deserves description. In mid-February 1945, an investigation began in response to
distress signals from a B-29 bomber, carrying 11 crew members,
which was about to crash in the vicinity of Anatahan, a small, rugged
volcanic island some 63 miles north of Saipan. A short time later,
a search plane spotted the wreckage of a B-29 bomber on the south
slope of a high peak on Anatahan. On 20 February, a rescue party
sailed from Saipan, arriving at Anatahan later that day. When the
investigators finally reached the destroyed plane on 5 March, they
found no survivors. but reported and interred eight remains at the
scene. They found nothing to indicate the fate of the other three
crew members.

Several months later, in December 1945, the 604th QM Graves
Registration Company on Saipan received orders from Hq,
AFMIDPAC, directing the exhumation and removal of the eight
remains on Anatahan to Army Cemetery No.1 on Saipan." Early
in the following month, a search group, composed of members of the
604th QM Graves Registration Company, an infantry patrol for
security purposes, medical men to assist AGRS technicians, and
photographers and communications men from the Signal Corps,
proceeded to Anatahan.
A preliminary search for the graves of the eight men interred by
the original party located three bodies believed to be those of the
men reported missing by the previous expedition. This belief was
shattered when further search revealed two more remains. The
party discontinued its efforts to find the original grave, combed the
surrounding area carefully, and discovered five additional remains.
One body never was found, but the fused metal of the plane structure provided grim evidence that the missing individual could easily
have been consumed in the raging fire which followed the fatal
crash." The searchers positively identified seven of the ten located
remains and then transpurted them by boat to Saipan, where they
were buried with full military honors, in Army Cemetery No. l.
Despite the general dearth of searching activity in AFMIDPAC
l~
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during 1946, those at Sector Headquarters displayed considerable
interest in planning future operations. and spent much time in the
collection and analysis of information which might later prove use·
ful. They undertook a records audit in the autumn of 1946 and
completed it early in 1947. In connection with the audit, the
OQMG was requested LO furnish any available informalion about
individuals known to have perished in MIDPAC but for whom no
records showed the location of remains. U
In general, therefore, during the early postwar period. AGRS·
MIDPAC pursued a policy of careful preparation for the time when
fully trained and well-equipped teams could be dispatched. Until
then, graves registration activities centered mostly on concentration
of located dead into large central cemeteries and on eITorts to ascertain their identity.
JA P-KOR Srctor

This Sector included ,he four home islands of Japan and adjacent
waters. and Korea south of the 38th Parallel. Gra\"cs Registration
forces operated mostly in the Japanese islands, although the Korean
area reported II plane crashes. As elsewhere in the Pacific Theater,
graves registration activities suITered from a shortage of qualified
workers. In November 1946, grave registration officials still needed
additional technicians. At this time, estimates indicated the presence of approximately 421 recoverable remains in Japan. Available to locate and recover these deceased were 3 teams, each
consisting of 1 officer and 10 enlisted men; 1 team, composed of 1
officer and 4 enlisted men and another team, composed of 5 enlisted
men. It was estimated that completion of search and recovery
operations would require at least seven months. Iii As matters developed, achievement of this goal consumed a much longer period.
Search and Recovery in the Far East Zone, 1947-50

PHILRrCO,1f Sutor

\\'ith the reorganization of AGRS commands at the beginning
of 1947 and the establishment of two new Graves Registration
Zones in March, the Par East Zone and the Pacific Zone, search
and recovery activities entered a more active phase. A review of
the general situation at lhis time indicated that while considerable
searching had been done, e\·en in such remote areas as parts of the
Rpt. Col C. ~1. 1~le\ to I"Q~IG. 20 :'\""0\ 46. sub: Status of S&R Acti\iti
\flOPAC. I :\0'> 46.
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Solomon Islands and New Guinea, none of these expeditions had
been sufficiently thorough to consider any area within PHILRYCOM as completely closed to further area search and recovery
efforts.

I.

The account of search and recovery operations in the Far East
Zone logically begins in PHILR YCOM, the largest and most important Sector, comprising in general the region formerly served by
WESPAC. The extent of the search and recovery task in this
Sector was indicated by an estimate that perhaps 10,000 remains
might finally be recovered within its geographical limits. During
MacArthur's losing battle foe the Philippines, thousands of American and Allied servicemen fell into enemy hands and scores died in
Prisoner-of-War camps. In addition, some 400 air crashes had occurred in PHILRYCOM during the war. The general locality of
about 250 of these mishaps was known, but of the others, only the
routes were known. Consequently, search and recovery teams
faced the task of covering all air routes as well as all areas of
ground operations in PHILRYCOM."
On 12 March 1947,just one week after the establishment of the
Far East Zone, Col. James A. Murphey arrived at Manila and took
charge as Commanding Officer. Because of an acute shortage of
officers and men, he assumed command of the PHILRYCOM Sector as an additional duty." The Search and Recovery Section,
Plans and Operations Branch, organized on 15 April 1947, was
composed of those previously assigned to the Casualty and Recovered Personnel Branch of the former AGRS-PATA organization.
A review of the situation indicated that, although considerable
searching had already been done, no area in the Sector could be
completely closed to further investigation. Work began at once on
a Standing Operating Procedure for Area Searches, which was
transmitted to field units on 31 May 1947. This SOP divided the
Sector into four major areas of responsibility and further subdivided
it into 82 definite search areas, for purposes of operational and administrative control. Sector Operational Order No.4, issued on
6 June 1947, designated Commanding Officers for each of the four
major areas." On 15 May 1947, Zone Operational Order No.2
authorized the appointment of a Board of Officers to review recommendations for the closing of any region to further sweeping search.
These Boards were to review and act upon all identity cases referred
. lIisl ..\GRS-PATA. Incl. 21. p. I
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to the Board by area or zone AG R headquarters and to determine
in all cases, from evidence presented, whether remains were
unrecoverable.
The basic unit of search and recovery operations in the field was
the Field Operating Detachment (FOD), which consisted of a detachment headquarters and four or more teams of 20 men each.
The structure of an FOD varied somewhat, according to the mission. In PHILRYCOM, an FOD carried the number of the operational area in which it functioned, followed by a leuered suffix to
differentiatc from other FOO's working in the same region. 11 An
FOD might be designatcd as "FOD 0.5-D." This would indicate that it operated in Area No.5 (Netherlands New Guinea Area)
and that it was the fourth FOD to function there.
An important step in the preparation of a search expedition was
the issuance of a Search and Recovery Operations Directive, which
covered the following points:
(a) Official designation of Field Operating Detachment.
(b) Assignment of Commanding Officer.
(c) Directions for clearance with proper civil authorities and
location of base of operations.
(d) Assignment and outline of mission.
(t) List of special equipment to be taken.
(/) Any special instructions pertinent to the accomplishment of
the roi ion..21

After the Commanding Officer of an FOD had received final
orientation and instructions, the unit proceeded to its assigned base
of operation and established a camp for quartering the men. Detachment members installed a radio communications system
promptly in order to contact AGRS field headquarters. FOD
Officers soon visited local civilian and military authorities, informed
them about the nature of the mission, solicited their aid, and used
every available means of publicity to inform the populace of their
presence and purpose. They noted and studied all information received from local sources and then proceeded to the task of recovering rcmains and recording the results, whether po itive or negative.
Members of the Detachment exercised great care in the actual
removal of the deceased and explored graves to a depth of about
one fOOl below the remains, where they thorou~hly sifted dirt for
additional portions of bodies or clues to their identity. In cases
involving unburied dead, the FOD conducted a complete search of
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the area around the remains. The men had instructions to wrap
individual or inseparable groups of remains in a mattress cover and
to fasten search and recovery tags securely on the inside and outside of the package." On the 15th and last day of each month,
the Commanding Officer of each FOD prepared and submitted a
semi-monthly Operations Report to the Search and Recovery Section, PHILRYCOM Sector, AGRS-FEZ. After all recoverable
dead were found in a given area, the Detachment made a complete
report to the Commanding Officer, AGRS-PHILRYCOM, including all pertinent information about the search project. In this
manner the Field Operating Detachments carried out their duties
in PHILRYCOM and in other sectors of the Far East Zone.
In the spring of 1947, several organized search projects in PHILR YCO I either had begun or had at least reached the planning
phase, with intensive investigations of Samar, Cebu, Panay, Negros,
and lindanao scheduled for the period from May through September 1947. During May and June 1947, a search group dispatched from PHILRYCOM Headquarters conducted final sweeping operations in the Palau Islands. The team covered this region
by aerial reconnaissance, used a power launch for search of surrounding reefs and shallow waters, conducted land searches, and
questioned natives and Armed Forces personnel. In the Palaus,
they faced the hazards of artillery and mortar duds, live grenades,
and booby traps. Only scant returns rewarded their efforts.
Despite many problems encountered by searchers, the July 1947
Graves Registration report for PHI LRYCOM reOected considerable progress. The northwest portion of the Leyte peninsula was
considered completely cleared of World War II deceased. Two
search teams currently worked in the remaining portion of Leyte
and one team on Mindanao. In addition, the northern and southern tips of Okinawa in the Ryukyu Islands were undergoing close
scrutiny.

By I October 1947, sufficient progress had taken place to justify
the closing of seven search areas, pending action by the Zone Board
of Review. These regions were:"
(I) Pampagna, P. 1.
(2) Bataan, P. 1.
(3) Le)'te, P. 1.
(4) Palawan, P. 1.
(5) Ryuk)'us-Search Area No. 64.

" Ibid.. pp. 10-· 12,
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(6) Ryukvus-Search Area o. 68, except mined areas in
Okinawa.
(7) Ryukyus- earch Area 1':0. 69.
At this time, search teams covered the following eight areas:z~
(\) Zambales, P. 1.
(2) Cavite, P. 1.
(3) Corregldor, P. l.
(4) Agusan, P. l.
(5) Okinawa, Ryukyus.
(6) Halmahera Islands.
(7) Makimi, Dragon Neck, New Guinea.
(8) Hollandia, Hidden Valley, New Guinea.
During the period between July and September \947, search
units had recovered over 300 remains in PHILRYCO l. More
than 200 of these recoveries occurred along the so-called U Death
March" route from Bataan to Camp O'Donnell.
Sufficient manpower began arriving in October 1947 to warrant
the formation, at last, of fully self-contained Field Operating Detachments, As concentration operations neared completion, search and
recovery gradually assumed first priority in graves registration activities. Additional FOD's were formed at Nichols Field, then trained
and sent to the field as rapidly as men could be assigned to AGRS
or released from concentration duties_ The growth of the search
and recovery phase of the repatriation program was evidenced by
the fact that by 3\ ~Iarch \948,29 FOD's operated in 34 PHILRYCO:l1 search areas.-'
The noteworthy progress achieved during late 1947 received official commendation from Gen. A. D. Hopping, Chief Quartermaster, Far East Command. In a letter to Gen. George A. Barkan,
Chief, Memorial Division, OQMG, he praised Colonel Murphey
for his aggressive attack on the search and recovery problem in
PHILRYCO~I and declared that he expected 30 to 40 search
teams soon would function in that Sector.~~
Search and recovery activities continued at a high pitch into the
early months of 19-18. Particular success had rewarded effortS to
close out areas in the Philippine Islands. Farther south. teams operated in the Halmaharas and in several New Guinea regions. The
southern Ryukyus had received thorough investigation, except for
the dangerous mined areas of Okina\'\'a, while recovery efforts still
continued at the northern end of that island chain. The most
urgent need of the teams at the beginning of 1948 concerned the
IlJld" p. 16.
. Hisl, AGRS-FEZ, t Oct 47-31 Mar 48. I. p.42.
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acquisition, if possible, of aircraft to support operations in remote
island and inaccessible inland regions."
The so-called Hidden Valley project constituted one of the most
difficult missions planned in PHILRYCOM and involved the recovery of some 21 deceased from an Army transport plane which
crashed durinl( May 1945 in an extremel)' remote and mountainou portion of Dutch New Guinea, some 130 miles west and slightly
south of Hollandia. This suggested project received long and careful consideration, but finall)' General Headquarters, Far East Command, together wi,h high officials at the OQMG, decided late in
January 1948 to abandon the expedition, since the necessity of
using air transportation for landing in and leaving this valley, surrounded b)' high mountains and impossible to reach except by air,
entailed too much risk to ju tify the effort. Cons~quentl)', no additional funds were allo ated for the Hidden Valley project and the
matter was dropped. '"
\Vhen the general graves registration conference, held in Tokyo
during February 1948, discussed search and recovery operations in
PHILRYCOM, Colonel Murphey reported that 32 teams then operated out of Headquarters and expressed his belief that these activities would terminate by the close of 1948. He seemed certain that
the Philippine Islands would be completely covered by that time.'"
The March 1948 graves registration report for PHILRYCOM
furnished additional evidence of fruitful resul'S from search and recoveryefforts. In the Philippines, the islands of Le)'te and Negros,
most of central Luzon, and the northern portion of Mindanao had
received complete investigation. Twenty FOD's still functioned in
other Philippine Island areas. while six worked in New Guinea and
vicinity. A radio engineer had been dispatched to New Guinea to
supervise the installation of a radio network between the FOD's
there and PHILR YCOM Headquarters. This move greatly facilitated communications and insured a firmer control over units
working in remote sections..l1
After establishment of the American Graves Registration Service
Command, Far East Area (AGRC-FEA), by GO No. 26,16 April
1948, search and recovery activities continued in PHILRYCOM on
a gradually waning scale. The June graves registration report included a recapitulation of recoveries which had occurred in PHILRYCOM during the period from 1 January 1947 until the end of
~~
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& Year

Ickntif":d
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January 1947
February 1947
March 1947
April 1947
i\lay 1947
June 1947
July 1917
Au~us( 1947
September 1947
OClObcr 1947
Novemher 19·17
O(.-cember 1947

13
5
6
4
78
37

January 1948
February 1948
~Iarch 1948
April 1948
~Iay 1948
June 1948

2
1
2
7
3'
37

23
8
18
24
86
38

296

848

TOlal American Dead

I

15
4
2
21
27

Total

"36

3·'

17
17
63

23
21
141
81
12
106
23R
39
66
62

H

11
91
234

37
45
35

Buried in Ci\';lian Cemeteries (Filipino)
Reco\'ered Allied Dead
Communal Burial in Australian Cemt·tery
TOTAL ALL RECO\'ERIES
206 r{'mains.
Avcra~(' monthly recoveries

41

25
9
20
31
120

75
1.144

Hi7
2.087

10
3,708

All geographical areas in PHILRYCOM, except Australian New
Guinea, where an estimated 43 remains still were unlocated} had
been searched by September 1948. AG RS officials then believed
that a total of about 14,772 unrecovered dead still lay in the widespread areas encompassed by PHILRYCOM, but only three search
teams continued to operate in that Sector and all such activities
were scheduled for completion by the close of November 1948."
Approximately 91 recoveries resulted from efforts made in the
period from October through December." By the end of January
1949, Headquarters, AGRC-FEA, had received numerous reports
recommending the close-oul of all PHILRYCOM search areas. In
the spring of 1949, AGRS officials determined that no further extensive or sweeping searches in PHILRYCOM were warranted,
'~Rpt,

GR & Rcpat Opns, PIIILCO~t Zone, 30 Sep 48.
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Specific searches continued, nevertheless, throughout 1949 and into
1950, resulting in a few scattered recO\·eries.
The situation was aptly summarized by H. H. Beck, Chief, Investigation Section, Adjutant General Records Depository, Philippines Command, in a letter of 28 July 1919 to Capt. D. N. Sproul,
Chief, Investigation Branch, wherein he remarked that:

AGRS will remain in operation-as near as is now knownuntil next March. It may still be designated to continue to
function thereafter. Time will tell . . . the recovery operation is limitless. .. It is mr understanding, however, that
their general field retrieving program is over. They are not
combing the hills and ,'alleys any longer. Their field staff is
negligible. They will, however, make individual recoveries at
anytime-anywhere-upon our specific request.
In October 1919, the total estimated number of unrecoverables
in PH ILRYCOI\l stood at 11,306. By ovember 1950, this figure
had dropped to 14,108, representing a total of 198 recoveries during
a 13-month period. Even though a few scattered remains were
located on specific mis ions after j ovember 1950, search and recovery activities ceased in PHILR YCOl\I, for all practical purposes,
by late 1950.

MARSO Sector
Planners of search and recovery operations In the MarianaBonin Islands (MARBO) faced problems whi h varied considerably
from those encountered in PHILRYCOM. With the exception of
Guam, where brief but futile resistance to superior Japanese forces
occurred at the war's outbreak, fighting in this Sector occurred relatively late in the conflict, when graves registration support had become more highly developed. Combat zones were re tricted to
small islands and atolls, rather than great archipelagoes, such as the
Philippinc Islands, where entire regions had been fought over twice,
with resultant heavy casualties and numerous war prisoners, who
later died by the thousands in captivity. Similarly, the burden of
searching in remote mountains or in tropical jungles was generally
less acute in MA-RBO since the burial of combat dead on Saipan,
Guam, Iwo Jima, Tinian, and elsewhere took place quite promptly
after death and as close to beach landings as the terrain permitted."
On the other hand, crashes of B-29 bombers, en route or returning from raids of Japan late in the war, added a considerable number of unrecoverable dead.
ince the crews of these bombers went
lllisl •. \GRS·\I.\RBO Sector. FEZ. 1947 -1-8. I. pp. 5 6.
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down in the vast, trackless stretches of ocean between Saipan and
the Japanese mainland, they were usually considered irretrievably
lost.
Despite an acute need for additional technicians, plans proceeded
at MARBO Headquarters for the establishment and operation of
at least two search and recovery teams by I May 1947, each composed of I officer and 25 enlisted menY' In April, following the
addition of the Volcano Islands to the Sector's jurisdiction, the
MARBO Chief of Staff ordered the immediate initiation of search
and recovery operations. He further directed reduction of Headquarters Company, "D" Battery, and one platoon of the 864th
AAA A VV Battalion to 4 officers and 50 men for use in the search
miSSIOn. Capt. John T. Mullarkey, QMC, became the officer in
charge of this unit. J6
The first organized search and recovery effort in MARBO ocCUlTed on Guam and actually amounted to little more than in-thefield training. The officers possessed scant knowledge of required
equipment and lacked any definite course of action. Since the
activity was a new one without precedents, the few recoveries resulted from a combination of ingenuity and common scnse on the
part of the searchers. The natives shed practically no light on the
situation, since most of them had been confined to isolated camps
during hostilities. Despite their lack of experience, the searchers
recovered 15 remains during their first six weeks on Guam.
Throughout this period, the men received extensive training in map
reading and in identification methods. 3j Information gathered
during this project aided in later operations. On 15 Ivlay 1947, [he
searchers moved northward to Saipan. and activities on Guam
halted, not to be resumed until February 1948.
Some of the war's bloodiest fighting had occurred on Saipan and
the location and identification of remains required considerable effort. In some cases, the searchers hacked out dense jungle undergrowth in order to reach isolated dead, while on other occasions, they
toiled in the rugged coral of the island. The following remarks were
quite commonplace in the daily reports: "Very rough terrain and
heavy underbrush was encountered . . . coral rocks and steep cliffs
along the coast forced the men to swim part of the time . . . the
area searched was entirely coral rock and steep cliffs and several
men were swept into the sea during the search." 3~
~ Rpl. GR & Rcpal Opns. AGRS-FEZ, 31 t\lar 17. p. 13: KCRC·AGRS-FEZ.
319.1.
U1llist. AGRS·~IARBO. FEZ. 19-17-18. I. pp. 28-29.
J;
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Sometimes information regarding the location of isolated remains
came from members of the Armed Services or from civilians who,
while hiking or riding through the hills, had uncovered what they
thought constituted possible landmarks. As on Guam, the natives
could give little aid. False Hleads" were, of course, inevitable. In
one case, searchers spent se,·eral hours hacking through thick undergrowth, only to recover the remains of a dog with a tag labelled
"Brownie." In another instance, a wooden cross was reported high
in the hills. The men, following up this information, crawled at
times on hands and knees over jagged coral and through tangling
creepers up the hillside, reached their destination and found the
cross with the inscription, HLatrine, Closed 1944.":lt!
Because of savage hand-to-hand combat in many areas of Saipan,
mixed skeletal remains proved very difficult to segregate. The
searchers were not qualified to make an official analysis, although
they had been trained to observe major differentiations of the Japanese skeleton from that of the American. Except for isolated
cases, however, American dead had already been removed to temporary burial places shortly after the fighting. The six remains
recovered received a proper burial on Saipan. ~u
During the summer of 1947, AGRS Headquarters, MARBO,
moved to Saipan, for this island afforded plent)' of available warehouse and office space, adequate living quarters for both military
and civilian personnel, facilities for a Central Identification Point,
and a good port. Guam had proved un'atisfactory in these respects, and as the AGRS program was constantly expanding, such
a step seemed necessary and prudent. On II July, the transfer
took place under Movement Order No.4."
Meanwhile, two LSM's, (Landing Ship, ~Iechanized) which were
expected in the spring of 1947 for use in search and recovery operations, did 'lot arrive on schedule. After numerous delays, LSM
463 finally reached aipan in October. During this long period of
waiting for water transportation, Maj. James A. Wilson, Chief of
the Search and Recovery Section, received instructions to search
the island of Rota as a testing ground where AGRS observers might
note the progress in training, and also iron out difficulties in formulating plans and procedures for the search of other islands in the
MARBO chain."
On Rota, Tinian, and the smaller islands of the ector, search
units met the familiar obstacles imposed by rugged terrain, coral
, IbId., p. J-L
." Ibid.. p. 35.
tl
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rocks, heat, and insect pests. Only scant results rewarded their arduous efforts. The poor condition of the ships was another handicap, especially during the Rota expcdition. I :1 In a later critique of
AGRS Activities, 8January 19-19, addressed to the Commander in
Chier, Far East, Brig. Gen. R. E. Hardy, Commanding General,
MARBO, bluntly stated that "poorly conditioned "csscls have delayed the Search and Recovery operation in this zone as much as
five months." He recommended the a ignment to AGRS of vessels
"in excellent condition and with qualified crews, inspected and approved by the command. . . ."
earch and recovery efforts were resumed on Guam early in 1948,
only to be interrupted again, on 25 February, because Landing
Ship, Tank (LST) 1047 was loaned on a 30-day basis to AGRS ror
the purpose of investigating the Bonin and Volcano Islands, considerably to the north of Guam. A portion of this search team returned to Guam late in April and once again recommenced activities, which continued umil termination on 27 August 1948. Despite
the numerous obstacles so familiar in MARBO, the searchers recovered 14 unidentified dead and one unidentified group burial, which
were turned over to the Central Identification Point for verification.
After 27 August 19....8, search efforts were limited to specific cases
only. based on clues offering a reasonable chance for success."
In the Bonin and Volcano Islands, lwoJima served as the base
for search and recovery operations. Unlike most MARBO islands,
it was honeycombed with thousands of caves, many of which had
remained sealed since the exceedingly bloody battle fought there.
General opinion held that American dead lay within some of these
caves. But officials realized that opening them would require an
enormous amount or labor, time, and specialized equipment and
would run the hazard of booby traps and other dangerous explosives. U Realizing the formidability of their task, a search team of 4
officers and 28 enlisted men de paned on 6 !\larch 19-18 rrom Saipan
with supplies for a 90-day mission.~· After ten days, approximately
half of this group left IwoJima to undertake searches of other Bonin
and Volcano Islands, including Chi Chi Jima, Ha Ha Jima, and
Ivluko Jima. These operations ended in April with no recoveries.
/\ thorough search ensued on lwo Jima. Team members ex·
plained their mission to local military and naval officials who gave
• Rpt. CR & Repal Opos. ACRS-fEZ. 30 Xo\- H .
.. Llr. S&R Sec to O .. \CRS·~IARBO. 19 Oct 46: KCRC·ACRS·~IARBO.
nO.22
I Llr. IIq t\lARBO Sector 10 CG, MARRO, 20Jan 48: KCRC-AGRS-MARBO.
3iO.22.
Hisi. AGRS-~IARBO Zone. FEZ. ~1ar 46- Feb 49. p. I.
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full co-operation. Articles concerning the project appeared in the
Army Daily Bulletins, while requests for information which might
lead to the recovery of remains were frequently made." The searchers on IwoJima worked in many caves, where they found numerous
Japanese remains but no American dead. Several caves belched
sulphuric namcs, precluding any allempts at investigation, while
others had great depth and elaborate construction. In many instances, the men could not remain in these caverns for more than
half an hour at one time, since the interior air was hot, stifling, and
malodorous." When the Iwo Jima operation ended in April 1948,
only three remains had been recovered, two of which were identified.
By 25 August 1948, all geographical areas in MARBO had undergone thorough investigation, including the Minor Mariana Islands.
where results were entirely negative. It is readily apparelll that far
fewer recoveries occurred in this Sector than in PHILRYCOM.
Two main factors contributed to this situation-fewer fatalities in
MARBO and the more prompt burial of battle dead in quickly established cemeteries.
The following shows the approximate number of recoveries accomplished in MARBO during the entire period of search and recovery
operations:
IskJnd

Guam
Saipan
IwoJima
Rota
Bonin Islands

31
6
3

Analahan (~finol' ~Iarianasl

10

Total

I
I

(RccO\crt'd in ''ll6. inlcrrro on Saipan.)

52

Despite this small number, the efforts and hardships experienced
by search teams in MARBO certainly equalled tho e of other such
units elsewhere in the vast Pacific and on the Asiatic mainland. The
latest available report, dated November 1950, estimated that a total
of 2,137 unlocated and unrecovered remains in MARBO would
probably never be found.

JAP-KOR Seclor
Recovery of war dead in the JAP-KOR Sector posed problems
which differed in many respects from those encountered elsewhere in
the Pacific. In the first place, the deceased fell into only two main
I" LIT. S&R
c to CO. AGRS·~I,"'RBO. 24 .\Ia\ 48. sub: Termination afGR S&R
Opns. Island of 1\\0 Jima. Volcano Islands: KCRC·AGRS·.\I RBO.3;0.22.
I
Ilist. ACRS-~tARRO Zonf'. .\Iar 48 to Ft'h 49. p. II.
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categories-prisoners of ",oar, who died in rather large numbers from
maltreatment, disease, or starvation; and Riers, who perished in plane
crashes over Japan and Korea or in the adjoining seas. In the
next place, since the Japanese people had been recent enemies,
their initial attitude generally was one of sullen hostility and
non-eo-operation, as contrasted to the usual willingness of natives
elsewhere to help recover Allied dead.
earch activity in thickly
populated regions, rather than in remote jungles and mountains or
on desolate islands, constituted another distinctive feature in this
area.
Quartermaster graves registration units, activated in the Philippines and attached to the divisions of the occupying armies, bore
responsibility for the maintenance of cemeteries in each troop concentration area. In Mal' 19-16, the I08th Q 1 GR Platoon, activated
under the Eighth Army, absorbed the personnel of those graves registration units which had served formerly under the Sixth Army,
thus becoming the major graves registration organization in Japan.
Although based at Yokohama, it had detachments at Sapporo,
Nagoya, Osaka, and Fukuoka}!l
Recovery of pri oner dead, which occupied the first few months
after V-J Day, comprised, in general, the initial phase of the :.Carch
program. A lack of information concerning war prisoners posed
one of the major obstacles to graves registration forces in JAP-KOR.
Pertinent records, which had escaped burning before arrival of the
occupation forces, usually proved incomplete, and the Japanese
Imperial Government furnished data only upon demand. One of
the terms of the surrender nevertheless stipulated that comprehensive maps showing the location of the seven central camps and
numerous branch camps be made available to the Supreme Command Allied Forces (SCAP). When living pris<:>ners were liberated,
officials soon discovered that the Japanese had failed to segregate
them b)' nationality and had developed no standard procedure for
handling remains of the deceased. Policies in each camp depended
upon the personal inclinations of the local commander.:lo
The camps fell into three classifications, based upon circumstances
found in each. In localities where conditions approached some
standard of decency, the senior PO\V received cremated remains for
safekeeping and maintained records, showing the prisoners' date of
death. Upon liberation of the camps, the lacquer boxes and urns
were segregated according to nationality and deli,'ered to the proper
Graves Registration officials. In the second category were those
U Hist, AGRS-JAP.KOR Zone. 19t5-t8. pp. 5-0; 12) l\h'mo, Hq IOBth Qi\1 GR
Platoon to CG. Blh ,",rmy, sub: Unil HiSlorical Summar\, 29 Jun 46.
HiS-I. AGRS-JAP.KOR Zone. 1945 4B. pp. 7-8.
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camps in which remains had been stored in nearby Japanese cemeteries or temples. In such cases, AGRS authorities questioned
liberated prisoners as well as Japanese officials. Eventually, most
of the remains in such camps were recovered, segregated by
nationality when possible, and turned over to AGRS control. The
third classification included camps where the Japanese buried or
cremated remains and did not allow POW's to participate or keep
records. They treated prisoners harshl}' and made no effort to separate the dead, either as individuals or according to nationality. In
such localities, the Japanese nearly always destroyed their own
records to avoid incriminating evidence before Allied troops arrived,
thus rendering search units dependent upon whatever scant data
they could obtain from native citizens and upon fragmentary
information from survivors.:)·

Nearly all prisoner dead had been recovered in the early postwar
period, with the exception of victims of atrocities, whose remains the
Japanese carefully concealed. After liberation, living prisoners in
many camps removed the ashes and delivered them to the mausoleum at Yokohama. In a few cases, freed prisoners took the a hes
of their friends with them, despite orders to lea\'e all remains in
camps until recovery teams arrived. In these instances, instinct
evidently proved stronger than instructions. t.:!
No accurate figure is available for the number of war prisoners
held in Japan nor for the total number of deaths in prison camps.
Japanese records tended to underestimate the total, and Allied figures probably ran somewhat too high. Statistics compiled from the
records of the Japanese Prisoner of War Information Bureau indicated a total of approximately 34,000 prisoners of war, including
some 4,000 deceased.
As the occupation of Japan continued,
more sources of informa:ion became available. Japanese Army
demobilization officers, prefectural Government officials, local
police, and fire wardens became more inclined to talk. Some clues
originated from cen orship of Japanese mail. or from an occasional
"tip" sent anonymously to Allied officials or to the SCAP Legal
Scction. I
Recovery or plane crew remains constituted, in general, the second major phase of search and recovery operations in JAP-KOR.
,\ccording to Army Air Forces records, a total of some 1,934 deaths
resulted from air attacks over the Japan-Korea area and adjacent

)1
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waters during hostilities.:' In searching for plane crew deceased,
graves registration investigators depended quite hea\'ily upon clues
received from the local populace. Fear of reprisals again silcnced
many of those questioned. for many airmen had fallen victims to
atrocities. Until the CAP Lcgal Section closed in on the guilty,
the fate of many air cre\vs remained a mystery. [n cases \""hich involved the Japanese custom of cremating the dead, no recoveries
could be attempteu until criminal investigations revealed the facts
concerning disposition of the ashes. ~f;
Because of the wide dispersal of plane crashes throughout the Sector, searchers consumed more time in tracking them down than on
investigations of war prisoner deaths in established camps. Information furnished by the Japanese Imperial Go\'ernmem received
careful scrutiny, since it supposedly included the exact locations of
plane crashes. dates, and dispositions of crews. RecO\'ery results by
1January 1947, however, indicated that the data lacked both accuracy and thoroughness. Consequently, AGRS Headquarters instructed all prefectural governments to conduct another study of all
Allied plane crash sites and isolated graves, the results of which
would be embodied in a fresh report, including records of crematoriums, temples, churches, cemeteries, town offices, police and civilian officials, and observations of long-time residents of a given area.
Local police chiefs or other key officials would submit the results of
these efforts to the Eighth Army 1\lemorial Division and to the I08th
Graves Registration Platoon. Graves Registration officials allowed ten days for completion of the
reports. ~ewspapers. radio, and town bulletin boards furnished
necessary publicity. Upon reaching AGRS HeadquarterS , the new
information was checked against the files of the Memorial Division
and the SCAP Legal Section. This information, consolidated with
previous data and case histories, constituted an informal record for
the use of recovery teams then searching in several areas.
Armed with additional knowledge, detachments of the I08th QM
GR Company thcn went into the field. Since the regions under
scrutiny had undergone an earlier. but incomplete search, AGRS
officials decided to recheck old clues as well as new leads.'" This
activity. known as "Operation Searching:' began in mid-April 1947,
and preceded the final sweeping search which later comprised the
third phase of the recovery operation .
. AI\F Fill'S. Pcrsonn('l Statistics Di\·, RC~l'f\C and Casualty Br. Rm 1012·1. The Pen·
lagon, Army Banle Casualties & :"I"on-Battk Dt'aths in \\"\\'11. Final RPI, 7 [h·c 41-31
Ol'(' 16. p. 78
lIi~t. AeR -J.\P-KOR Zone. 19-15- . HI. p. 30.
Ibuf..p.37_
, Ib,d., PP_ 37· 38
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Durinl( "Operation Searching"" on the island of Kyushu. those
areas surrounding former Japanese .\rn1\ and :"a\'Y installations received special attention. Inquiry rC\'caled that these military and
naval bases had been "offlimits" toJapanese police and civilian
authorities during the war. Consequrndy. former Japanese officers
and men stationed at these bases were broul(ht to .-\GRS Ileadquarters for interrogation, and the inten"icws rc,"calee! the location of SC\'era) crash sites and ~raYcs which had not previously been kno\\'n.
As already indicated. the third phase of search and recO\'ery operations inJAP-KOR included a sweepinl( investil(ation. which was
instituted under instructions contained in a circular issued b\ the
Commanding General, Hq, Eighth Army, 10 Julv 19·17. Field
grade officers from major tactical units in Japan and Korea received
full briefing on 28 July concernin!( the project. They were warned
especially against attemptin~ any recoveries. since their mission consisted only of searching for remains, Later, trained gra\TS re~istra
tion tcams would reco\'er and attempt to identify any remains discovered during this sweepin£{ operation.""
Officers and enlisted men were chosen carefully. As the project
developed, all publicity mediums were fully utilized. .\s in other
search missions, fire wardens usually proved excellent sources of information. since many planes burned after crashin~. In ~eneral.
the Japanese civilians furnished clues only alter they had been convinced that information they re\'ealed would not later be used a~ainst
them. In cases where all other eflons failed. the invcsti~alOrs sometimes located a Japanese police official who kept a "Iillie black
book," which usually contained the date and area of plane crashes.
When pressure was exerted. such officials often recalled the location
of this book and produced the desired information .. ,
At the peak of the sweepinl( search. approximateh J(Xl teams.
each composed of I officer and 3 enlisted men. ()JX~rated throughout
Japan in a supreme eITort to secure all data which would aid in the
later recovery of American dead by ten trained reco\'cry tcams of
the 108th QM G R Platoon. By the end of 1917, reports from "II
areas indicated that the sweepine; search b\· tactical units of the
Eighth Army had been completed. The searchers unco\"Cred ~()
pre\'iously undisco\'ered sites and marked them for subsequent recovery by trained ~ra\'es re~istration units,

" Ibid.. pp. :i8 Jq.
'RpI.GR&.R('patOpm.. \GRS-.J\P-KOR SIJull-.p.-I.
lIi~t. \GRS J \1-' KOR. 1(111 IR. pp. I! II
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Despite rough and difficult field work. leams from both the tactical
and gra\'es re,;istration units usually displayed genuine interest in
their assignments. They committed some blunde~, resulting mostly
from inexperience; on the other hand, they often employed sound
deductive reasoning. Their accomplishments were the more noteworthy since no precedents nor background of experience pointed
the way for them. Furthermore. the teams generally submitted
well-written reports. which demonstrated careful ancntion to detail.' 3
Throughout search and reco\'ery activities in JAP-KOR, the close
liaison between the Criminal Registry Division of the SCAP Legal
Section and AGRS often proved vital to success. At times, nevertheless, this close relationship became a stumbling block rather than
an advantage, since fear of prosecution for war crimes silenced many
Japanese whom graves registration officials questioned. In the long
run, the excellent detective work of the Criminal Registry Division
more than offset this handicap. Facts or leads were exchanged. and
in several instances, gra\'es registration units exhumed remains on
order from the Criminal Registry Division for evidence in criminal
cases. ThroughoUl all operations. AG RS officials cons,amly sough,
to impress upon the Japanese that no reprisals would result from the
disclosure of information which aided in recovery of Allied deceased. 1l1
In Korea, officials at Headquarters, XXIV Corps, stressed the importance of graves registration activities to the police and civil populace as well as to occupation troops. Korean police received instructions to scrutinize their records carefully for repons of plane
crashes, shootings, deaths, and recoveries of American or Allied remains and to forward such data through channels to Hq, XXIV
Corps.ti'
Early in 1946, estimates indicated that 74 Allied deceased lay in
the United States Army Forces in Korea (USAFIK) Consolidated
Cemetery in Seoul. Elements or the 3063d Q I GR Compan) and
later, those of the I07th Q~l G R Platoon, carried ou, searching operations in ,he areas sOUlh of the 38th Parallel. By the end of
April 1946. the number of remains in the Seoul Cemetery had increased to 119, attesting to the efficiency of search efforts. Somewhat morc than a year later, AG RS officials believed that all areas
south of the 38th Parallel had received a complete ilwcstigation with
all possible recoveries accomplished. By this time, 156 Allied remains rested in Seoul Cemetery. awaiting subsequent removal to
lIisl, AGRS,JAP.KOR. 1945·-18. p. -19.
Ibu/.. pp. II 12
Ltr. IIq XXIV Cart». ~ Dec 45. sub: Information Concerning Deaths and Burial
of Prisoners of \\ar. R('("OH'n of Remains. and \li\Sint( Pc-rsons.
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Yokohama. while some 119 deceased were considered unrecoverable.
All later search and recovery activities in Korea resulted from specific and fresh information.hl>
In japan, too, search operations entered the final. close-out phase.
During the spring of 1948, reports from the Board of Review in variousjapanese prefectures, recommending the closing of these areas to
further search, reached the Commanding Officer, AGRS-FEZ. At
the same time the task of translating japanese reports submitted
during the sweeping operation was completed, and the information
contained therein compared with previous recovery records. As a
result of the widespread search, officials could compile figures in 17
prefectures for the Board of ReviewY
During the summer, AGRS forces conducted final rechecks at air
crash sites.

Still remaining were investigations in the shallow waters

offjapan, where several fatal plane accidents had occurred. Information furnished by tactical units in their earlier sweeping search
and by constant progress in the recovery of remains enabled Hq,
AGRS-jAP-KOR, at the close of Augu t 1948, to request an end to
search operations in all but two prefectures. Officials also hoped
that all water crash site investigations could be finished before the
advent of winter."'"

By March 1949, officials expressed doubt concerning the justification for continuance of search and recovery activities. lilt

Although

some 130 planes still were unlocated in the coastal waters of japan,
the cost of raising them, if they could be located at all, precluded
any great efforts in this direction.

Searching in water areas con-

tinued, nevertheless, on a diminishing scale throughout 1949.
Finally, on 2 May 1950, the Commanding General, Eighth Army,
requested authority to terminate all search and recovery operations
in japan, with the single exception of specific investigations based
on excellent clues. Approval of this request during june 1950
ended, for all practical purposes, the tor), of search and recovery
in the jAP-KOR Sector.
The follo\\;ng figures indicate the approximate number of remains (excluding some 3,382 cremated dead) located throughout
the Sector during the period of available reports on AGRS activities:

• Rpl. GR & Repat Opn~. AGR -FEZ. 31 :\layI7.
'11 Rpt. CR & Repat Opns, AGRS-JAP-KOR, 30 Apr 48.
1;. Ibid.. 31 Aug: 48.
r , Ltr. Col L. R \Volre, Eighth .\rmy Q:\I to Bri~ Gen Kester L. lIa<;tilll;s. Chier.
\lrm Oi\". OQ\1G. 25 \Iarlq.
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Finall)', the report of November 1950 for JAP-KOR showed an
estimate of 1,616 unlocated remains, including 1,613 classed as totall)'
unrecoverable.
Operations in the Pacific Zone (PAZ)

Sud for Records Surv')'

Organized search and recovery in the Pacific Zone began very
late. Such activity prior to 1947 was at best haphazard and somewhat piecemeal, since various local island commanders of separate
branches of the service carried out search operations for isolated
burials.
In January 1947, the Operations Officer of AGRS-MIDPAC
(predecessor of AGRS-PAZ) attempted to ascertain the amount of
work necessary to search for and recover missing members of the
Armed Forces. The extremely muddled and fragmentary state of
records pertaining to missing servicemen underlined the urgency for
such a project. The unreliabilit)' of information in the AGRSMIDPAC files was painfully evidenced by the estimate that only
79 deceased remained unlocated within that command, when, as a
matter of fact, several thousand unrecovered dead lay scattered
throughout the Pacific Zone (PAZ). Hundreds of Navy servicemen were missing from the Pearl Harbor disaster alone.;"
In conducting this records survey, AGRS workers at Hq, MIDPAC (later AGRS-PAZ), gathered data concerning previous searches
from several sources, including the Quartermaster, Memorial Branch,
AFMIDPAC; the local Air Forces, Navy, and Marine Corps files;
and the AFMIDPAC Adjutant General's Records Division." This
laborious mission was still in progress during the autumn of 1947.
According to an AGR -PAZ report for eptember 1947, missing
persons file cases had been established for 4,303 unlocated remains,
as compared to only 79 such cases in December 1946.;'
During this surve)'. the close-out report of island bases probably
provided the best ources of available information, especially in ew
Caledonia and in parts of the Guadalcanal Command. Correspondence from the OQMG provided another fruitful wellspring of
information. In addition, AGRS "arm chair" detectives sometimes
discovered names of missing persons, boats, and aircraft in books
or magazine articles, which were not listed in graves registration
files. Similarly, press releases and reports of AGRS activities in the
Pacific caused individuals, who possessed pertinent knowledge, to
;u
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contact the proper officials. Ex-servicemen proved particularly
helpful in furnishing ne\\ clues. Finally, the next of kin and other
relatives sometimes volunteered data by leller regarding mi ing
persons.
While the surve . progressed, Captain Isensmith, Commanding
Officer, 60-l,h GR Company, conducted the first organized search
and reCO\'cry acti\'ity in the mid-Pacific, under supervision of the
newly established AGRS-Pacific Zone (AGRS-pAZ). He led an
elTort to reco\'er isolated burials in the ~1arshall Islands group and
on sC\'eral I Iawaiian islands. Only a few reco\'eries rewarded the
searchers during this project. 7+

First E.\pedilion
By Mal' 1947, the collection and survey of Pacific records had
uncovered sufficient data to warrant the formation of an extensive
search and recovery expedition, the plans for which had been built
up rather gradually. The decision to carry out stich an undertaking resulted from careful thought on the matter. n The formulation
of an AGFpAC plan, entitled ''The Operations Plan for Se.~rch and
Recover)' of Isolated Burials, ,\GFPAC Area," dated 8 March 19-17,
marked an important step in the preparations preceding the expedition. r.. The itinerary included the ew Hebrides, olomon, Caroline, and ~Iarshall Islands, covering a period extending from midMay to mid-August 1947. The tentative scheme envisaged search
teams, each composed of one officer and four enlisted men, which
would be organized when the 60-lth GR Company returned from
concentration activities and after the arrival in Hawaii of the graves
registration group from the China Theater. Further plans called for
lhe use of I L T,2 LeVI"s (Landing Craft, Vehicle and Personnel), and 6 DUKW's. The LST would aCl as mOlher ship to the
others. ;r
Records originating in an exhumation and concentration project
during o\'cmber 1946, proved a \'aluable source of data to organizers of this expedition. The earlier undertaking had cO\'ered only
the Marshall-Gilberts Group. plus l\lidway and Wake Islands, but
the experience gained pro\-ided helpful information concerning
equipment, supplies, and procedures needed on any similar voyage. r..
Before the expedition departed from Honolulu, AGRS officials deT

IbId.. I. pp. 15 46.
Ibld.. \pp. C. \'01 2. Ind. 21. ~ub: lIisl. S&R Sr. p. J.
7
!list•• \GRS-PAZ. I. p. 49.
t/bu{.• App. D. \'01. I. Inc!' I.
t IbId
1_ Ibid.• Pi> -t8· -19.
t
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cided to have two voyages-the first to encompass a general area
search, and the second, a more detailed and wider investigation.
Eight officers and fifty-six enlisted men from the 604th Q 1 Graves
Registration Company, and one civilian technician comprised the
technical personnel of the first expedition.-·
The LST 711 finally depaned from Oahu on ISJuly 1947, after a
delay of several weeks caused by mechanical difficulties. This first
extensive search and recover)' effort encountered innumerable obstacles for which technical manuals and standard operating procedures made no provision. Plans drawn up at Hq, AGRS-PAZ,
proved inadequate in actual practice, since the organizers of the expedition did not, and probably could not, anticipate the broad scale
upon which they were to operate nor the continuous receipt of information which would necessitate backtracking and duplication of
effort.
Although fraught with hardship and discouragement, the journey
provided some interesting incidents. A search unit, arriving at
Rennel Island, in the Solomons, met the first natives who proved
untrustworthy. They would steal anything not nailed down. They
were even forbidden aboard the ship. In addition, they seemed obsessed with the notion of driving a hard bargain. One chief of a
local village wanted some 30.00 in gold to accommodate four men
for one night in an old shack. Since the weather was windy and
rainy, the searchers had little choice in the maner. W
Most of the trip, which covered the Marshall-Gilbert group, the
Solomon, New Hebride , Loyalty and Caroline Islands, proved relatively uneventful. The most successful operations occurred in the
Solomon Islands, with 39 recoveries, and in the Carolines, with 17.
On the entire expedition, the search units recovered a Iotal of 69
remains, including 13 "knowns" and 56 Hunknowns.""1
The failure to recover more remains stemmed from three principal
causes. In the first place, many reported burial sites actually contained no remains. In such cases, the deceased probably had been
found previously and then interred as unknowns in a cemetery, but
with no written report gi"ing the places of recovery or burial. Secondly, inaccurate maps and inadequate information often thwarted
the searchers' efforts to locate reported burial sites. Lastly, plane

11' (I) Itnd.. I. p. 52. (2) IIAGFPAC Mow:m{'nt Order :\0. I. 19 May 47, APi>- D,
Vol. I, Incl. 11. lIisL AGRS·PAZ. I.
~o ummary of Cruise of the LST 711, 15 Jul 47· 17 Feb 48, p. 10, App. 0, Vol. 2,
Incl. 27, llist, AGRS·PAZ, 1.
~I Rpt, S&R Expedition No. I. App. D. Vol. I. Inc!. 3. His!. AGRS-PAZ. I.
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crashes in deep water r.11lwr than on land. as n'poncd, often rendered impos"iiblt· the rc(:o\"(:n- of remains.~
:"umerow. su~~cstions for improved methods and additional equipmelU resulted from this initial elron. .\mon~ items of equipment
recoml1lcndt'd for future lise wele: Foldin~-handle trench shovels l a
machete for c.itch man, two canteens per man. one complete shallowwater divin~ outfit. t\\,o double-ended five-oared surf boats with a
detachable outboard motor and rcplacen1ent of one of the Landing
Craft. \'chicle and Personnel (Ley?) b\' a Landing Craft, Personnel and Rcconnai'sance ( LCPR).
The arran~t.·ment which placed members of the 6O-lth Graves
Re~istration Company and the crew of the LST ill under separate
authorit v pn}\'Cd to be one of the most unsatisfactory aspects of the
entile expedition. The Commander of thc 60-+th G R Company belie\'cd that his mcn should not be subject to duties aboard shi p and
should ha\·c better quarters and food than they were provided. The
Captain uftlu' LST 711, who held supreme authority aboard ship,
felt that the ~ra\"(""S re~istration unit members failed to display a
proper attitude toward tht'il" obligations while aboard. :"either
~roup aekno\\led~ed responsibiJil\ for keeping the LST 7 J J in top
shape and conditions continued poor throughout the \'oya~e. This
situation might Wt'll have been avoided by the simple expedient of
reachin!{ an undcrstandin~ before departure.

SUlJ1ul E\l'tdit,un
Thc month... which elap~ed between the two major search and rcco\"ery expeditions \\erc spent in refitting the ship and planning for
the second trip. inc1udin{{ the incorporation of nc\\ ideas and methods acquired from expnienccs on the initial mission."1 During this
interim. the monthly .\GRS·PAZ graves registration activit)' report
for April 1918 pro\·ided i.l detailed account of the staws of search
and re('O\"en operations
rhe followin~ data shows the estimated
re('on'fable and unrcco\"erable remains in each of the five larl{e areas
into which .\GRS·P.\Z had been divided in order lO facilitate
repOl tin~

Group.\ tinclude... sub-areas 1 3.6,8,9,25)
21 Recoverable Remains
1,708 L'nreco\erable Remains
1.729 Total
IlnJ.
IIi I. \(;R"-P\/ I. PI'. - ..
lAid" II -:l.

jOt.
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Group B (includes sub-areas 2, 4, 5, 10, II, 12)
10 Recoverable Remains
2,6-13 Unrecoverable Remains
2,653 TOlal
Group C (includes sub-areas 13, 14. 19,23)
43 Recoverable Remains
430 Unrecoverable Remains
473 Total
Group D (includes sub~area 15, 16, 17.20,21,22,24)
o Recm'erable Remains
35 Unrecoverable Remains
~Total

Group E (includes sub-area 7, 18)
45-1 Recoverable Remains
3,108 Unrecoverable Remains
3,562 TOlal
This same report also listed the completely searched areas in the
Pacific Zone and the date of approval by The Adjutant General:
(a) Sub-Area 17, Tuamotu Archipelago sub-area. 10 September 1947
(b) Sub-Area 16, Society Island sub-area. II eptember 1947
(e) ub-Area 21, Cook Island sub-area. 24 September 1947
(d) Sub-Area 22, Austral Island sub-area. 24 September 1947
(e) ub-Area II, Tongareva Island sub-area. I October 1947
(f) ub-Area 12, Marquesas Islands sub-area. 6 October 1947
(g) Sub-Arca 10, Union Islands sub-area. 20 October 1947
(il) Sub-Area 24, Kermadec Island sub-area. 16 December
1947.
Also listed in the report were those geographical areas which were
considered not completely searched, as follows:
- an;h complct«l
(n) Sub-arca 1
(6) Sub-arca 2
lr) ub-are3 3

ld)

ul~an·a"

(t) .. ub-are3 5

Wak(" Island sub-area
Ila\\aiian Island sub-area
~Iarshall Island sub-area

Phoenix

I~Jand

sub·ar("3

Line- Island sub-area
ifI ub-arr3 l:i Gilbert 1..land sub-area
(of) uh-ar("a 'i Solomon hland suh-area
lh) Suh-art"38 Santa Cru/ hland sub-art"3
II)
uh-arC'a 9 Ellice Island sub-art"a
lJ) Sub-area 13 XC'\\ JI('brid~ Island sub-area
lk) Sub-art"a 14 Fiji Island sub-art'a

50
24
:?1
t8
75
J2

35

o
85
~I

( .)
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II) Sub-ar('a j
1m} Sub-area 18
In' Sub·an·" I q
(0) Sub-area 20
(p) Sub-area :n(1) Sub-area :15

•

Fi~ures nOI

moan Island ~ub-an'a
-Australian sub-area
Loyah hland sub-an-a
TOIl'!:a Island suh-an';'!
i\-C\\ 7,,<'aland Island \llh-an'a
Caroline 1~land sub-alt'a
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Although originally scheduled depart in April 1948 from Hawaii
on the second extensive search and recovery mission, the L T 711
actually sailed on the afternoon of 10 June. The expedition included 5 AGRS officers, 1 medical officer, f7 enlisted men and 1
civilian embalmer from the 604th QM Graves Registration Company, and 1 officer and 11 enlisted men from the 561st Engineer
Diving Detachment, who were to be used in recovering deceased
from planes which had plunged into shallO\.. waters off island shore
lines. ~.
The Line Island Group. lying nearly 1,000 miles south of Hawaii,
provided the first scheduled SlOp on the itinerary. No recoveries
rewarded efforts in this area, and the expedition proceeded ro the
Phoenix Island Group, reaching Canton Island on 25 June. Because
of a reported plane crash near the end of the air strip, AGRS officers
had expected lO employ the diving detachment on Canton Island,
but soundings re\'ealed no bottom at a depth suitable for diving
operations. ~,
After fruitless searches in lhe Phoenix and amoan Islands. the
expedition mO\'ed on to the Fiji Islands in mid·July. During the
war, Army trOOps had occupied this British-governed region. The
searchers studied numerous reports of plane crashes, many of which
had occurred off shore. In most cases, landing craft could not
anchor because of reefs or deep water, and divers. consequently,
could not make an}' recovery attempts, ::"Se\"ertheless, they salvaged
bits of a B-25 off andi Bal, "i,i Levu Island, and photographed
one identifying serial number. Because of the constant presence of
troops during the war, no unresolved land cases existed in the
Fijis..,
After routine activities for the next several weeks in the New
Hebrides Islands, where only two remains were found, the searchers
proceeded to New Zealand, where they removed two bodies from

• Rpl. GR & Repal Opn\_ \GRS-PAZ 30 Apr -.18.
lIist ..\GRS·PAZ. I. p. tt!.
: I!nd.. p.
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the Karori Cemetery at Wellington." From New Zealand, the
LST 711 sailed to Australia, arriving at Melbourne on 24 September
1948.
Plans were drawn up almost immediately in conferences with
Australian War Graves Section officials at Victoria Barracks. These
plans called for a special overland team which would survey areas
along the eastern coast north to Townsville, where, in approximately 40 days, it would rejoin the LST 711. That ship meanwhile would proceed westward around the Australian continent to
the same destination, examining burial places along its route. The
major problem facing the proposed overland expedition was the
identification and differentiation of mixed American and Australian
air crews. The Australian Air Force flew many American-made
planes without changing the erial numbers and often mixed crews
occupied the same plane. When fatal crashes occurred under such
circumstances, it was almost impossible to distinguish between
American and Australian remains. In cases of inseparable and unidentifiable groups of mixed remains, the Australian War Graves
officials were unwilling to release them to the American Graves
Registration Service, even though most of the dead might be
Americans."
eparable remains would be turned over to AGRS
authorities only when they could be positively identified as American.
As preparations for the overland trip neared completion, Squadron
Leader K. E. Rundle of the Australian Air Force Casualty Division determined to accompany the team-a fortunate development,
since his familiarity with earlier Australian searches would prevent
duplication of effort. In addition, Rundle had some cases of his
own which he wished to clarify. On 4 October, everything was in
readiness and the overland search and recovery team, consisting of
2 officers, 13 enlisted men, Rundle, and 2 Australian Warrant
Officers, departed for Townsville. Vehicles and equipment included one I'/Hon truck, 2 weapons carriers, 2 trailers, I jeep, and a
30-day supply of rations.'''' The team was instructed to maintain
radio contact with the LST 711 whenever possible. The ship,
meanwhile, had also departed on 4 October with the remainder of
the expedition for the voyage around the Australian continent.
The overland unit faccd conditions quite unlike those experienced in previous island operations. Graves registration activities
closely resembled those conducted in Europe, and early in the war,
Rpl. CO. tiO-Ith Q\I CR Co. to Chif'f. AGR ·PAZ. no dat('. sub: Summar..- of
CruI"-f'. Exp<·c1iliol1 '\n. 2.\111" n. \'01. :1. Pi>. - .. -;'h. IIi t.\GRS.P.\Z. I
• \I(·mo. IIq .\GRS-PIIILCO\I to CO.. \GRS·PIIILCO\I, S('p l8. \ub: Liaison
\\"ith Australian GO\I in Conn('ction \\ith GR ACli\"ilit"s .
.. (I) Il~l. AGRS-PAZ. I. pp. 87-88. 2 lb.d., App. 0, Vol. J. pp. 85. 87.
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the nited States had established its own cemetery system in Australia. The search team enjoyed the benefits of extensive publicity
from the Australian press and radio services, but the conMabulary
proved to be the best source of information, with its semi-military
organization, in which a central office controlled all districts, each
of which in turn was divided into sub-districts. Any report from
even the smallest \'illage constable reached the central office. " The
overland team, looking almost exclusively for plane crash victims,
actually reco\'ered only two remains, a result which attested to the
thoroughness of previous Australian searches.
The LST 711, meanwhile, reached Fremantle, where the searchers
removed five American remains from lhe Frcmantle cemetery. The
next stop was made at Darwin on the northern coast to disinter one
body from the cemetery. In mid-November, the ship rejoined the
overland unit at Townsville, Searchers reco\'ered only 11 remains
during the entire Australian operation, and 9 of these came from
established cemeteries, again reAecting credit on the earlier
Australian search efforts.
From Australia, the searchers mo\'ed to the Bismarck Archipelago,
which had nQl been included in previous itineraries. Search in this
area, particularly on New Britain, proved quite succe ful. Thirty.
nine bodies were recovered bet\veen 2 December 1948 and 16
January 1949. After combing lhe Caroline Islands and lhe New
Georgia Group, the expedition proceeded to Guadalcanal, arriving
there on 7 February. The searchers, with excellent co·operation
from the British Commissioner and from American officers at the
30th Engineer Ba e Camp, recO\·ered 38 deceased and completed
operations late in February."~
After leaving Guadalcanal, lhe LST 711 sailed northward across
lhe equator, visiling bolh the Gilbert and Ellice Islands during
March. The expedition made ilS final stop in lhe Marshall fslands,
but no recoveries resulted from these efforts, although the entire
search of the Pacific area yielded a lOlaI of 109 remains.
In analyzing the merits and results of the second expedition, certain definite observations can be made. In the first place. better
techniques and equipment for handling reco\'ered remains had been
made possible by knowledge gained on the earlier voyage. Secondly,
the whole group worked under a single command, thus avoiding
conflicts in policy which, under a divided authorit)', had marred the
first expedition. In the lhird place, lhe recovery of o\·er 100 additional remains, many of which were successfully identified, largely
justified the labor and time expended. Graves registration officials
U

IbId., I, p. 88 .
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felt confident that the journey's varied experiences would aid any
future search and recovery operalion.!l
pon the return of the
second expedition, the search areas assigned to AGRS-PAZ were
closed to further organized search, effective 13 May 1949."'
Statistics

The following figures show the SlalUS, as of 31 lay 1949, of the
recovery program in all 25 sub-areas of PAZ."
Group A (includes sub-areas I, 3; 6, 8, 9, 25)
o Recoverable Remains
1,791 Unrecoverable Remains
1,791 Total
Group B (includes sub-areas 2, 4, 5, 10, II, 12)
o Recoverable Remains
2,503 UnrecO\'erable Remains
2,503 Total
Group C (includes sub-areas 13, 14, 19,23)
o Recoverable Remains
442 Unrecoverable Remains
442 Total
Group D (includes sub-areas 15, 16, 17,20,21,22,24)
o Recoverable Remains
34 Unrecoverable Remains
34 Total
Group E (includes sub-area 7, 18)
o Recoverable Remains
4,279 Unrecoverable Remains
4,279 Total
Grand Total: 9,049 UnrecO\'erable Remains
As can be readily observed, no recoverable deceased lay in the
Pacific Zone after lhe return of the second mi ion, although a total
of 9,049 servicemen were considered unrecoverable, Except for a
small number of specific searches based upon new evidence, search
and recovery efforts in the Pacific Zone had ended by mid-1949,
Total recO\'eries resulting from both major expeditions numbered
178, While this number may seem small, it must be borne in mind
that in areas under control of AGR -PAZ, most remains received
burial shortly after death. Relatively few men died in prison camps
IbId .• I. p. 90.
IfJld.. I. pp. 90 91
1 Rpl. GR & RC'pat Opn... \GRS-P.\Z. 31 \Iay -\9.
in tach group. set" aoo\(', p. .fi! 7J
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or in remote jungles, as in the Far East Zone, but marl\' deaths occurred at sea or on beaches where the bodies soon were swept out
into the ocean, thus becoming tOtal" unrecoverable. Plane crashes
over oceanic expanses added to the number of non-recoverable dead,
since the direction of the plane often formed the only clue. In any
event. the small number of located deceased did not result from an)
lack of effort or thoroughness by search teams.
China Theater and Zone

A formidable undertaking faced the men selected to recover the
remains of Americans who died in China. ~Iany of the more than
3.000 deceased 13) in widely dispersed regions from :Manchuria to
the hal jungles of Thailand. The problems confronting the searchers differed somewhat from those encountered in the island-hopping
operations of the Pacific Zone. In comrast to the small islands of
the middle and western Pacific, extensi\'e continental areas. often
encompassing rough and varied terrain, mUSt be covered. Another
difference resulted from the absence of ground combat involving
American units. Fatalities in China requiring search activities
arose from three major causes: combat operations of General Chennault's airmen, bombardment mi sions of the Twentieth Air Force
against Japan, and crashes o\'er,the "Hump" Route between China
and India. A few deaths resulted from various diseases.
Ellr~r

Starch and Rtcou'Y m Cllllla

The search and recovery program commenced long before a ti"ation of the American Graves Registration en'ice, China Zone
(AGRS-CZ), al lhe end of 19-15. The Air Ground Aid Seclion of
the China Theater, whose prin ipal mission was the recovery of
missing. but living servicemen, maintained extensive records which
proved very valuable when transmitted [0 the China Theater Search
Detaehment-a new unit which was activated on 17 November
19-15 under GO 232. Hq.
nited States Forces. China Theater
(V FCT). These records indicated thal some 1,012 persons still
were missing in China, mostly from the Fourteenth Air Force. with
some from the Tenlh and Twentieth Air Forces, the Chinese Combat Command, the Office of trate~c Services, and Services of
Supply."
The newly-created China Theater Search Detachmenl. following
the suggestions made in a Casualty Clearance Report, 10 November 1')45, undertook searches onlv when there was a reasonable exlIi.lit.. \GR5-China Zon('. pp. 2-3
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pectation of recovering one or more remains. The numerous cases
involving apparently unrecoverable dead received only administrative review of statements and reports already on hand. Early in
1946, Hq, China Theater Search Detachment, recommended to
the Commanding General, USFCT, that 1.014 cases be closed summarily as unrecoverable.!O;'

By the beginning of March, a Report of Operations showed the
following accomplishments by the Detachment:
(a) Bodies recovered and positively identified-38
(b) Bodies recovered, not positively identified-57
(c) Cases of missing personnel resolved and recommendations
forwarded for final disposition-88.
These figures did not include some 70 remains found on Formosa,
of which about half were identified. At this time, the Search Detachment included 44 officers and 61 enlisted men, representing a
shortage of 14 individuals under authorized strength.
During the period of its activities, the Search Detachment maintained close liaison with the Casualty Section, Adjutant's General's
Office, Hq, USFCT. Its teams did not visit physically all parts of
areas under investigation, but they usually reached se\'eral points in
each area. In lieu of visits, investigations consisted of an examination of reports received from Chinese officials and other sources
concerning missing persons. ~!
Unsettled political conditions particularly hampered search operations in those regions partially or wholly occupied by the Chinese
Communists, especially in the Tsinan and Kaifeng areas. Similar
revolutionary activities in French Indo-China, particularly around
Hanoi, also impeded search learns. In addition, communication
difficulties constantly plagued Detachment teams throughout the
Theater.
...

A CRS Acti"itits and Probltms

The recently established American Graves Registration en'iceChina Zone, (AGRS-CZ), meanwhile, placed four of its own teams
in the field durin~ January 1946. They normally consisted of 3
officers and 6 enlisted men, in addition to military police needed to
protect property. These figures fell somewhat short of the planned
team average of 3 officers and 9 enlisted men. Three units worked
in China and the other on Formosa. In January, they recovered
16 remains and, in co-operation with the Search Detachment units,
located 12 additional deceased. Durin~ February, graves registra1<.

Rpt, Ilq CTSD to CG. LISFCT. I f(>b 46, sub: Rpt of Opos of CTSD for Jan l6.
Ibid., I ~Iar 46. sub: Rpt of Opns of CSTD for F('b 46.
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tion search tcams found 30 bodies, which were later interred in
Shanghai. By the dose of this month, the stren~th of AGRS-CZ
had increased to 8 officers and 29 enlisted men."!!
Finally, late in April 1946, AGRS-CZ ab>orbed the personnel of
the Search Detachment, thus consolidating the strength of both organizations and eliminating all duplication of efforts. At the time
of this union, tcn graves registration search and recovery teams were
operating in the field, while Search Detachment units were functioning at Amoy, Foochow. and Nanchang. 1oo
Because of the isolated locations in which most search activities
took place, teams usually established sub-headquarters at key points
as a base of operations. Usually, they split into smaller groups,
leaving sufficient men in the sub-headquarters to safeguard military
property and to carryon administrative duties. A mechanic accompanied each unit, since its vehicles underwent constant ,.,'ear and
tear on the poor roads, Each team also needed persons who could
transcribe, interpret, and speak the difficult Chinese language. Experience had also demonstrated the importance of adequate replacements, since three months in the field about represemed the limits of
human endurance.
Searchers in the "Hump" area of China were highly imbued with
the spirit of adventure. Few white men had c\'er penetrated this
remote and lIttle-known region of the Himalayas and ~he men often
were exposed to unforgettable experiences in the battle against the
elements and in contact with the natives, In fact, many of those
recalled for redeployment felt reluctant to return to more familiar
and civilized scenes. IOI
[n 'ovember 1946, Hq, AG RS-CZ, submitted a speeial report
to the Office of the Quartermaster General on search and recovery
activities, which indicated that sweeping operations met with far
greater success in coastal regions than in the interior of China.
because of the former's accessibility to water and air transportation.
~loreover, Chinese near the coast were not e\"acuated during the
war to the interior nor to non-combat areas to the same degree a
those in some other parts of China and were thus beller able to tell
of air crashes and burials they had witnessed. H'~
Late in 1946. s"'eral problems still eonfronted AGRS-CZ. sueh
as the continuing shortage of replacements, which necessitated the
dispatch of newly arrived, untrained men to the fielJ In addition,
anticipated losses throu~h the new redeployment regulations
• App. D. G I Periodic Rpt. I Jan 28 Feb "6; K(.RC-.-\(jRS-CZ. 319.1
Rpl. GR &. Repat Opns. China Zont'. -JO\pr .fo.
," Ibid.. 30 Xov 46.
1I)~ Ltr. I-Iq AGRS-CZ to OQ~IG. 9 :\'0\ 46, sub: l')peeial Rpl of S&R Opns. 293.
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threatened a curtailmem of 25 percem in search and recovcry personnel by January 1947, and of 50 percem by June 1947 unless suitable replacements became quickly available. Inaccurate and inadequate records, made by those search units which preceded both
the earch Detachment and AGRS-CZ, also posed a vexing problem. Repeatedly, teams visited locations only to discO\'er that remains had been removed by pre\~ous search parties. Burial records
at cemeteries where located dead were interred usually contained
incomplete data regarding the time and place of the original recovery and the identity of the operating unit. ,n.•
At the beginning of 1947, graves registration operations in the
China Zone reached their peak, with about 400 military and civilian personnel enga~ed in the various phases of the program. Plans
for the entire year confronted search and recovery personnel with
the formidable task of completing both sweeping and specific search
operations by Septem ber. IIH

Tilt "Lola" Cast

The complex problems posed by il1\·estigation of remote air
crashes were well illustrated in a unique case in the China Zone.
often called the "Lola Case" or "Live Americans Case."
It was
distinguished from most other search projects in two ways, In the
first place, there existed a possibility that living Americans would be
located. Secondly, it became so well known in China that it was
rererred to as "The Case."
The "Lola Ca e" began in the summer of 1946 when a search
team, heading west from Chungking, was approached by a ragged
and almost incoherent Chinese farmer, who had heard rumors that
American airmen were captives of a barbarous tribe in western
China to whom the name "Lola" was often applied. He admitted
that the story was hearsay and that he had not seen the airmen or
the plane. After questioning other Chinese in the area, the officer
in charge of the search team decided to investigate further."
Another member of the search party. Father Breit!, was asked to
communicate with the area missionary, ~Ionsignor Stanislas Baudry,
Bishop of Hsichang, \\ ho had lived in that section of China for about
30 years. Bishop Baudry replied that he had also heard rumors
about five Americans held in slavery by the Lolos and had sent this
information to the American Ambassador to China, at the same time

requesting permission to bargain with the Lolos for release of the
alle~ed ca ptives.
IbId.
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A Graves Registration team was or,¥,nized to conduct the special
search under the direction of Lt. Col. H. \\'. \Vurtzler, who was responsible to Col. Charles F. Kearney, Chief, AGRS-CZ. A decision had been reached that all operations aimed at rescuing the captured airmen would be held in strict secrecy, since officials believed
that publicity might be dangerous, In September. after establishment of a permanent base at Hsichang, on the edge of the Lolo
country, secret negotiations commenced. Circulars were publi hed
in the Lolo language antI distributed throughout the area.
The search team made several attempts to enter the Lola country,
but despite co-operalion from Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek, they
encountered many obstacles, which resulted largely from the attitude
of provincial authorities who were split by factional differences and
by the civil war raging in China, Everywhere, the searchers heard
fearsome storie of Lola savagery. The Chinese either refused to
enter the area or sent in expeditions which exaggerated the dangers
to which they were exposed. Yet continuing rumors tended to con-
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vince the American searchers that there actually were live captives
in this region. IUh
Finally, twO members of the search party, Capl. Edward E. McAllister and Sgl. John C. Fox, entered the Lolo area disguised as
traders. To their great surprise, they found the Lolos quite friendly
and co-operative. Apparently, they hated only the Chinese. Probably they were the original inhabitants of China who rctreated into
the remote, mountainous regions of the west many centuries ago and
remained apart from the rest of the country, still unsubdued and
still defiant of successive Chinese governments. Possibly because of
this background, they had earned the reputation of being dangerous
savages. 111':" After an exhausti,"c and prolonged investigation and
much contact with the various Lolo tribes, the searchers finally concluded that no missing Americans had been held captive. Consequently, all activities connected with this long drawn-out case ceased
in November 1947.""

Other Search Elforts; Exhumation Directive
Efforts of the search team based on Hsichang were not entirely
directed towards the solution of the Lolo case, for many other planes
had been reported as lost in this uncharted territory. One party
moved to an area east of the base anu reco\'cred I known burial,
c1earcd 5 doubtful cases, and recei"ed leads on 2 others. Another
unit from this team proceeded by airlift to Chengtu in May 1947
for an estimated 25-day mission into the rugged terrain northwest
of Chengtu. The search party suffered an ambush by bandits, rcsulting in the loss of supplies and equipment carried on yak backs.
One Chinese soldier was killed and several woumled, but no AGR
casualties occurred. Dcspite this unfortunate incident, the search
team procured new supplies and equipment from Chinese authorities and the project continued. Later, the unit mO"ed southwest to
Loshan, clearing all cases in those areas. Ill'
~[ost of the searching operations in the China Zone were interrupted or affected by a radio directive received at AGRS-CZ Headquarters on 12 March 1947, which ordered the exhumation of the
cemeteries at Kunming, Chengtu, and Shanghai and the shipment
of all remains in the China Zone to Hawaii by the middle of April
1947. Sufficient manpower was not available for exhuming and
processinll" operations without di"erring search and recover)' workers
Ibid.
1.7
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to the task, and virtually all search activities came to an abrupt
standstill during the exhumation and concentration project. (For
details, see Ch. XIII of this sludy, pp. -l32 33.)

Resumption of Search and Ruol'eJ)'; ClOst-OIlI and DeacllllllJion
After the evacuation of cemeterial remains to Hawaii, the primary
mission of ..\GRS-CZ became the search and recovery of the missing
dead. This task increased the work of the earch and Recovery
Division, which already handled current death and identification
cases and operated the Remains Depot at Shanghai. In order to
accomplish its many jobs, the Division was split into two sectionsthe Casualty Seclion and lhe Plans and Operations Section. The latter had charge of actual search activities in China. After the
evacuation, 14 of the 28 officers authorized for AGR -CZ. were
assigned to field operations, 3 to headquarters, and 1 t 10 general
o"crhead activities. I
Records of the Division at that time (April
t 947) showed that operations had progressed quite slowly because
of previously mentioned obstacles. I I I
\Vhen post-evacuation adjustments were ironed out, activities were
resumed on a wide scale and continued into the summer of 1947,
with six full field teams. TheJuly report of Gra"es Registralion
Activities for the China Zone showed the followin(f picture:
Team I, stationed at Hankow, had recovered four remains during
July, ,,,,hile six more cases were investigated with negative results.
Team 2, based at Hsichan~, was en~a~ed in the Lolo Case.
Team 3, based at Hq, AGRS-CZ, operated in lhe district of
Amor. Hangchow. and Foocho\\ on a roving mission. A Aier lost
in lhe Doolinle raid on Tokyo in 19-12 had been recovered in Jul)
and the remains stored in the AGRS-CZ Remains Depot, marking
the final episode in the Doolittle story.
Team 4, stationed at Kunming, performed most of its operations
in the China portion of the "Hump." Fourteen cases yielded only
negalive results. ),J'evcnheless, search activities continued in the
immediate vicinity of Kunming in order to clarify all doubtful cases.
Team 5 a rO\ing team, departed by air from Shan~hai on 15 July
and landed at Tanchang to investigate the eastern pan of the corridor from Nanchang north and east. No report of progress had
vet been recei ,·ed.
. Team 6, Stationed at Hen~yang, had continued its sweeping operations and made se,'en reco\'eries. Ten additional invesligations
had proved fruitless.

lin Ilist. AGRS·China. Zone, pp. 36-37.
'" IbId.. p,IO.
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Officials anticipated that all sweeping searches might be completed
by the close of eptember, when all future effons would be confined
to specific cases. They also expressed hope that all reco"erable
remains in China might be retrieved by the end of that year.
As expected, sweeping search operations ended by 30 eptember,
and thereafter, only specific cases engaged the four remaining recovery tcams, which were located at Hankow, Hsichang, Chengtu,
Foochow, and Kunming. During the remainder of 1947, search
and recovery activities continued on a waning scale. On Christmas Day, the last team arrived in Shanghai from the field, thereby
concluding the search mission of AG R -CZ.'"
With the arrival of all Learns from the field, AGRS-CZ began to
close all case files. Deactivation of the Zone, set for I February
1948, was postponed until I March when orders arrived to duplicate
all records of unknown recoveries. I \.1 Five officers. 4 enlisted men,
and 15 civilians comprised the Zone upon deactivation, 1 March
1948. After an existence of two years and two months, this establishment passed out of existence, to remain only in the memories of villagers and peasants who had helped return fallen servicemen to their
own countrymen. ,\ final recapitulation of search and reco"ery
figures showed the following: '"
Total persons invoked
2,646
Total accounted for:
Recovered. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1,479
ot Recovered (Remains in politically contested
territory). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20
Unrecoverable.
........
752
Returned to Duty (Either by release from prison
camps or by aid from Chinese during war). . . .
395
India-Burma Theater and Zone

Wartime AcliVlties and

/rUIIO/

AGRS Efforts

During the war, the mO\'ement of supplies by air from the lndiaBurma Theater to China was accompanied by the loss of hundreds
of planes and their crew, especially in the "ery dangerous "Hump"
area of the lofty Himalayas. Reco"ery of the dead from isolated
plane crashes presented the greatest problem for graves registration
operations. From the beginning, many of the deceased obviously
would never be located. The rapid growth of the jungle quickly
II
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concealed evidences of plane accidents and each monsoon season
added LO this process. To make matter worse, visibility in the
dense jungles was oftcn limited to a few fecl. ~Iany crashes
occurred in totally uninhabited areas, precluding any possible aid
from nalives, or in enemy-held territory, where ground searches were
necessarily postponed ulllil the Japanese had been dislodged. The
campaign of" 1errill's Marauders" in 1941, which terminated in
the capture of ~Jyitk)'ina, Burma, also COSt All'lerican li,·es. Combat
troops buried those who died in battle, but failed to record their
graves adequately. Trained Graves Registration units did not elller
thc area until after the capture of ~Iyitk)'ina. n At this time,
approximately ten enlisted men located and concentrated all combat
fatalities.
During hostilities. the India-China Division of the Air Transport
Command operated a Search and Rescue unit, whose job was the
location and rescue of airmen who had survived accidents over the
"Hump'"
In addition, it bore responsibility for the identification
and burial oflhe deceased. On 15January 1915, il became known
as the 1352d AAF Base Unit with Headquaners al ~llJhanbari.
India-the only unit in the Army Air Forces organized solely for the
purpose of search and rescue operations. By V-J Day, it had grown
into a well-knit group, made up of over 200 skilled persons, from
paratroopers to junl{le experts. anti equipped with a fleet of )6 aircraft especially chosen for search and rescue missions. At this timc.
its personnel had recoyered a total of 464 living individuals from
various parts of the Theater.
Early in 1945, small numbers of men from Ihe I02d, I03d, and
105th Graves Registration Platoons made initial efforts to recover
the deceased from the numerous plane accidents in the Himalayas.
The searchers lacked experience in jungle and mountain operations
and enjoyed little sllccess. A system of air-~round liaison, baseu on
a closer co-operation between the graves registration platoons and the
,\ir Transport Command's 1352d Base Unit, soon emerged as the
best method for locating fallen planes. 11
Even with air-ground
liaison, many lost planes could not be found. Specific wrecks, previously spolled and photographed from the air, soon became in\,isible
as dense jungle growth rapidly covered the white, exposed tree surfaces. II ' Because graves registration units were unable to reach the
more rernote crashes, the)' tended to investigate accidenb in only the
more accessible areas.
Rpl. Lt. Donald II \\('{'I,;:... Q~IC. IBT; KCRC-.\GRS-IBT. Historical SummariC':S.314,1
Hisl. ,\GRS-IBZ. Summan". ,\GRS-IBT. p. 2.
fou!' pp. 3 l.
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Later in 1945, when the War Department indicated its intention
repatriate \Vorld War II deceased according to wishes of the next
of kin, immediate efforts were begun to hasten recovery work in the
India-Burma Theater. In consequence of the shortage of graves
registration personnel, the 24th Ordnance Maintenance Company
was activated and filled by volunteers for search and recovery
operations. It undertook a complete investigation of plane crashes
and other isolated mishaps in Assam and northern Burma, while the
970th and 971st Q I Supply Detachments moved war dead from
temporary cemeteries into the two major concentration points at
Barrackpore and Kalaikunda.'" On Christmas Day, 1945, the
1352d AAF Base Unit was inactivated, and its records were turned
over to graves registration operators. At this time, a few graves
registration officers held the erroneous belief that search and recovery operations in the theater might be completed by the end of
February 1946. How wrong this estimate was, time was soon to
to

prove. IUI

Developments During /946
The Theater assumed responsibility, early in 1946, for graves registration activities in the whole Southeast Asian area, consisting of
Siam, Malaya, Singapore, etherlands East Indies, Borneo, Celebes,
and southern French Indo-China. Captain Rider, of the 24th
Ordnance Maintenance Company, who had handled search and
recovery in northern Burma and Assam, was chosen to assist the
Commanding General at Singapore in planning these activities in
Southeast Asia. I:!O
The Theater closed search and recovery activities in Assam and
northern Burma, on 28 February 1946. The following table shows
the results achie\·ed in these areas, but they should be considered
as only an approximate indication of the general trend:
TABLE

17-R«Ol~T"~s In

India-Burow Aua, 28 February /946

found

Bodies
identified

Bodies
unidt:'nti(ied

3
11
21

3
14
20

19
38

Planes

17 Feb-18 Apr 1945
19 Apr-30Jun 1945
I Jul-SO Nov 1945
1 Dec· 31 Dec 1945
I Jan-31 Jan 1946
TOlal
ll~
1
%'

:'\0

.

.

r~ports from

47
82

I

j

TOlal
badiN

lJ{ Identified

6
33
58

50
42
34

field

12

82

94

13

49

142

191

26"

Ibid., p. 4.
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These figures emphasized the fact that fewer remains were idcmi·
fled with the passage of time and underlined the imporlance of early
recovery lor identification purposes. 1 ~l These accomplishments were
achieved despite the many difficulties which beset searchers evcn
during dry month" In the monsoon season, serious handicaps had
slowed all search parties. Upon encountering swollen and impassable streams, the teams often had been obli~ed to return to their
starting points. Poor nying weather frequently grounded all planes
and prevented scheduled air-drops of supplies to the men. I~t
Plans had been formulated for closing the India- Burma Theater
on 31 f\lay 1946. but at that time the graves registration program
was only partly completed. This situation required the employmcnt
of a larger staff, and the Detachment, nited Statcs Army in India
(DUSAI), was activated, effective I June 1946. As indicated in
Chapter XII, this organization, comprising a small detachment left
behind by the fheater Commander with Headquarters at New
Delhi, was created to handle residual functions in India. Several
days after establishment of DUSAI, the Air Transport Command
ceased operations in India and the last of its officers and enlisted
men left India by air on 19 June.
AGRS-IBZ, meanwhile. had become self-sustaining, although
organizationally subordinate to DUSAI. At this time, Capt. Harold
B. ~1c. emar, Chief, Plans and Operations Division, returned from
a three weeks' reconnaissance that included the cities of Rangoon,
Bangkok, Saigon. Singapore, Balembang, and Batavia. A graves
registration conference in Singapore, attended by representatives of
the British. Dutch, Australian, and Indian Graves Commissions,
highlighted his journey. Based largely upon information gathered
on this trip, the Search and Recovery Plan of 17 June 1946 emerged.
It provided for operations in French fndo-China from July to September 1946; in Burma, Bengal, and Assam from the latter date to
April 1947; and in the Netherlands East Indies from May to September 1947."
In order to gain first-hand knO\\'ledge of conditions under which
operations \Yould be conducted, Maj. John C. Corbett left Calcutta
on I July 1946, and attended further conferences at Ran~oon and
ingapore. During his absence. staff members in Calcutta busily
e\'aluated and tabulated information contained in .\rm)" Air Force
crash files. \\'ar Crimes records, and burial reports. Upon ~Iajor
Corbett'S return, final plans \Vere made. The Zone was divided into
.1 Ib,d., TAB 0, Rpl, Hq L;SF. IBT 10 T.\G. 9 Apr -1-6; sub: Resum(" of Search
Anions. p. 2
H
Hisl. ACRS·IBZ. Summary. AGRS-IBT. p. 3.
, Hisl, AGRS-IBZ. Sec I. Ch. 1. sub: S&R Plans. p. I.
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definitc arcas and the number of teams and time required were
The areas, cases) and estimated remains were listed as
follows: '"

determined.

\~a

H
55
213
41

Assam
Ikn~al
~orth Burma
South Burma

I

Siam
\laI3\-a
Fn'n('h 1!l(lo-China
f;\Imatra

Ja\3
Borneo
Ct'IC'lx~

L('SS("r Sundra

Gun'

I~lancls

6
9
3
9
17
9
2
4()'l

Remains

161
19i

.--."
i53

1

2i
40
20
III
115

59
2
1,763

• \ C.l....· rqm."oI'mffl 01\(' prohl(,nl h\ a §{"arch and n"Co\("n I('am. ~U( h a~ th(' Homo' al or all hodit"S

from (lor plant' crash ur (.nt" crnll"t("n.

Of the tOial cases shown, 304 involving 1,290 remains were c1assi·
fied as doubtful of recovery. Not included in the list wcre 164 cases
involving 673 bodies, for which no known location or clue existed.
The search and rccovery teams provided for in this plan consisted
of onc officcr and one or two enlisted men, to be equipped and outfilled for an absence from supporting headquartcrs of weeks or even
months. In actual practice, thc precise number of officers, enlisted
men, Civil Service employees, and locally hired nativcs in teams
varied considerably. '"
Evcn before the search and recovery plan had reached thc seconddraft stage, the first teams had departed for the field. One unit,
consisting of a captain and two noncommissioned officers, left for
aigon, French Indo-China, and established a base in the Continental Palace Hotel thcre. The first field tri p lOok the scarchers
10 Long Thomh, an area considered dangerous by French authorities, who furnished an escort of two armored vehicles and a truck
carrying ten riAemen. The trip, maOe for the purpose of locating
several American Ayers buried near Long Thomh, proved unsuccessful, and the team returned to Saigon empty-handed. Subse·
quent field trips in French fndo-China yielded nine recoveries. '"
I.t

Ibid., Sec. I. Ch. I. pp. 2-3.
Ib.d.. p. 3.
/tnd., Sec. I, Ch. II. sub: French Indo-China. p. 1
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During the late summer of 1946, the searchers encountered open
Annamite forces who were fighting the French. The
team nevertheless located the grave of seven airmen of a Catalina
Flying Boat, which had crashcd in January 1945 near Lhe village of
Pletenang. Because of the increasingly delicate political situation,
the team withdre\\ from the area in December. This move was
amply justified by heavy fighting, which broke out in January
1947. "
resi~tance from

Optrations

Ul

.Ntthtrlands East Indits, Burma, and Assam

While searching in French Indo-China progressed, four officers,
comprising two teams, left Calcutta by plane on 15 August 1946, to
recover reported remains from the islands of the l et herlands East
Indies. The most fruitful operations in this region took place on
Celebes. Upon arrival at ~[akassar. the searchers contacted ~lajor
Ferguson of the Australian \Var Graves Unit, and he. with Capt.
Harold B. ~lc emar, worked out a schedule of operations. Despite
a war for independence waged during the AGRS operations, considerable success rewarded the efforts of the men. They worked
throughout Celebes unmolested by the Indonesians, who even gave
their co-operation upon learning of the search mission of the teams.
The Dutch authorities also rendered protection to the searchers.
Australian \Var Graves Registration units willingly worked with the
teams on terms of comradeship and close understanding. The remains recovered in Celebes numbered about 130. 12 '"
The search unit next moved in October 1946 to Borneo by commercial steamship and set up headquarters at Balikpapan. Captain
~lcNemar immediately received permi ion from the Dutch authorities to search the island. Captain Powers, another member of the
search unit, went to Tarakan to locate 14 Americans buried in the
Australian War Cemetery. Only about half this group was identified, the other remaining unknown, for only small bones could be
located and tOOlh charts were unobtainable.
Captain ~lc. 'emar spent three weeks, during October and ;\Iovemher, searching the jungles of the Balikpapan area. He interviewed
Japanese war prisoners, natives, and Dutch civilians, hoping to gain
information regarding American burials. Lieutenant Wendt concurrently worked along the coast of northern Borneo. Fighting
between the Dutch and Indonesians was increasing in se\'erity and
soon forced all searchers to confine their activities to the Balikpapan
area. One team received JXrmission to explore a Dutch ci\'il cemeI . Ibul,. p. 3.
"" Ibid.. Ch, II L p. 6.
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tery and opened 64 graves, recovering 4 Americans, who had been
buried in shallow graves between those of the Dutch. Operations
continued on Borneo into the summer of 1947.
At the cnd of the 1946 monsoon season in Burma, additional
teams joined the two previously sent there, and by December, a total
of nine were operating. Using Maymyo as a base, the team systematically searched the region from Meiktila nonh to Bhamo, near
the China-Burma border. Bandit activities and political troubles
were especially prevalent in northern and central Burma while
Chinese bandits and the ationalist Army proved to be a constant
menace in border areas. One learn, traveling in a jeep, was fired
upon from the rear at night, but no one was injured. At one of the
Myitkyina battle sites, two coolies in a search party received severe
wounds from live land mines. The recovery, by the combined
teams, of 37 remains from a battlefield on the outskirts of Myitkyina,
constituted the major accomplishment in this region.
In Assam, a preliminary survey was completed by the end of the
monsoon season, and field work began late in November 1946. One
team, after an extremely arduous six-day trek up and down four
ranges of high hills and through occasional dense jungles, reached
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the site of a fallen C-46 in the Duma Hills, at a spot requiring a
five-hour march from the nearest village. The searchers concluded
from this expedition that, because of the rough terrain in the jungleclad areas of Assam, it was impossible to locate any isolated burials
without an accurate sketch or a guide who knew the exact location
of a grave or group of graves. Another team made a journey into
the Naga Hills, encountering rough. rugged country with trails
Heidler Slraight up or down or through streams.,,·g One day, the
learn forded the same river 42 times.
By the end of 1946, with the addition in December of 4 teams in
Burma and 1 in Assam, the goal of 15 search and recovery Learns in
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the Zone was reached. Because of disturbed political conditions,
the unit which had operated in French Indo-China returned to Zone
Headquarters and awaited reassignment.
The following table
haws the situation in the India-Burma Zone at this lime: 131
T\BLf. 19

\-'"ull (lnd R((o, I'n

IndIO -Burma rhl!'(l/u 01 End of /946

FI~UTt'J tn
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\~a

in\ol\'in~
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38
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Xtonh Burma
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\ lala\'a
f 'n:nch Inelo-China
S umalra

So uth

I
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33
33
137

120
161

86
113

721

II

277
2
27
12
20
111

40
0
4

I

11

115· •

15
0
0

101
0
0

271

1.1 ;-1

2
6
10'
3
9

17
0
1

Bo rrwo
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'it'T
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200

JaV3
L<
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Sundra Islands

6

2

0
1

517
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0

22
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18
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Progress in graves registration matters enabled Lt. Col. StanfordBlundcn, at the end of April 1947, to list these results of search and
recovery efforts during the period since 15 August 1946: ""
(a) Burma-Approximately 230 remains have been recovered,
of which 162 await medical processing. It is estimated
thal identities will be established for 50 percent either
as individuals or as groups.
(b) Assam-Approximately 53 remains have been recovered of
which 9 await medical examination. It is estimated that
identities will be established either as individuals or as
grou ps for 70 percen t.
(e) Borneo-Approximately 66 remains have been recovered of
which 23 await medical processing. It is estimated that
identities will be established for 80 percent either as
individuals or as ~roups.
RrslllllptlOn alld SllbSfljllml TmnlllallOll

t!f OperatlollS

In ovember 19-17, after several months' interruption because of
the monsoon season, search and recovery operations based on cases
I'

Rpl. GR & Repat Opw•. 1HZ. 31 Dec 46.

IbId.
(I) Rpl. Ilq AGRS·iBZ 10 TAG. Wash. D. C., 30 Apr 47. (2) "\ledical proc·
('ssmg" probably refers 10 efforlS to disinfect all remains in ord("r thai th("v might pass
ri~id port of entrv health standards in the L'niled Siaies before admission.
I
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22. Starch unit tmbarks on 0 4·da.J mission into Burmtst jungltS to
ruour /3 Air Corps mtn killtd In artion dun"nt: ]anuoT) /945.

FIGURE

for which specific information was available, were resumed. Six
teams departcd to recheck specific cases and to work on others that
offered hope for reco\·cry of remains. I Five teams rccovered 29
remains during December. Except for parts of the Netherlands
East Indies, \,,"hcre political conditions precluded further investigations. and for specific cases, the search and reco\·crv mission in the
Zone had been completed, and it formally ceased on schedule at
the close of 1917.
By the end of the followin~ January, 1,3j2 cases had been closed
as unrccoverablc. Some involved those who had drowned at sea
en route to India or in ri\·ers whilc stationed in the Zonc. Others
had perished in air crashes in remote and inaccessible regions. A
fcw deceased lay in known locations. but attempts to recover them
were abandoncd because of natural or political dangers to the safcty
of searchers. 131
On 31 l"vlarch J 948, the ovcrall gravcs registration program, l(X),
terminated, bringing to a close in two ycars and one month an operation which generally had been estimated to consume three or more
years. On inacti\'ation day, only 6 officers and 2 enlisted men re~
mained with AGR -IBZ. During its existence, search teams had reR pI, G R & Rt'pat Opns. AG RS-I BZ. 30
A(;RS '\"e\\sIeuer. ~Iar -40

.'\0\ .. 7.
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FIGURE

23.

A soldier tries to push jeep out of mud .umg the Stillwell Road.

covered about 1,182 remains. A total of 1,449 deceased were declared unrecoverable by a Board of Officers appointed by Hq, AGRSIBZ. Cases involving some 275 remains in the Netherlands East
Indies were turned over to the Far East Command on 31 March
1948. '"
In the area encompassed by the former India-Burma Zone,
limited search activities, based only upon specific clues, continued
e"en after deactivation. In October 1948, five small search teams
still were operating, but this number had shrunk to tWO at the end
of the year. By 1arch 1949, a "team," which consisted of a single
civilian investigator, searched for the two "recoverable" remains in
Sumatra. The target date for completion of this mission was 31
May 1949,
0 significant search and recovery operations occurred
in the India-Burma region after the summer of 1949.
I

>

Rpl. GR & Rc-pat Opns, IBZ. 31

~1ar
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CHAPTER XV
PERMANENT CEMETERIES IN THE PACIFIC

Establishment of overseas cemeteries naturally followed the
evenlUal concentration of deceased into five centralized points and
accompanying search and recovery efforts in Pacific war areas.
In other \vords, both concentration and recovery activities were by
their very nature closely linked with the creation of overseas burial
grounds to accommodate those remains which had been moved LO
centralized points or which had been recovered from isolated resting
places.
Postwar Plans
At the close of World Vt.'ar II, the War Department made apparent
its intention to repeat its World War T policy of establishing pennancnt overseas cemeteries, where the Nation's honored, but unrcpatriated dead might rest eternally. The '''current'' plan, issued on 8
September 1945, contained a list of proposed overseas cemeteries
which included only two for the Pacific war theaters-Honolulu,
in the Hawaiian Islands, and Bataan, or another suitable site near
Manila, in the Philippines.' The \.tVar Department did not believe
that the comparatively small number of dead in China, India,
Burma, the Malayan Peninsula, or the Dutch East Indies warranted
the creation of cemeteries in those areas. Most interested officials
favored the disinterment and repatriation of the war dead from these
regions or their final interment in better-Iocatcd, permanent ovcrseas burial grounds. according to the wishes of their relatives.
The \-videspread official preference for the Honolulu and Nlanila
areas was based on several important considerations, which included:
(I) adequate port and housing facilities in case of a Gold Star Pilgrimage, wherein mothers of deceased servicernen visited the overseas graves of their sons; (2) regularly scheduled oceanic transportation;
(3) presence of permanent United States Army garrisons in both
localities to provide adequate maintenance and supervision.:.!
During the early postwar period, officials in the Memorial Division, OQMG, considered numerous world·wide plans for establish, Current Plan ror Return or American Dead. 8 Sep 45, p. 8.
CQ~1. GilQ. USAFPAC to OQl\IC. Wash..
D. C., 4 Apr 46, Pl'. 11-12,293.

= Llf. Brig Gen \Yilliam Campbell.
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ment of permanent overseas cemeteries· In addition to Honolulu
and Manila, such points as Guam, Finschhafen, and Ipswich, were
suggested. Plan No. I, for example, prepared by Operations
Branch, Memorial Division, and submitted by OQMG to higher
echelons of the War Department for approval, proposed the establishment of three permanent Pacific burial grounds-Manila o. 2;
Punchbowl Crater, Oahu; and the Army, avy, Marine Cemetery
o. 2, Guam. 3
In the autumn of 1946, the American BailIe Monuments Commission, desirous of collaborating with OQMG on the selection of
cemeterial sites, requested The Quartermaster General to furnish
the names of those localities then under consideration as permanent
burial grounds. In reply, he furnished a tentative list, whIch included Manila and Honolulu in the Pacific war theaters, but
omilled Guam.' The Quartermaster General also expressed his
belief that the War Depart ment would make final decisions on all
overseas cemeterial sites by I February 1947 in order to be able to
request a Congressional appropriation for acquisition of the neces·
san land. Any considerable delay beyond this date in making such
decisions, he feared, might necessitate final burials in overseas ceme·
teries before the land had actually been acquired in perpetuity and
"might make it impractical for the American Battle Monuments
Commission to furnish a layout of burial plots before permanent
interments began."" He therefore urged the Commission to submit
its recommendations in this mailer before 15 February 1947 and
provide a layout of burial plots before I July 1947.
In January 1947 The Quartermaster General again stressed the
importance of an early presentation of the Commission's recommendations on permanent overseas sites since the War Department
wished to consider the Commission's views carefully before taking
final action.'; By late March 1947, when OQMG had completed
an exhaustive survey of proposed burial places throughout the world
and the Commission had submitted its recommendations, it was
ob,·ious that there were notable di,·ergences in the views of OQl\1G
and ABMC. These differences probably arose from dissimilar concepts of the purpose of military cemeteries. The Commission
maintained that overseas burial grounds served as perpetual rePlan :\'um!x'r On(". Planned Opos. O\"{')"Scas Permallf'nt American \Iilnar\' CernC'·
Pre-pared by Opns Br. \lem 01\;. OQ~IG. 31 Marl6.
, Llf, ~Iaj Ceo T. B. Larkin. TQ~IG to Brig Ceo Thomas North, SI'C, ABMe, 9
D,,(' 16.
Ibid.
(('ri(·~.

Llr. Larkin to SS&P. WOGS, 22Jan 47. sub:
lwnl O\"crseas Cemeteries.

AB~1C
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minders to other countries of American sacrifices on their soil. For
this reason, it favored a greater number of permanent overseas
cemeteries than Olherwise would be necessary. The Quartermaster
General, on the other hand, contended that the primary purpose of
such burial places was the provision of a suitable final resting place
for the unrepatriated dead and that monumems, rather than numerous cemeteries, served better for purely commemorative purposes.;
Finally, Ll. Gen. LeRoy Lutes, Director of Service, Supply, and
Procurement, \'\'ar Department General Staff, recommended the
approval by higher echelons of the overseas cemeteries proposed by
The Quartermaster General.
Because of these divergent opinions, a conference took place on
15 April 1947, attended by Brig. Gen. Aaron Bradshaw. Service,
Supply, and Procurement Division, War Department General Staff;
Brig. Gen. George Horkan, OQMG; and Brig. Gen. Thomas North,
Secretary, ABMC. The latter official indicated that he lacked
authOrIty to diverge from the unanimous recommendations of the
Commission. He stated, nevertheless, that in view of the much
reduced number of overseas interments as indicated by the trend of
replies from the next of kin, he would suggest, upon the request of
the \Var Department, that the ABMC reconsider its position. The
conferees agreed upon the need for expeditious action in final selection of cemeterial sites because of the swiftly oncoming repatriation
of remains by autumn of that year. At this conference, the OQMG
and ABMC reached agreement on several sites, including the same
two Pacific localities so often suggested-Hawaii and the Philippines. ll
On 22 April 1947, the War Depanmem approved those permanem
overseas sites agreed upon by the two agencies. Since the two aforementioned localiLies received final selection as Pacific burial grounds
for the unrepatriated war dead, a detailed study follows of the developmentS in each (Honolulu and t\.lanila), as well as a brief consider·
ation of the proposal for a national cemetery on the island of Guam.
The Notional Memorial Cemetery of the Pacific

The hrsl proposals for a nalional cemetery in the Territory of
Hawaii date back to the years between the two world wars.
Hawaiian velerans of \"'orld \..var I, spearheaded by the American
Legion, waged an aClive campaign for such a site. The first concrete results of their eITons came late in 1941 with the approval of
: l\ll"mu. Lt Cell LeRoy Lutes, Director of rvices, Supply & Procurement, to CIS.
t.!S\V, S\V, 28 ~Iar 47, sub: Staff Study, Permanent O\'erseas Cemeteries.
. . Ibid.• 18 Apr 47.
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legislation appropriating 50.000 for the establishment of a national
cemetery in Hawaii. provided land was made available at no cost
to the Federal Go\·ernment.'
Within a month after passage of this legislation, the Japanese
attacked Pearl Harbor, signalling American entrance into World
War II. In the months that followed, bickering arose O\'er the
question of the actual location of the proposed cemetery. In August
1943, the OQMG LOok the matter out of the hands of the Hawaiian
Department by its statement that the War Department had no
intention of establishing a national cemetery in Hawaii during
hostilities. 10
When World War II ended, the Quartermaster, AFMIDPAC,
suggested continued inaction in the matter, even though the 50,000
was still available. His attitude evidently reflected the disfavor
with which local Army Headquarters then regarded the so-called
Punchbowl (the crater of an extinct volcano which lay on the outskirts of Honolulu), as a possible cemeterial site and the prevailing
official sentiment which seemingly supported a policy of waiting
until after the repatriation program had begun. Several factors
guided AFMIDPAC thinking. In the first place. firm requirements for permanent overseas burial grounds could not be accurately
determined until after the next of kin had been polled on their preference as to final disposition of remains. Secondly, the formal
establishment of a national cemetery required Congressional action,
which had not as yet been forthcoming. Finally, the War Department favored a careful study of cemeterial sites and the selection of
only a limited number."
Later in 1945 and during the early part of 1946, officials in
Memorial Division, OQMG, and in Hq, AFMIDPAC, gave further
thought to the establishment of a permanent burial ground ncar
Honolulu. but took no positive steps in that direction. On 2 April
1946, however, The Quartermaster General apprised the Commanding General, A F. that "in a study being conducted by the War
Department for a selection of permanent cemeteries. the site being
considered for Hawaii is on the Island of Oahu, T. H., within
proximity of crater of Punch Bowl, Honolulu."
By August 1946, Col. H. R. McKenzie, Quartermaster,
AFMIDPAC, concluded that Honolulu would definitely become the
site of an overseas national cemetery. Based upon the number of
'Public La\\ 298. 77th Congre~.
lIist. AGRS-PAZ. II, pp. 249-51.
11 Ltr, Col C. Z. Shugart, ASSI AG to CG. AFl\1I DPAC, 15 Scp 45. sub: Permanent
Cel11elcries; App. J. Incl. 19. !list. AGRS·PAZ. II.
In
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temporary burials in the MIDPAC areal he estimated that about
5 1000 remains would rest there-a figure far short of the number
finally interred. Since he and other MIDPAC officials then contemplated beginning repatriation operations in the Hawaiian Islands
during March 1947, Colonel McKenzie urged The Quartermaster
General to take immediate action toward establishing the cemetery.l:.l But exchanges of correspondence between Washington and
Honolulu resulted in no immediate choice of a site. By the end
of t 946 1 the full magnitude of the oncoming repatriation program
thrust itself upon AFMIDPAC officials, and Headquarters,
AFMIDPAC, dispatched an urgent radiogram to OQMG requesting funds for an Engineer Survey of the Punchbowl area and an
early appropriation from Congress for its development. 1:1
Early in February 1947. as a result of this pressure for action,
OQMG contacted the Office of the Chief of Engineers, whieh in
turn, quickly authorized the Western Engineer Division to formulate
plans for the proposed cemetery. During this same period 1 the
Department of the Army began efforts to secure Congressional
approval of the project. In Honolulu, meanwhile l the Punchbowl
site received growing support from such local organizations as the
City Planning Commission, the Chamber of Commerce l veterans'
organizations, and other groups.
evertheless, in June 1947 1
Joseph Farrington, Hawaii's delegate to Congress, scm a message to
Mayor John H. Wilson of Honolulu, requesting his views on a reexamination of the whole issue of establishing a national cemetery
in the Punchbowl. H
Mr. Farrington believed that a reappraisal
might be prudent in view of several developmems in Washington.
In the first place, the Subcommittee on Appropriations for War
Department Civil Functions had seriously challenged the War
Department proposal for a total expenditure of 1,500,000 for the
development of a Punchbowl Cemetery. SecondlYl the current
thinking in \Vashington contemplated the eventual burial in Hawaii
of some 20.000 deceased, including about 9,000 already on Oahu
and others from scattered Pacific Islands where temporary cemeteries must be abandoned. In the third place, Mr. Farrington
reported that the Act authorizing the expenditure of 50,000 for a
permanent burial ground in Hawaii might well pose a technical
obstacle to current appropriations for this purpose. In the next
place l certain members of the American Battle Monuments Commission had shown some skepticism over the wisdom of placing a
Ltr. Col II. R. ~1cKen7ie to Brig Gcn veorgc A. Ilorkan. OQ~tG, 26 Aug 46.
I (I) Hisl, AGRS-PAZ, II, p. 253; (2) Rad. IIAF~t1DPAC 10 OQMG, 15Jan 47.
I i Rad, FarringlOll 10 Wilson, received about 14 JUIl 47.
U
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cemetery in the Punchbowl Crater. Lastly, Mr. Farrin!(ton had
heard that members of the City Planning Commission of Honolulu
had expressed objcctions to the Punchbowl site and had accepted it
ince ~1r. Farrington
with the feeling that no alternati\'e existed.
had always assumed that the Honolulu populace generally approved
the proposed site, such information came to him as an unpleasant
surprise.
Mr. Farrington's misgi\'ings concerning the mood of the Appropriations Commitlec were well founded, since word reached Hawaii
late in June that the Committee had denied funds for the construction of the proposed cemetery." This action was taken despite an
official War Department decision earlier in the month that the only
permanent cemetery in the middle Pacific would be located in the
Punchbowl Crater."
Although the Cit)' Planning Commission in Honolulu had endorsed the plan of the District Engineer for the development of the
Punchbowl site, an articulate local opposition arose over its use as
a permanent burial ground, much to the surprise and consternation
of local Army Headquarters. Three criticisms were most frequentl), expressed. In the first place, opponents asserted that the
proposed site was too small to accommodate the burial of eligible
veterans in future )'ears. Secondly, they feared that a cemetery in
the Punchbowl might contaminate the source of Honolulu's future
water supply. Lastly, they expressed the emotional objection that
"We don't want a city of the dead overlooking a city of the
living." I~
Since nobody then knew the number of war dead destined for
eventual interment there, proponents of the Punchbowl location
could not counter the first criticism very effectively. In rebuttal to
the second point, they cited the opinion of the territorial Commissioner of Public Health, given in 1942, which held that the establishment of a cemetery at the Punchbowl would nol result in a
health menace to the community. Furthermore, the Territorial
Board of Health had recently Uune 1947) reaffirmed this position.
Finally, the advocates asserted that Honolulu should take pride in
ha\'ing an eternal, silent \'igil over the city by those who had died
to save it. !I
While the controversy raged, Army authorities, some\\ hat disconcerted by the unfavorable action of the Congressional appropria) Ibid.
IIQllo/u/u Slar lJull,tUl. 27 Jun 17.

I~
I

Rae!. \\'0 to CO\lGE:".'AGFPAC, 9Jun 17,687.
Jlist. AGRS-PAZ. II. PI'. 253 54.
(I) Und.. p. 25·1
(2) /Juno/u/u Slar Bulll'l"'. 27 Jun

n.
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tions commiltee, feared that a permanent overseas burial ground
would not materialize soon enough to play any important role in the
swiftly approaching repatriation operations. This attitude grew
despite the Hawaiian delegate's prompt introduction of another bill
for the establishment of a national cemetery in Hawaii. J n any
case, on I August 1947, OQMG queried AGFPAC on the cost of
adapting or expanding Schofield Barracks Post Cemetery for use as
a temporary burial ground. AGFPAC officials were only lukewarm to this suggestion, preferring above-ground storage of remains
until a national cemeterial site became available.:!11 They did not
believe that such storage would cause any unfavorable public
reaction.:!l The War Department, taking cognizance of their attitude, soon dropped all plans for temporary burials in Schofield Barracks Cemetery and approved above-ground storage pending final
disposition.
In the early autumn of 1947, a group of Congressmen from the
House Armed Services and Appropriations Committee visited the
Hawaiian Islands. After surveying possible burial grounds 1 they
approved the Punchbowl rather than Schofield Barracks as the site
for a national cemetery. This highly favorable development,
coupled with an obvious preference for the Punchbowl on the part
of Memorial Division officials, practically settled the issue.:!:!
During the ensuing weeks, the final skirmishes of the campaign
for the Punchbowl site took place on Capitol Hill. In February
1948, the Appropriations Committee approved necessary funds for
the establishment of a national cemetery in the Punchbowl but disapproved a similar project on Guam. Instead, the Committee recommended the merger of the proposed Guam and IIawaiian burial
grounds into the National Memorial Cemetery of the Pacific at
Honolulu (Punchbowl) and allowed a total of $1,172,000 for the
task. This recommendation was enacted into law.
Since earlier estimates as to the numbers of war dead who would
lie permanently in Pacific cemeteries had been based on the supposition that three burial grounds would be available, the action of
Congress rendered these figures meaningless. The Chief, Operations Branch, Memorial Division, OQMG, immediately proposed
that the estimated total of Pacific overseas burials-38,022-be

!Q Ibid., PI' 251 55.
S('(' fol1o\\in~ chapl('r for discussion ofopcralions al
hoficld
Barracks Cc-ffic-Irry.
II Thc follo\\in~ two years of abovc-ground Siorage in Hawaii pro\('d thrm ('orn~('1
in this assumption.
!" i\lcmo, Lt Col ;'\lorman \Viggs. ~Iem Dh, OQ~lG to Col L. Bllsrh. kst Chirf.
i\lem Di\. 10 OCI 47.
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divided between the Punch!:>owl and Ft. McKinley, Manila, in the
following manner:'"
In the Punchbowl, Honolulu, 40 percent of knowns in
area
_ 6,695
Add token unknowns_
400
_ 8,834
40 percent of knowns from Guam area
Total estimated burials in PunchbowL
_ 15,929
In Ft. McKinley, Manila, 40 percent of knowns in area_ 13,906
All Pacific unknowns less 400 in Hawaii
_ 7,593
Total estimated burials at Manila
_ 21,499
40 percent of cremated remains in Pacific

_

594

==

Total estimated burials in Pacific- ____________ 38,022

Construction of the Punchbowl Cemetery finally started in August 1948 and, for all practical purposes, was completed in September 1949. The task was accomplished in four phases under the
supervision of the Honolulu District Engineer." The first phase
consisted of clearing, grading, and preparing the site, and installing
a drainage system; the second, of construction of water and electrical systems, retaining walls, sidewalks, and preliminary work on

roads. The third phase included the building of entrance pylons,
the Aag pole and observation point, the completion of roads, topsoiling and grassing, and lastly, the general landscaping and construction of the superintendent's lodge, administration and utility

buildings. ",
From tirne to time, proposals were made to erect a chapel and

columbarium. They gained considerable support from war veterans and next of kin living in Hawaii, and the District Engineer in
Hawaii made rather definite plans for building such structures.
Because of their cost, the OQMG disapproved them, and the idea
was finally dropped. ,,;
While construction activities were in progress, graves registration

officers considered which methods and procedures should be followed in making final interments. Initial thinking was guided by
the belief that AGR should maintain close supervision over inter-

.
:u

~h·mo.

Chi('f, opos Br to Chief.
lIi.)(. AGRS-PAZ. II. p. 255.

~I('m

Oi,. 26 F("b 48: KCRCAGRS-PAZ.

II IbId.. pp. 25556.
2) .\pp.J. Incl. 22.
:11 Llf". ..-\GRS·PAZ
Engin('c:r, Ilooolulu Dislrict, 27 0<:1 19. sub: Request for Information.
"(I) Iii", AGRS-PAZ.II, pp. 256-57.

(2) App.J, Incl,. 24, 25. 26.
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ments in order to insure reverent handling of the caskets and ac·
curate recording of burial locations. ACR planners at first thought
that laborers already on the payroll could best handle interment
operations, au~mented, if necessary. by short-time employees. It
was soon realized, though, that the shortage of trained laborers in
the Hawaiian area would necessitate the hiring of out.side workers
for those activities. Recent painful experiences in Hawaiian exhumations had demonstrated all too clearly the very low quality of
available short-term labor. ~1' Furthermore, the brief period of employment did not justify the expense and incon\'enience of placing
laborers on the civil service payrOll and then soon removin~ them.
Another factor which militated against this method was the inexperience of AGR officers in supcn'isin~ operations of this scope.
Interment by Iionolulu morticians who submitted the lowest bids
for this work was next considered. But this solution was in the end
rejected because of the impossibility of guaranteeing that contractors would co-ordinate their work with building activities and because of the unwelcome publicity that would accompany invitations
to bid." Finally, thc Honolulu District Engineer proposed the
relatively simple procedure of changing an existing contract held by
one of the construction firms already working at the cemetery so as
to include interments. The problem of close co-ordination of burial
and construction operations would thus be much simplified. The
only disadvanta~e in this procedure came from loss of direct supervision by graves registration officials, but even this factor could be
minimized by care in writing job specifications and by close co-operation of contractor, Honolulu District Engineer's Office, and AGRS
Headquarters. On 9 December 1948, AGRS-PAZ Headquartcrs
and the Honolulu District Engineer's Office finally agreed upon
this procedure. ~!.
After studyin~ the construction schedule, the District Engineer
recommended the period from 10 January 10 28 February 1949 for
the first phase of interments. As the end of 1948 approached,
graves regi tration officials realized that burials could begin as early
as -l January 1949. By (hen, the subsoil water distribution lines,
sewer lines and manholes and electric primary cables would ha\'e
been instaJled and work begun on the fine grading and base course
\Vith the date for starting interof the roads and on the curbing.
0

Ibid.. pp. 260-61
. Ibu!.. pp. 26 I ·b:!.

2T

~(IJ

lind.. p. 1fj1

\GRS-P\Z.
IblfJ. p. 263.

11 App.J.lnd.:!7. \\C'e1d) ACli\il\' Rpl. Ct·lllt·lt,li.l1 Oi,·,
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ments now determined and with work specifications written, the
necessary directives were issued. I
At a press conference on 3 january 1949, the Commandinl( General, U. S. Army Pacific (USARPAC), stated that since he had no
misl(ivinllS over the manner in which interments would proceed, the
cemetery would remain open 10 the press. He also expressed full
confidence in the good taste of reporters in treating this delicate
matter.:J:!

:

Interments in the new cemetery commenced on 4 january 1949
with the reading of a burial service over the casket of an unknown
serviceman who lost his life during the attack on Pearl Harbor.
One hundred and eight others were buried that same day. The
interment of these war dead shaped the general procedure followed
during subsequent interments in the Punchbowl. Military chaplains of each of the major faiths professed by the decedents conducted appropriate rites, which were followed by the traditional
firing of three \'olleys and the sounding of taps."
During the first phase of operations, eO\'ering the period fr6n' 4
january to 25 March, some 9,940 deceased received final burial.
Interments occurred on 49 working days, with 8 days lost because
of heavy rains. Those buried during this time came from such
widely scattered localities as China, Australia, India, Burma,
Saipan, Guam, Okinawa, and Iwo jima, and the temporary
Hawaiian [sland cemeteries from which the remains had been disinterred more than a year pre\'iously and placed in above-ground
storage.
Although the cemetery remained closed to the general public
uftil july. a number of visitors I(ained admittance, including next
of kin or their representati\es. Either the Chief, AGRS-PAZ, or
his Public Information Officer escorted the visitors and explained
intermeJ1l procedures.' By 25 March, the first interment phase
ended, since virtu"lIy all war dead then eli!(ible for interment rested
in the Punchbowl and since more preparatory work was needed
before opening the cemetery to the general public.
Gra\'es rel(istration officials at Honolulu fully realized that disinterment directives for those still buried in temporary PAZ cemeteries would continue to arrive from OQi\IG after the first interLtr. II LSARPAC to All Ct"nl and SpC'Cial Staff Oi\s. (I 01.• 3 Jan 49. sub: Inter·
in thl: :\alional \Icmorial Ccmet<-r\ of th(' Pacific (Punchbowl; -l Jan 1028

m("nl~

Feb 49. App.J,lncl. 30.

lIist, AGR .PAZ, II. pp. 263 -M.
Ibzd.. App.J, Ind. 32 .
• 1 lIi\t. AGRS-PAZ. II. p. 266. (2l IbId.. App.
Ib,d.. II p. 266.

J.

loci. 32.
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AIm pupare a grau 01 th, «Punchbowl," Honolulu, Hawaii.

menl phase had ended, and lherefore expecled that a considerable
number or remains would accumulate in above-ground storage before the Punchbowl site was ready for public display. AGRS
authorities wished to inter as many eligible decedents as possible
before the public opening or the cemetery and under the same conditions \\ hich surrounded the recently completed operation. Fortunately, the Honolulu District Engineer and the contractor agreed
to this procedure. On 2 t l\larch, at a meetini{ of representatives
of .\GR -PAZ and the District Engineer, the decision was made to
inter all eligible and available deceased servicemen during the
month of June 1949.
(I) Ib,d., p. 268. (2\ App. J. Incl. 36. Brief of \1('('tin~ Held 21 \Iarch 1949 in
ofJict' of Honolulu Dislrict En~in('('r.
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In the 2', month period following the completion of the first
phase of operations, the contractor finished work on the paving of
roads, the laying of remaining water pipes, and the spreading of
topsoil and Bermuda grass in all sections except those chosen for
the June burials.
The second major phase of interments began on 13 June 1949,
under conditions almost identical to those existing during the preceding period of activity. Upon the contractor's request, the rate
of burials dropped to 144 caskets a day, in contrast to an average of
more than 200 daily during the 4 January-25 March period. By
23 June, a total of 1,778 remains had been interred, including servicemen from Wake Island and Formosa."
After completion of the June burials, the cemetery superintendent, the contractors, and AGRS Headquarters worked feverishly
to prepare the Punchbowl for its public opening in July. Workers
cleared roadways, installed traffic and office signs. erected grave
markers, issued necessary directives, and trained escorts.
On 19 July 1949, although still not formally dedicated, the 1 ational Memorial Cemetery of the Pacific opened its gates to the
public, drawing between two and four thousand persons during the
day. The occasion also marked the beginning of the third phase
of operations in the Punchbowl. The first public interment rites
in the cemetery involved the burial of "Ernie" Pyle and four other
World War II decedents, and was attended by the major military
commanders in Hawaii and by representatives of fraternal and veteran organizations. In the afternoon, a plane crew of 10, shot
down over Japan, was buried. On the following days, 20 remains
were interred daily, in groups of five. By 24 August, all war dead
in this phase of operations-a total of 396-had received final
burial. .1'1
During this phase, interments were sometimes marred by consid-

erable confusion. \'\'ork specifications required a essation of all
activity for a 3D-minute period during each burial ceremony.
Many of the next of kin, however, held private services after completion of military rites, causing either a loss of the contractor's time
for more than the prescribed half-hour period or annoyance to the
next of kin from a resumption of burial operations in the immediate
vicinity. Although the contractor usually suspended work, he was
never happy o"er the situation. In addition, the limited space of
ection D congested traffic and otherwise created crowded condi-

~

Ib,d.• II. p. 268.
(I) IbId., pp. 271-72.
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Caskets being mooed to bun'af site at uPunchfxJwf" Cemetny.

tions for large groups of mourners. Gra\'es registration officials
might have avoided these difficulties by making interments in two
or three widely separate sections of the cemetery. This arrange~
mcnt would have alleviated traffic problems, especially during the
first few days of public burials. As it was, the employment of a
larger number of police soon resolved the difficulty.1# Despite such
annoyances. the next of kin almost uniformly praised interment
procedures.
As indicated earlier, although the public had already been admitted to the ational 1emorial Cemetery, it had not yet been
formally dedicated. Even before the first interments were made,
however, officials had begun to plan for the dedication. ~o At the
conference held in November 19+8, Memorial Day, 1949, was
chosen as the tentative date for the ceremony. Officials in Hawaii
at first hoped that the dedication could coincide with the public
opening of the cemetery, but it soon became evident that the
Punchbowl could not possibly be ready for this ceremony by Memorial Day. Since graves registration authorities had agreed thm
a date of signifi ance in military history should be selected, the
elimination of 1emorial Day reduced the choice to three such
dates-\,-j Day, .\rmislice Day, and Pearl Harbor Day. Despite
the stfonl{ objections of the Honolulu District En~ineer. who wished
.. IbId., II. pp. 271 72.
to
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wait until landscaping could clothe the cemetery's unfinished appearance, the Commanding General) USARPAC, decided in 1arch
that V-J Day, 2 September, was the most suitable date."
With the dedication time settled, Headquarters, AGRS-Pi\Z, began efforts to obtain the principal speaker and prepared an invitation list containin~ the names of the President of the United States
and the Secretary of Defense. A tentati"e program, endorsed at the
first meeting of the Dedication Committee, included, besides the main
address, appropriate ba!,d music, a choral selection, prayers by
Protestant, Catholic, and Jewish chaplains. the traditional firing of
three volleys, and taps. Although the President and the Secretary
of Defense were unable to attend the dedication, the Secretary of the
avy on 3 August accepted an invitation to deliver the main
address. ,On 2 September 1949, the gates of the cemetery opened at 11
a. m., 3 hours before the ceremony was to begin. As the hour for
dedication neared, the crowd swelled into thousands of persons .
to

. (I) lIi!>t, AGRS-PAZ.II. p. 2i4

"(I) Ib,d., II. pp. 275 76.

,2) .\pp.J. loci. H.
(2) App. J. Incl. 47.
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Hawaiian familiu at grar'u oj thnr loved OTl'S in the Punchbowl
Crat" Oil t. t oj .\femoriol Do), 1952.

Six thousand seats were provided, with resen'ed seats for invited
the next of kin, and officers of the rank of colonel or the
equivalent. Shortly before 2 p. m., Governor Stainback, Adm.
William F. Halsey, Gen. Robert L. Eichelberger, Gen Henry S.
Aurand, 'ccretary of the :"oJa\"y Francis P. \1atthews, and the three
chaplains, took their places on the speakers" stand.
The solemn ceremony. held on the fourth anni\·ersary of \T_J
Day, constituted a fitting tribute to the 12,082 World War II deceased already interred in this cemetery. The remainder of the
more than 25.000 gra\'e sites in the Punchbowl \\-'ould now be a\'ailable for veterans of all branches of the armed services and their dependents. At the time of its dedication. the Punchbowl was the
largest in area and in number of burials of the three national cemeteries located outside the continental United Statcs. u
~uests,

• 1) Paradis, of Ill' P"nfi • Octobfor. 1949 p. 3.
!j Tht'
.as ct'Illt'It"l"in art' localt'd in\la§ka and Put'rto Rico.
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Fort McKinley Military Cemetery, Manila, P. I.
Durin~ the ~reater pan of 19-17. the '\Iemorial Disision. OQ'\IG.
favored the use of i\lanila No.2 Cemetcq as the permanent overseas burial ground for the unrepatriated deceased of the Southwest
Pacific Area. They expected the American Ballie ,\Ionuments
Commission and the .·\merican Gra\"es Reg-istration Service to share
a joint responsibility for the cemeterial la\·oul. The Department of
the Army. through the Grases Registration Sen·ice. would acquire
the land (under authority of Public La\\ 368. 80th Conl(.. appro\'ed
5 August 19-17), perform necessary gradin~. establish temporary
roads and walks, install drainage. and inter the remains in final locations. At this time (19-17) it was anticipated that after the conclusion of all burials. the AB,\IC would assume responsibility for the
construction of permanent buildin~s. roads. walks. and the like for
the cemetery's fUlure care and maintenance.
Plans for establishment of 11anila No.2 as a permanent overseas
cemetery were altered when AB ,\fC mem bel'S expressed serious
doubt that the seventy-odd acre site could accommodate the estimated 20,000 remains which eventually might be interred there.'
They proposed an investigation into the possibility of oblainin~ another 30 or morc acres, adjacent to the existing area. or preferably,
the selection of a suitable alternate site containing 100 acres or morc.
During November 19·17, as a result of .\Bl\IC's sUl(~eSliuns, a
group of interested officials, includin~ Bril(. Gen. Thomas North.
Secretary of the ABMC, Ll. Col. O. K. Donelson. representinl( the
Secretary of the Army, Ll. Col. Lindley A. Pennypaeker of OQMG.
Col. C. P. Kearney. from Tokyo, and ,\11'. Ray Larson. Consultant
Architect in\'csti~ated several other locations. such as Fort
McKinley, Lillie Ba~uio on the Bataan Peninsula. and C:orr('~idor
Island. III They arran~ed a conference with the President of the
Philippine Republic, l\lanual r\. Roxas. durinl( \\ hiell they discussed the availability of land for eemeterial purposes.
After considerin~ all these areas. this lSfOUp recommended the
selection of a ISO-acre site in the Fon :'\lcKinley area. elllbracin~
the existin~ temporary mililarv cemetery. The prime factors which
influenced this choice were: the site's coolOur and high suitabilit~
for burial purposes: its scenic beauty: its cas\- accessibility to
l\lanila; its historic associations: and the ccon()m~ of operating a
1

Llr (;t·o (;('un:T lIorkan. Chid. \ll'm »i\ OQ\lC, to (.('11 \ D. Jloppine:.
GHQ. FEe. t) (XI.l- 293. Far Ea~t. \In. RC
t
Ltr. Col L. Bu (h. \If-m Di\ 0Q\lt, to LI Cui P('nn\ I'a~ !;.,·r and J)ond...on.
\tf"m Dh. OQ\lG. 11 011 .l'·Hisi. AGRS-FEZ. 1 On.ti 1031 \Iar .l8. J p. 1~
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permanent burial ground there, Aerial photographs and a map
showing the tentative boundaries were sent late in December 1947
to Memorial Division, OQMG, for final approval."
Immediate steps followcd to get the projccted cemetery underway. Thc Manila Engineering District (MANED), after computing the costs of establishing cemetery boundaries and clearing and
grading the land l forwarded its conclusions to Washington. Funds
could not be authorized for the clearing of Fort I\IcKinley property
until receipt of official notification from VVashington of the property
transfer....
B, I January 1948, OQ~1G informed graves registration officials
in lanila that appropriations had been made for the sun'ey of the
Fort ~1cKinley site and that the \Ve:>tern Pacific Engineering Division had rccei"ed orders to proceed with this task. The OQIo.IG
also instructed ~1anila to transfer pre-"'orld "'ar II remains interred in the old Fort ~1cKinlcy Post Cemetery to the post cemeteryat lark Field. Fort tOLScnburg, in order that preparations for
H

Und.. p. 18.

4' IbId.. pp.

18-19.
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the permanent burial ground at Fort McKinley might proceed
promptly." Meanwhile, in the area of the proposed permanent
cemetery, graves registration forces carried out preparatory operations, which included the removal of concrete structures, posts, and
foundations, as well as heavy underbrush. By mid-February, they
had cleared away about 1,000 tons of concrete."· Throughout the
period extending from early january to late May 1948, graves registration workers also disinterred and removed all remains from the
old Post Cemetery to Fort Stotsenburg."
During the summer and into the early autumn of 1948, preparations for the new cemetery continued at Fort McKinley except for a
temporary halt in August because of hea\'Y rains. Graves registration employees removed jungle growths, le\'eled the ground, and
made extensive repairs on the administration buildings, quonset
huts, and roads in the immediate area. The arrival of graves registration workers from ~1anila No.2 Cemetery, where disinterment
and removal of remains to the Manila Mausoleum had been completed late in july, accelerated progress at Fort McKinley." In
October, Col. james A. Murphey, CO, AGRS-PZ, raised the American flag over the unfinished military cemetery at the Fort, marking its formal opening, months before the first interments took place.>"
Shortly after the formal opening of Fort M Kinley Cemetery,
GHQ, Far East Command, predicted that 24,000 remains would
eventually lie within its confines. This figure was based upon a
projected 50-50 division of preference by the next of kin between
repatriation and permanent overseas burial. Memorial Division
officials promptly disagrced with this estimate. and asserted that the
figures were too high, both for the total number of interments and
for the percentage of overseas burials. They expected a total of
about 19,224 deceased at Fan McKinley."
Although the question had actually been settled for some time,
General Order 76, Paragraph 4, 2 December 1948, officially designated Fort McKinley Cemetery as the permanent overseas burial
ground for the Far East Command. It was generally expected that
interments would be completed by the end of 1949, and that the
cemetery would then be transferred to the ABMC. In this relatively
small area would rest those for whom the next of kin wanted over. IbId., p. 19
lind.
~I

His!. AGRS-PZ, I Apr-30 ep 48. p. 24.
: IbId. t h 35· 36.
lIist, ACRS-PZ. 1 Oct·31 Dec 48. p. 20: KCRC·ACRS·PZ. 314 7
, II' lSi Ind. -4 ;\0\ 48. to Basic Llr of 15 Oct 48. CIIQ. FEe to TQ\IG.
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seas- burial, the war dead for whom no specific instructions had been
received, and all recovered unknowns.
On 27 December 1948, a contract was let to Santiago Gaucayco
for permanent construction work in the cemetery at an estimated cost
0[$109,081.50. Clearing and grubbing began on 3 January 1949
and grading of burial plots five days later. At the same time the
Manila Engineering District \vorked on a burial layout plan for
early submission to Washington and graves registration employees
moved supplies and work shops into an area not affected by the construction activities.:):'1 Since local officials hoped to begin interments
during April or even earlier if burial layout plans received the necessary approval from the Department of the Army and the American
Battle Monuments Commission, the clearing and grading of burial
plots received special auention.
While permanent construction activities continued in the cemetery, AGRS·PHILCOM, on I March 1949, recommended to Mcm·
orial Division, OQMG, the adoption of the contract method for interment operations and the use of mechanized equipment, such as
power shovels, in order to cut expenses and complete the project in
only four months. This time estimate was based upon a maximum of
20,000 grave sitcs.:'IH On receipt of approval by the Memorial Division of the contract method, bids were called for, bur only one was
submitted. Graves registration authorities found it unacceptable,
for both the cost and completion date exceeded their original estimates. The Manila Engineering District thereupon proposed lise
of the purchase and hire method of interment in lieu of a private
col1tract.~>;
Late in April, l\1emorial Division, OQNIG, authorized
this procedure..,,",
"Vith the question of the interment method settled, matters moved
more quickly. The first burials in Fort McKinley Cemetery oc·
curred on 3 l'vlay, several week later than had been planned.
1\1anila Engineering District workers accomplished the cemeterial
excavations while graves registration employees carried out the
actual interment of remains. Sixteen burials were performed on
the first day of operations; thereafter the daily interment rate in·
creased until by the end or May 1949 it had reached a total of
Rpt. IIq AGRS-PJlILCO~1 Zone to CO, AGRS-PIlILCO~1. 20Jan 49.
Memo. Col L. R. Talbot. ~lem Di\", OQ~IG to CofEngrs ... l\lar 49, sub: U. S.
;\lilitary Cemetery. Fort \IcKinler. P. I.
r In the purchase and hire method. the Arm' purchas('d their own supplies and
equipmcn! as needed. and hired local workers on the spot .
.,. \Iemo. Talbot 10 CofEll~f.'>. 27 Apr 49. sub: G. S. Military Cemctcr\", Fort
\lcKinlcy. P. 1.
~
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234-a figure still considerably short of the number estimated before
the project began.
Several difficulties contributed to the retarded progress. The
major problem arose from the great difficulty experienced in opening graves. The extreme hardness of the foundation in the cemetery rendered practically unusable the mechanical equipment which
was on hand for excavation operations. When the workers discovered the true nature of the cemeterial foundation, they attempted
various excavation methods in an effort LO open as many as 400
graves daily.5~
Another factor which considerably reduced the number of graves
opened on a given day involved such obstacles as trees that must be
preserved for the sake of appearance, thus requiring intervals in the
rows of graves; antiquated plumbing in both sewage and water lines;
and unexploded ammunition, which required careful handling. In
addition, the imminent seasonal rains threatened progress on the
project, for heavy equipment could not operate when the cemetery
area became a quagmire. fiU
On the other hand, the graves registration workers who made the
actual interments did not experience the difficulties encountered by
MA ED in excavating the graves. In fact, a burial crew could
have performed 400 interments daily. In actuality, because of
MA ED's slower progress, graves registration workers spent much
time waiting for graves to be opened.
By 24 June 1949, when construction work in the cemetery terminated, interments were about one-fourth completed, with 4,488
remains already interred, 10,928 still awaiting burial, and 2,220
cases yet to be processed.';> Despite the retarding factors just considered, graves registration workers had buried a total of 12,464
remains by the end of September 1949, with some 4,024 additional
burials pending, and with 2,385 cases awaiting final disposition.
Although some optimistic officials envisioned the completion of all
interments by 15 November 1949, others believed more realistically
that perhaps 2,000 cases still might be pending at that time, and
that the residual phase of the operation might well continue until
June 1950, the new date on which ABMC was scheduled to assume
full responsibility for the cemetery."
As developments actually unfolded, the bulk of interments LOok

n ~Icmo. G-3. to Depuly CIS. AGRS-PZ. 27 .\Iay 49. p. 11. sub: Rpt or GR and
Disposition or Remains Activities. 293.9; KCRC·AGRS-PZ.
"IbId., pp. 12.20.
I. Ibid., 12Jul 49, ~Icmo G-3 10 C,'S, AGRS·PZ.
,,~ Memo. GIIQ, FEC, to MCJn Oiv, OQ~IG, 12 Oct 49. 293.
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place before the end of 1949, althou~h the activity continued in a
diminishing degree throughout 1950, as a result of identification of
remains on hand and scattered recoveries by the few search units
which still operated. After several delays, the transfer of Fort McKinle} Military Cemetery became effective on 1January 1951, pursuantlO the provisions of Executive Order 10057, 14 May 1949, (as
amended by Executive Order 10087, 3 December 1949), which
shifted the administrative functions of vVorid \Var Il nited States
Military cemeteries located in foreign countries, together with certain related supplies, equipment, facilities, and records, from the
ecretary of the Army to lhe American Battle Monuments Commission, "effective as to any particular cemetery or group of cemeteries
upon the completion of the operational mission of the Department
of the Army with respect to each cemetery or group of cemeteries."
The Army reserved the right, nevertheless, to re-enter such burial
grounds after I January 1951 in order to make exhumations or reintermems, should such action become necessary for the proper completion of the repatriation program. fl3
Although a few small changes in the figure of total interments at
Fort McKinley Cemetery may occur in the fUlure, at this writing
a total of 17,178 remains rest here. Formal dedication of the cemetery must await completion of all monument projects undertaken
by the American Bartle Monuments Commission."1
Proposed Cemetery on Guam

As previously indicated) certain planners in Memorial Division,
OQMG, originally envisioned the establishment of a national cemetery on Guam, which would serve as a final resting place for the
deceased of the MARBO Zone as well as for several thousand remains from Okinawa and other Ryukyu Islands. The tentative site
most prominently mentioned consisted of 225 acres, located directly
north of the airstrip of Harmon Field, overlooking Tuman Bay.":'
MARBO officials estimated that this proposed burial ground could
accommodate about 7,500 remains.
During the summer of 1947, OQMG included the necessary expenses for a Guam national cemetery in the budget then in preparation for presentation to Congress. OQ~IG officials felt, bowever,

• Llr. TAG to Cl:\'CFE. 6 =",0\ 50. sub: Transrer or L'nited Statl"'S \liIilan' Cemetery: File 687. Fori ~tcKinle}".
•
•• I) (men.. ColonelJ. B. \titdell. AB~IC. 'I ~tar 5.>. (2) AB~IC Pamphle1. published in 1953, gin's a lot'll of 17.177 rtomains in Fort ~lcKinle)" \liIi1ar)" Oome1ery.
U Hist. ACRS-MARBO. 1947-48. I. pp. 4a 49.
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that the Island of Guam should donate the land required for this
projecl. IH,

Although the Tumon Bay site received more serious consideration
than any other on Guam, opposition to it de"e1oped in ome la,'y
circles. Late in October 19-17, the Quartermaster. Far East Command, apprised the Chief, Memorial Division, OQMG, of this development. Since Guam was essentially a Naval base. the Far East
Command believed that any choice for a permanent cemetery there
should have avy concurrence. Interested officials also considered
the Mt. Barrigada site, but a careful survey of all possible locations,
undertaken by the Corps of Engineers in conjunction with the Navy
and Air Force, led to a positive recommendation for Tumon Bay,
since it offered the highest ground and the lowest water table of any
area under investigation.
Even though Congress failed to act during 1947 on the Guam
proposal, authorities at MARBO Headquarters still confidently
anticipated a national cemetery there. Even as late as January
1948, they proposed a plan for the "operation of the exhumation,
shipment. identification, processing, final-type casketing, and repatriation to the United States J or the rtm/umtnl In .\"allOnal etme/tr;' on
Guam, of remains of World \'\'ar II dead now buried at Okinawa.""
All plans for a national cemetery on Guam came to a rather
abrupt termination late in February 1948 when word reached the
MARBO Command that Congress had failed to include funds for
the project. All available evidence would indicate that this action
came as a distinct surprise to MARBO grave registration authorities. In any case, this development forced a hasty revision of all repatriation plans, as is related in the chapter pertaining to the return
of the deceased from that area. Perhaps the underlying explanation for this turn of events was an unfavorable impression formed
by a group of Congressmen who visited Guam during the early
autumn of 1947.
Several reasons for the rejection of Guam were mCluioned in
House Report 1420, which dealt with the Appropriation Committee's action. A primary factor was the lack of space. The Report
noted that "Guam is a small island. crowded with military and
naval installations." The island's warm, enervating climate which
avera~ed 5 to 15 de~rees higher than that of Hawaii, constituted another drawback, since visitors from the United States would find
66 Ltr, Capi Robert J. ~lcBroom, IIq AGRS-~'dARBO to CG. ~IARBO. 3 Jul 47,
sub: American Gran.'s Registration Sen"ice Conference, Washington, D. C.
111 Ltr. Col Edward L. Smith. IIq AGRS·l\IARBO Seclor to CIXCFE. 24 Jan 48,
sub: Repatriation of Okinawa WW II Dead. [Author's Ilalics above.)
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such conditions unattractive. Furthermore, Guam offered no mod·
ern accommodations for visiting next of kin, and its remote location,
requiring a round trip of 7,600 miles beyond Hawaii, also militated
against its selection. Finally, as a matter of economy, the Report
asserted that, in contrast to the situation in Hawaii, no competitive
bidding on development ,\-'ork was possible on Guam. Ii "
With Congressional approval on 25June 1948 of HR 5224, as
Public Law 782, the recommendations included in House Report
1420 became official. This action ended the efforts of OQMG officials to obtain a national cemetery on the distant island of Guam.
Instead, as has been shown, only one national cemetery was established in the Pacific war theaters-the Punchbowl in Honolulu.
Conclusion

Only two permanent cemeteries in the former Pacific war theaters resulted from the many postwar plans for the establishment of
overseas burial grounds on a world-wide basis.
Most available evidence indicates that the elimination of Guam as
a cemeterial site has proven to be a wise move. The two permanent Pacific cemeteries enjoy the important advantage of accessibility to regular water and air transportation. Both offer modern,
comfortable accommodations for visiting next of kin and other interested individuals or groups. Both Manila and Honolulu, particularly the latter, possess reasonably pleasant climatic conditions.
On the other hand, Guam remains a distant, rather desolate outpost, offering little attraction either in climatic conditions or in modern, comfortable accommodations. It lacks almost completely any
sentimental significance for most Americans.
By contrast, two marc appropriate Pacific area 10caLions, from a
sentimental viewpoint) than the Hawaiian and Philippine Islands,
would be difficult to imagine. In the former, the first American
servicemen fell in VVorld \Var II during the attack on Pearl Harbor.
The lauer area represented the ultimate goal of General MacArthur's
long, tortuous relUrn to the Philippines, which lOok so many American lives. The presence of a permanent Untted States military
cemetery near !\1anila symbolizes the bonds of f"iendship between
the American and Filipino peoples, as well as their mutual sacrifices,
panicularly during the long, bitter fighting against a common enemy
on the Bataan Peninsula, where both nations wrote an imperishable
chapter in the annals of free men.
«'IIR H20, 80th Conq; .. 2nd Scss: House Rpts. 1403-144-9.

CHAPTER XVI
REPATRIATION FROM PACIFIC AND ASIATIC
MAINLAND AREAS

Plans and Schedules
Planning for the return of deceased servicemen from Pacific
Ocean areas and the Asiatic mainland began long before the first
shipment of remains from Honolulu on the lIonda Knot. The
War Department "Plan for Repatriation of the Dead of \tVorid II
and Establishment of Permanem United States Military Cemeteries
at Home and Abroad," described in detail in Chapter II of this
study, devoted considerable attention to this part of the program.
In addition, TM 10-281 placed particular emphasis upon repatriation, outlining the general policies to be followed) and stressing as
the guiding principle the wishes of the next of kin as to final
disposition of remains. I
Craves registration officials in the Pacific Theater also gave much
consideration to this problem. For example, Col. Lee M. Hester,
Area Graves Registration Officer, AGRS-PATA, offered several
recommendations for accomplishment of the repatriation mission. 2
Tn general, he proposed that entire cemeteries be included in polling the next of kin, that 100 percent exhumations be made when
the OQ~1G issued disinterment direclives for a cemetery or a group
of cemeteries, and that all reinterments, whether in the United
States or overseas, be made in the same type of casket. Colonel
Hester believed that these procedures would permit Field Operating
Sections to evacuate entire cemeteries during one visit, thus reducing
labor, cost, and transportation to a minimum. 3 He also listed five
factors to be considered in determining the order in which ceme·
teries would be evacuated. These factors were: (1) average monthly
rainfall; (2) distance between islands containing cemeteries; (3)
anticipated date of arrival of caskets from the United States; (4)
pre\'ention of backtracking in water transportation, and (5) location
of proposed permanent cemeteries.
To carry out repatriation activities in the Pacific Theater, Colonel
Hester proposed the organization of two Task Forces, one in the
• TlI.l 10-28', Aug. 47. p. 2.
Ltr, Hf.'$ter to CI:\'C, AFPAC. no dale. sub: Plan for Repatriation. 293.
IbId.

I
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MIDPAC Sector and the other in the WESPAC Sector. He suggested that one port unit should be organized as part of each Task
Force to receive, Slore, and issue incoming caskets and supplies as
well as to handle the shipment of remains to the United States. He
believed that 8 Field Operating Sections would be required in both
the MIDPAC Sector and the WE PAC Sector, while 3 would
operate in the JAP-KOR Sector-2 in Japan and I in Korea.'
Colonel Hester, like other officers in the Pacific Theater, anticipated
the arrival of sufficient caskets by December 19-16 to permit the first
repatriation shipment by early 19-17.
Although Colonel Hester's suggestions were in general carried out,
The Quartermaster General's tentati\'e schedules for repatriation of
World War II dead from Pacific and Asiatic mainland areas, issued
late in Q\'ember 19-16, clearly indicated that Hester's esti mate of
the time for the first repatriation shipment was too optimistic. These
plans incorporated all Pacific and Asiatic mainland operations into
one integrated scheme.' The schedules were based upon the belief
that approximately 80 percent of the deceased would be repatriated
and the other 20 percent buried in permanent overseas cemeteries,
but it was fully realized that variations from these estimates would
be necessary. Exhumations preparatory to the first homeward shipment would begin during June 1947 in the Hawaiian Islands, with
13'" Field Operating Sections employed in the operation. Elsewhere in the Pacific war areas, pre-repatriation exhumation activities were listed as follows:"
Ca) Australia
. August 1947, with five FOS and
one reduced Port Unit.
Cb) Guadalcanal
. August 1947, with eight FOS and
one reduced Pon Unit.
Ce) Iwo Jima
. October 1947, with thirteen FOS.
CIf) China Zone
. October-December 1947, with
three FOS and a reduced Port
Unit from Pacific Area.
Ct) India-Burma Zone ..... lQ\·ember-December 1947, with
six FOS and a reduced Port
Unit from the Solomon Islands.
November
19-17-February 19-18,
(f) JAP-KOR Sector
.
with three FO and one reduced
Pan Unit.
• (IJ IbId. 12\ For an explanation of the compo ilion of a Fidd Opel'"3tin~ Section.
Chapu"r XIII. p. ·11)9.
LIT. .-\ F. OQ\IG to CI:\"C. L"SAFPAC and Co.. AGRS-China Zon(' and AGRSIndia·Burma Zone, 27 XO\ 46: KCRCAGRS·FEC. 293.
Ib'd.
~C'
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.

November 1947-February 1948,
with four FOS, reinforced in
January 1948 by six FOS: one
reduced POrt Unit.
New Guinea
. February-April 1948, with six FOS
and one Port Unit.
Mariana Islands
April-J une 1948, with seven FOS,
(MARBO).
reinforced in May by six FOS;
one reduced Port Unit.
June 1948, with five FOS, and one
Palau Islands
.
reduced Port Unit.
Leyte, P. I. . . .. . .... June-July 1948, with eight FOS,
later augmented by five FOS
from Palau Islands and one Port
Unit.
Luzon, P. I
. August-October 1948, with 13 1/,
FOS.

OQMG officials anticipated the completion of all exhumations
by the end of 1948. They realized. however, that these schedules
were only tentative. Subsequent developments fully justified this
view since concentration of bodies in a few Pacific cemeteries greatly
reduced the number of repatriation points by the time actual homeward shipments were about to begin.; Other factors which combined to alter the schedules set forth in ovember 1946 included
unfavorable weather, delays in casket deliveries, and slow progress
at certain points in concentrating deceased into centralized burial
grounds. Need for extensive revIsions of the earlier schedules became obvious by the spring of 1947. The Adjutant General, cognizant of this situation, then informed top-level commanders throughout the world that the first shipments of World War II dead to the
nited States would commence in the early autumn of that year.'
By July, the polling of some 52,000 next of kin had been almost
completed. They favored return to the United States by about three
to one." When exhumations began in Hawaii during August, the
most important factor affecting repatriation schedules was the rate
of receipt of replies from next of kin to letters of inquiry. Previously,
casket production had exerted the heaviest weight in determining
• For further details, sec ChapteT XIII, Concentration Operations in the Pacific and
Asia .
. LIT, TAG to CJ:"JC. Far East. and CGl;. AFPAC. rl 01" 6 \Iar 47. suh: Rrpatl'iation Pro~ram: KCRC·FEC. 2~n.8.
~ ~h·mo. Capt RobcrtJ. t-.IcBroom, AGRS·~IARBO, to CG. r..lARBO, 3Jul 17:
KCRC·AGRS·~IARBO. 337.
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schedules. As mentioned earlier, Public Law 368, 5 August 1947,
also changed repatriation plans, since it reversed the original policy
of returning unknown dead to the United States. '"
In addition to disposition according to options available to the
next of kin and permanent overseas interment of unknowns, two further dispositions were planned, in appropriate cases, at the time of
disinterments. as follows: II

(n) "Reinlcrmenl in permanent sites, in those cases in which
next of kin, although successfully contacted, fail to indicate their
wishes within a reasonable time. These cases will be covered
by individual disinterment directives, and although nominally
permanent reburials, obviou Iy a certain number eventually
will be re-exhumed for other disposition if the next of kin concerned so desire, and make known their desires prior to the expiration of the period, prescribed by Public Law 383, within
which application for final disposition must be made.
(b) "Above ground storage, for limited periods, in those cases
wherein next of kin have not yet successfully been contacted, in
those cases involving legal study, etc. These cases will be covered by a blanket directive included in the letter of transmittal
covering the disinterment directives."
At the time of initial Hawaiian exhumation-II August 1947the deceased in the Pacific Zone (AGRS-PAZ) had been moved into
three major concentration points-the Hawaiian Islands, Guadalcanal, and Australia. American dead in the Far East Zone
(AGRS-FEZ) also rested or were destined to rest in three major
points-the Manila Mausoleum, which eventually contained all recovered remains in the PHILRYCOM Sector, except Okinawa; the
island of Saipan, where those who died in the MARBO Sector lay,
with the dead on Okinawa scheduled for later transfer there; and
the Mausoleum at Yokohama, which finally housed those who perished in theJAP-KOR Sector of the Far East Zone. On the Asiatic
mainland, all located deceased from the China Zone had been moved
to Hawaii; in the India-Burma Zone, some 3,500 remains later
rested in the Barrackpore Mausoleum, near Calcutta."
Hawaiian Operations

Exhwnalion Problems and A clivilitS

Final preparations for the first repatriations-those from Hawaiicommenced several months before the actual mO"ement of bodies to
III LtT, Col Everctt Busch, ~lel1l Oiv, OQMG 10 Cll':C, FEC. 12 Aug 47, sub: Schcd·
ul(,5 of Operations for the Return of \Vorld \VaT II Dead.
II
I:

Ihld.
See ChapleT XIII, Concentration Operations in the Pacific and Asia.
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the United States. Since the major purpose of this shipment ofsome
3,200 remains was to uphold the faith of the next of kin in the program, great care accompanied all planning for the operation.
In the spring of 1947, the 9105th Technical Service nit (TSU)
was established to carry OUt disinterments in Hawaii and other
areas in the Pacific Zone (AGRS-PAZ). This unit formerly had
been assigned to the AGRS-China Zone as the 9103d TSU, but
shortly after its transfer to Hawaii, the new numerical designation
went into effect. The unit consisted of eight hastily organized Field
Operating Sections (FOS), which were dispatched in whole or in
part to conduct assigned exhumations.l:l
Transportation for the 91 05th TS demanded much attention,
for motor, water, and air movements would all be involved in the
unit's operations. The AGRS-PAZ Planning Board in July directed that overland movements of the unit in Oahu be made by a
motor pool to be formed and operated by Group Headquarters from
Schofield Barracks. For exhumations on the outlying Hawaiian
Islands, the unit would use its own organic vehicles, which together
with its equipment and supplies, were to be transported by water.
The workers would be brought to the outlying islands by air. II
Many discouraging obstacles arose before the first repatriation
exhumations staned, largely because of the necessity of hurriedly organizing eight Field Operating Sections to disinter and casket 3,200
remains and place them aboard the repatriation ship within the
short span of 8 or 9 weeks. In retrospect, the hasty inauguration of
exhumations indeed appears the greatest flaw in these initial repatriation operations.
Perhaps the most acute problem was a persistem shortage of both
officers and enlisted men. At the end ofJuly, a group of 29 officers
finally arrived and was assigned to the 9105th TSU. From that
time to November, three additional contingents, averaging eight officers each, reached Hawaii. After their arrival, many officers expressed keen dissatisfaction with their assignment. They had assumed that they would be stationed permanently in Hawaii and in
many cases had even made arrangements to have their families join
them. The realization that their tasks would later take them to remOle Pacific islands came as a severe blow. Some officers applied
for either transfer or discharge. 1\
Coupled with the difficulty of obtaining and holding trained
graves registration officers were harassing problems stemming from
Hisi. AGRS-PAZ. 19-16· 49. I, pp. 96-97 .
.. Opnl Dir No. I, Annex 8, Hq AGRS-PAZ. 9 Sep 46; KCRC.AGRS-PAZ, 008.
10 Hisl, AGRS-PAZ. I, p. 100.
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efforts to recruit qualified civilian workers. Although the War Department had given assurances that all civilians, except laborers,
would be obtained on the mainland, there were few applicants for
positions and by July 1947, it had become apparent that the great
majority of civilians of all kinds would have to be hired locally.
Only embalmers and a few clerks arrived from the mainland, and
they did not appear until exhumations were about to begin. The
sudden recognition of the necessity for bringing the 910Sth TSU
quickly to full strength forced officials at AGRS-PAZ Headquarters
to employ people wherever and whene"er possible.
The shortage of ti me a vailable for this task precl uded thorough
investigation of applicants, and many recruits proved ill qualified.
Although only a third of the necessary civilians had been hired, the
training program started as planned on 27 July. Orientation consisted mostly of lectures. On the last day, 9 August, ten remains
were exhumed from chofield Barracks Cemetery under the direction of experienced workers as a demonstration of operational techniques. IIi Pertinent burial information was entered on a form entitled" Exhumation Record." A convoy list was next prepared, and
the caskets were then removed to the Military Mausoleum at Schofield Barracks for above-ground storage pending final casketing. At
the Mausoleum, the Exhumation Record was used as a delivery receipt and then filed at Headquarters, 910Sth TS ,as a guide to
completing nece ary action during final processing. ,Meanwhile, on I August 1947, the 91 OSth TS had established
Headquarters at Schofield Barracks. Both officers and civilians were
billeted in the Headquarters building in the belief that the two
groups would become beller adjusted to each other if they were
associatc:-d more closel\'.
On II August, immediately after the training period, all Field

Operating Sections began exhumations in chofield Barracks Cemetery. Only those remains for which disinterment directives had
been received were removed at once, for the eight Sections had to
begin work shortly at Halawa and other smaller Hawaiian cemeteries, where all bodies were to be exhumed at one time to avoid
frequent trips from the distant graves registration headquarters."
While work at Schofield Barracks halted temporarily, the FOS

lb,d.. p. 109.
IbId.. App. E. \'01. 2. Incl. 33. Dir. Hq 9105th TSL' to All ;\lilitary and Civilian
Personnd Conccrm:d. ; Aug- <Ii. sub: Opera lions Directhc.
, !list. ACRS-I)AZ. I, pp 112- 13.
I;
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units began operations at the other Hawaiian cemeteries in accordance with the following schedule: 1'+
~laka\q~:Ii.

Kauai
• \Iokapu. Oahu
Ilomt"lani. Ila\\aii
• '\ulIanli. Oahu
• Ilala\\3, Oahu
\Iaka\\ao. \Ialli
• Naval Cc:'mcll'l'\

19· n AU~lL~1 19-17
26-27 .\ugust 1917
27\u~t-2.
plcmbc-T 19428 \m~ust 13 St-ptemocr 194 i
2-20
ptembt"r 1941
5-10 Scplcmlx-r 19--17

Unfortunately, fe\\ plans for operations had been formulated
until disinterments were actually underway. Little detailed consideration had been given to local conditions, unusual problems, or
modifications of the procedur~s outlined in TM 10-281, which was
intended to serve as a guide,~n
From the beginning, Hawaiian exhumation operations were
beset by difficult labor problems. After working only a few days,
many civilians often failed to report for work. During August and
September, the daily turnover reached about 10 percent. New replacernents were hired as promptly as possible, but no time was
available to train them properly. These drawbacks imposed serious
handicaps on everyone engaged in exhumations from worker to
Chief of the Zone.
Another unfortunate development hindered progress. A steel
strike in the United States during the summer halted casket production for several weeks and rendered unavailable some 58 1000 caskets
needed in Pacific areas. The Quartermaster General had attempted La posqxme the start of exhumation operations until late in
the year, but the Secretary of War directed that plans for the first
repatriation shipment be carried out in the fall as scheduled in order
to maintain public confidence in the program.· 1
Several operational problems arose, which proved to be more or
less common throughout the Hawaiian Islands. In the first place,
supply shortages con {antly hindered progress. Since each cemetery presented different physical conditions, officials could not estimate accurately in ad\'ance the needs for hardening compound (a
dry powder usually with a plaster of paris base, used to prevent
odors and to dry and harden any remaining tissue), for cavity fluid 1
used in cavities of the body, such as the skull and stomach. to harden
'''Und.,p.114.
(I) Ibid.. p. 101
(2) T\I 10-2RI.
~'(I) lIist. AGRS-PAZ,I 99. ,2) Conference :\Ol('~. 30Jun Ii. sub: Rpl ofOQ\IC
Conference. 9Jun 47. from Ikput\ Chit'L ACRS·P.\Z to ACRS-P.\Z Officer!>, App.
E. \'01. I. Incl. 8.
~(,
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and preserve tis ues, and for disinfectants. They soon discovered,
however, that remains in areas which had coral ground formations
and warm climates decomposed much more rapidly than elsewhere
and required larger quantities of hardening compound and little
cavity fluid." Secondly, the disposal of rubbish which accumulated
rapidly during operations, constituted a problem, for the materials
often were not readily burnable. Cases involving special treatment
also impeded progress by the extra work they demanded. Such
cases included cremation, and changes in and suspensions and cancellations of disinterment directives. Clerical errors, made by untrained and inexperienced workers, intensified loading difficulties
since all remains and all disinterment directives must be accounted
for. Frequent rains also delayed exhumation activities. Finally,
informal inspections of operations by officers unfamiliar with graves
registration sometimes retarded progress."
Proussing CmUr and Cemeleries

One of the most successful graves registration operations in
Hawaii took place at the Processing Center, located in Mausoleum
o. 3, where remains were prepared for final casketing and where
the casketing itself was mostly carried out. The Deputy Chief,
AGRS-PAZ, facing a tight deadline for completion of disinterments
before the repatriation vessel departed and realizing that graveside
casketing, prescribed in TM 10-281, would be too slow, especially
in view of the shortage of qualified technicians which became so
serious as to necessitate utilization of t\VO embalmers from the Central Identification Laboratory, determined to replace this method
with an assembly-line system, a practice which later became prevalent in all Pacific areas. As a consequence, remains were transported to the Processing Center where 8 receiving lines had been
established, each with 2 embalmers, a clerk, sometimes an assistant
clerk, and 5 to 8 laborers. Early in the operations, an inspection
officer supervised each line, but later the demands for personnel
elsewhere in the Pacific reduced this surveillance to one officer for
every two lines. The Center processed about 200 remain daily at
the peak of its activities."
The results achieved by this "assembly line" method demonstrated
conclusively its superiority over graveside casketing, especially in
view of the short time available. Zone officials were so pleased with
Processing Center operations that they determined to use this tech12

(I) Hist, AGRS·PAZ. L pp. 133 ·34.

Mcm Div. OQMC. 20 ~Iar 56.
- II;". AGRS-PAZ. I. p. 134.
H IbId., II, p. 189.

(2) Interv, Carl R. Allbee. Registration Br,
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nique during subsequent operations in Australia and Guadalcanal.2~
In turning to consideration of operations and problems in specific
Hawaiian cemeteries, it is found that Schofield Barracks Cemetery
presented several features which distinguished it from other Hawaiian burial places. In the first place, during concentration
activities, all remains returned to Oahu from Pacific Zone areas
(except those stored in mausoleums) were reinterred here. In
this process, some of the deceased became separated from the markers which identified them, causing confusion and difficulty in matching markers with the proper remains. Secondly, since Schofield
Barracks had been originally a post cemetery and burials had been
made before 3 September 1939 and afler 30June 1946 (the period
covered by Public Law 383), many graves contained persons ineligible for repatriation. The presence of non- World \'\'ar II dead
forced exhumation units to work around them and later to concentrate them. In the third place, the markers for those servicemen
interred just after the attack on Pearl Harbor did not clearly indicate the location of the graves. Furthermore, an absence of identification media with the remains rendered positive identification impossible unless the entire row of graves was disinterred or unless the
remains were sent to the identification laboratory for examination.
A fourth difficulty arose from the burial of some soldiers with parts
of other remains l a complication that posed vexatious identification
problems. Such errors no doubt sprang from lack of anatomical
knowledge on the part of those who had earlier concentrated the
bodies. Cases of this sort were referred to the identification laboratory, causing a delay in the final processing of remains. Finally,
regarding activities extending over a period of years had created
some very decp burials. In a few unfortunate cases, even the markers had been moved from their original positions for the sake of
better alignment. 26
By 22 September, when operations were resumed in this cemetery, a total of975 remains had already been exhumed, with 1,442
more scheduled for disinterment before 10 October 1947, the deadline for ending this project. One week later, on 17 October, the
9105th TSU was to depart for Guadalcanal and Australia."
With few exceptions, the remains exhumed in the last phase of
work at Schofield Barracks lacked disinterment directives. Furthermore, no roster nor other records were available and the plot
1) Llr. Lt Col Maurice ~latisoff, Hq ACRS-PAZ 10 Col James A. ~Iurphcy. COl
ACRS·FEZ, 13 Ocl ·17, Hist. ACRS-PAZ, '\Pi>. E, Vol. 2, Inc!. 60. PI. 5.
:·lIist, AGRS-PAZ. I. pp. 131-33.
2; Llr IIq AGRS·PAZ, 10 CG, 9105th TSU. 25 Sei> 47. App. E, Vol. 3, Incl. 59.
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map showed only the plot number, row, and grave number of the
interred person. Many grave markers carried only a small metal
tag which usually had corroded or rusted to the point of illegibility.
Had an adequate roster been prepared or had the plot map included
the name, rank, and serial number of the deceased, the wide margin
for error might well have been avoided. It must be conceded, however, that the pressing time elemelll in this instance probably precluded detajled preparations for later exhumation and identification.
On 9 October 19-t7, disinterments ended in chofield Barracks Cemetery, and all deceased from this burial ground rested in Mau oleum
o.

3.-·"

A pre-exhumation inspection of Makaweli Cemetery, located
on the island of Kauai, revealed it to be in excellent condition,
with grass cut and watered and Rowers planted at appropriate
spots." In contrast to these pleasant condi tions, the living quarters
and mess hall assigned to FOS o. I were in disrepair when the
men arrived by air transport on 18 August. The buildings were
old, malodorous, and in extremely poor condition. The refrigerator
did not function and could not be repaired, and all perishables had
to be brought daily from the supply ship-a distance of four miles.'·
These conditions demonstrated clearly the importance of proper advance preparations. Difficulties encountered in unloading vehicles
and equipment further eltlphasized this point. Five hours were lost
in contacting proper authorities for permission to unload the barge."
At the cemetery, advance liaison also had been slipshod. The manager of the plantation on which the cemetery was located had not
even been notified of the approaching operations nor had any provision been made for military use of private roads leading into the
area. Happily, the plantation manager co-operated admirably.
Disinterment operations at Makaweli Cemetery began on 19
August, following a brief religious ceremony. The temporary caskets were badly deteriorated. In fact, the men usually had to remove the top, sides, and ends, lift the remains from the bottom of
the casket, and process them at the graveside. The deceased were
fairly well preserved, for most of them had been embalmed. During the first day, 26 remains were disinterred and stored at the cemetery. On the second day, the unit exhumed 48 remains, thereby
l' Opns Rpl. FOS :"0. 2. to CO. 9105th TSL', 14 OCI 47, App. E. \'01. 3. Incl. 60.
~II Rpl, Capl .\Iadisoll E. Cook. AGRS-PAZ, to O('pU{\ Chief. AGRS. APO 958.7
Au~ 4i. sub: Rc>port of CcmC'lcrv Inspection on Kauai.
Ibid., App. E. Vol. 3. Incl. 38.
(1 Iii". ,\GRS·PAZ. I. pp. 117-18. ,2) Ib,d., App. E. Vol 3. Incl 39. 13) Rp>.
FOS ~o. I. to CO. 9105th TSL. APO 957, 28 .\ug 47. sub: Report of Exhumations
Ope-rations.
Ibid.. p. 118.
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completing its activities in Makaweli Cemetery. After processing,
the remains were placed in caskets, transferred to trucks. and transported to shipside, where loading began on 21 August with the help
of a crane provided by the port. At the same time, another crew
policed the cemetery grounds, removing and burning all signs and
debris. :lZ
Several recomnlendations accompanied the completion of this
project. Among them were the suggestions that "more detailed arrangements be made for living and messing facilities" and that "op_
erating headquarters be located as near as possible to cemetery
site." 33 Other suggestions were offerec..l regarding supply deficiencies. Two pounds of hardening compound, instead of one, were
recommended for each deceased. It was also proposed that one
pair of rubber gloves be issued after the handling of each five remains. Finally, about one pound of four penny shingle nails was
needed for every 30 temporary caskets. Lastly, each FOS unit required at least four embalmers.:'"
Before exhumations began at Homelani Cemetery, Hilo, Hawaii,
it was twice inspected. Capt. M. E. Cook, after visiting it late in
June, reported that the cemetery was in excellent condition.:I~ During August, he again inspected the area and reported a general lack
of billeting and messing facilities· He added lhat AGRS must
furnish all supplies, including gasoline and oil. 36
FOS No. I arrived at Hila by air on 25 August 1947. After its
equipment and supplies had been unloaded from the ship and transponed to the cemetery, exhumations began on the morning of 27
August. Although very rainy weather prevailed, the men worked
in suitable apparel, for Hilo's frequent precipitation was well known.
Excavations proceeded easily and rapidly, but the damp and deteriorated condition of the caskets slowed the actual removal of
remains. 37 Upon completion of the Homelani exhumations on 2
September, the entire group of 144 remains were moved in one
convoy under police escon from the cemetery to shipside. FOS per~ (I) Ibid., p. 119.
(2) Rpt. Capt Joseph Dickman, Hq AGRS-PAZ to Deputy
Chid i\CRS-PAZ. 21 Au~ 47. ~lIb; Repon of Tra\"('1. Kauai T. II.. .\pp. E. "01 3.
Incl <J.D.
i\temo, i\taj Colin C. Campbell, l-Iq ACRS·PAZ, 10 Deputy Chief, AGRS-I'AZ,
22 Aug 47. sub: Inspection of FOS :So. I Exhumation Operations at Kauai. T. H..
App. E. Vol. 3.lnc1.41 .
• Hisl. AGRS-PAZ. I. p. 121.
1 Rpt. Capt Cook to Chief, AGR$-PAZ. 27 Jun 47. sub; ACli\·it\ Repon of Trip to
Hilo. App. E. Vol. 3. lncl. 42.
Ibid.. I I Aug. 47 .
. Rpt, l\taj Colin C. Campbell. IIq AGRS-PAZ. to Deputy Chief. AGRS·PAZ. 29
Aug 47, sub: Operation of FOS No. I at Homelani Cemctcry. Hila, Hawaii. App. E.
Vol. J. Incl. 43.
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sonnel handled the loading of remains on the barge, which transported them to Honolulu, where they were removed to Schofield
Barracks for above-ground storage.
As a result of the Homelani operations, several recommendations
were offered, somewhat similar to those suggested after the Makaweli
exhumations. The first suggestion called for a full complement of
64 laborers to accompany any FOS unit operating independently
away from headquarters. The second recommendation pointed out
the need for more complete advance arrangements as to ship unloading, proper quarters, messes, supply rooms, gasoline storage,
medical service, and police contacts. The third suggestion stressed
necessity for a full complement of officers in each FOS unit. Finally,
morc liberal time allowances were requested to cover such matters
as adverse weather, loading and unloading activities, levelling and
c1eanin~ up operations, and holidays.·"
The disinterment and removal of some 133 deceased from Makawao Cemetery, Maui, presented no special problems not already
encountered elsewhere in the Hawaiian Islands. The exhumations
began on 5 September and terminated on 10 September. FOS
10 . I performed the necessary tasks.
The deceased were taken by
barge to Oahu for above-ground storage.
At a conference held on 25 August between AGRS officers, the
Vice Admiral of the avy, and the District Medical Officer of the
14th Naval District at Pearl Harbor, the American Graves Registration Service received permission to enter the three Naval cemeteries
in the Hawaiian Islands-Mokapu, uuanu, and Halawa. AGRS
agreed to leave these sites in a condition satisfactory to Naval
authorilies.3~

Mokapu Cemetery, Kaneohe aval Air Station, Oahu, was the
first of the three Naval cemeteries to be exhumed. FO No.2 completed the disinterment of the 18 remains there in only 2 days26-27 August. In addition to the general conditions encountered
in all cemeteries, Mokapu had several unusual characteristics.
Established during the feverish days immediately following the attack on Pearl Harbor, it was located on a sandy point within the
Kaneohe Naval Air Station. Frequent cave-ins of the sandy soil
hampered operations, often forcing the workers to shore the sides
of the excavation as a preventive measure. In many cases, shifting
sand had moved the remains from their original positions. Sometimes they had sunk to a depth of 7 to 10 feet. The difficulty of
.", IbId.
(I) lIist, ACRS·PAZ, I. p. 126. (2) Rpt, Lt Col Jos<"ph E. Conley, Chief, P&D
Dh",. AGRS·PAZ, to Deputy Chit'f. AGRS-PAZ, 25 Aug 47. App. E, Vol. 3, Incl. 49.
.llt
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exhumation was funher increased by the almost complete disiIllcgration of caskets u~cd in the initial interment. Finally, the distance
of the cemeten from both the Processin({ Center and the billeting
area cau\icd faulty communications and a loss of working time. 1O
\"hen opcra(ion~ t"nded on the second da', FOS No.2 transported
the deceased 10 ~Iausoleum Xo. 3 at chofield Barracks.
Disinterments in relati"ely lar~e Nuuanu Naval Cemetery, also
on Oahu. began on 28 August and cOl1linued through 10 September. FOS :\0. 2 removed 339 deceased. II Nuuanu aval
Cemetery presented se"eral special problems. It had been a
civilian cemetery in which the 0!avy had maintained a plot for several years. .\fter the attack on Pearl Harbor, it was suddenly enlarged to accommodate several hundred additional graves. That
part of the cemetery lIsed for these new burials had become filled
with boulders, trash, and debris, apparently through neglect. Even
the beautification process caused problems, since many markers had
been moved from the exact location of remains. Another difficulty
arose from the Aimsy nalUre of the temporary caskets, which were
often crushed by the wei~ht of the soil and boulders_ As much of
this cemetery contained civilians, the exclusion of curiosity seekers
and other civilians became almost impossible. Finally, an
inadequate road net created sc,-ere traffic congestion. I~
Orders for the exhumation of the 1.516 remains in Halawa aval
Cemeten-. Oahu, preceded actual disinterment operations by sev·
era I days.
On 2 September. half of FO 1 O. 3 began exhumation activities. The ~reat depth of burials in this cemetery necessitated the usc of heavy earth-moving equipment and a larger force
of workers than was originally availablc. As elsewhere, peculiar
problems and difficuhies arose. Thc cemclery lay in a vallcy, which
an-orded an excellelll \'iew from a bus)' thoroughfare, and AGRS
officials, in consequence, could not adequately screen their activilies
rrom a curious public. They had indeed to request aid from militan and ci\'ilian police to pre"em loitering by outsiders and the usc
of camerae;,
~fal)\, of the deceased in Halawa had been embalmed, causing an
cxce~si"e ret em ion of Auids and makin({ their handling difficult as
well as unpleasant
Disposal of cxccssi,'c debris constituted another
problem. Ori~inal plans called for its remo\'al to the Chemical
I IliH, ,.-\GRS-P.\Z, I, pp. 116-12 COTrNp rt' Completion ofOpnsof
'loL:.lpli C(·m(·tc.... 10 Oct ,r. Rt'qu~1 for R("Il'nlion ofC(·mete..... 5 Au'{ -Ii; In ptt_
(ion Rpl. Ib Oct ,- \pp. E, "01. 3, Incl. 51.
COIr('\P n' :"lIu.1nu (:t·nwlt'f\. 19 St'P '-.20 OCI ,- ,\pp. E. \-01. 3, Incl. 53 .
. !1i\I.\GRS !'.\Z. I, PP 128 19.
Opnl Dir. IA Col \l.luric(' \Iali\off. DepUl\ Chi(·r. AGRS·PAZ. 10 CO. 9J05th
rSI 1- .\ll~ Ii ..\pp, I.. \'01, .I. In<l 55.
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Warfare dump at Schofield Barracks-a distance of 20 miles. This
plan proved to be impractical because of the time required to make
the long haul, and another disposal site was located near the cemetery. Here burnable material was consumed by flames and the
residue crushed by a bulldozer. The remaining material went to
the Chemical Warfare dump. Other difficulties included equipment breakdowns, discovery of several remains buried together in
one casket, and traffic bOtllenecks." Exhumations at Halawa ended
on 20 September.

Mission

'If the Honda

Knot

It must be constantly borne in mind that the exhumations and
removal of remains from the Hawaiian cemeteries to above-ground
storage at Schofield Barracks formed an essential part of preparations for the first repatriation shipment of Pacific war dead. Since
the departure of this shipment became a matter of national significance and interest, planning for ceremonies and other details at the
time of departure began as early as June 1947 at an AGRS Conference in Washington. The conferees decided upon two initial
shipments of remains to the United States, the first from the Pacific,
where the first deaths occurred in World War II, followed almost
at once by a return of deceased from Europe."
The Commanding General, AGFPAC, submitted to the conference
his plans for the first homeward journey of Pacific remains. He
recommended: the use of the Honda Knot, a 4,000-ton ve sci,
in lieu of a reconverted Liberty Ship, since none of the latter would
be available at that time and there would not in any evellt be
enough remains ready to fill a Liberty Ship; loading of some 3,250
deceased aboard the Honda Knot; a plane escort while the Honda
Knot was still in the port area at Honolulu and a Naval escort
during the remainder of the journey; formal invitations to high
Military, Naval, and Air Force officials for the ceremony preceding
departure from Honolulu; and, reception of the Honda Knot
at San Francisco by an officer of Cabinet rank or higher. '" In July,
upon the recommendation of Col. O. W. Humphries, Hq, AGRSPAZ, priority in loading was granted to Pearl Harbor deceased, and
the departure date from Honolulu was set as 4 October 1947."

1 IIbl. AGRS·PAZ. I. PI'. J29~31.
2} IbId., API" E. \'01. 3. Ind. 57, Corresp
rt' Iialawa Ccm('(ery.
I
(I) Ibid.. II. PI'. 229 30. (2) Conrcrcnc(' ~ot('s. ApI'. E. Vol. I. Incl. 8.
t. Ibtd., App. II, Inel. 5.

•~ \fl.-mo. ColO. \\'. Humphries to Lt Col \Iaurice
PAZ. 21 Jul-li. sub: Information Relative to Tokcn

~Ialisolr.

Oepul\- Chief. AGRS·

hipmenl. ApI'. II. Incl. 7.
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This date was subsequenl1y changed to I OClOber lO insure the
arrival of the Honda Knot in San Francisco on 10 October, and
finally to 30 September."
By mutual agreement between AGRS-PAZ and the 55th Medium
POrl, the former organization furnished checkers and typists to prepare the Passenger Lists, Deceased (P. L. D.) in an effOrllO avoid
errors and delay. These lists were completed on 29 September, the
day before the vessel sailed. They contained the names of all remains covered by disinterment directives for the scheduled shipment
and were used in checking remains during loading operations.~11

FIGURE 29.

Honor Guardsjrom various services stand at parade rest as USAT
KSOY u 'eaus dock at Pearl Harbor, 30 September /947.

(CHO~"DA

The Convoy List consisted of the names of those at the Mausoleum, where it was prepared, and served as a check for remains as
they were loaded aboard trucks going to the docks. After all
deceased had reached the port, the Convoy List was checked against
the tentative P. L. D. Port officials subsequcmly drew up a final,
,~ Rads. IIAGFPAC to CIS L. S. Arm). 25 Sep 47; HAGFPj\C 10 CG, Sixth Aron.
26 Sep 47; HAGFPAC 10 CINCo Pearl Harbor. 27 Sep 'J7. App. H, Incl. 6.
n Hist. AGRS-PAZ. II. p. 227.
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firm P. L. D. based on remains actually put on board the Honda
Knot. The entire operalion, from removal of remains at the
Mausoleum 10 final checking of the Passenger Lists, Deceased, gave
the impression of a carefully planned and well executed operation.'·
Before remains were loaded onto the Honda Knot, a thorough
inspection of the vessel took place. The superstructure and decks
had been freshly paimed, and the ship presemed a clean, pleasing
appearance. The equipment used in convoying remains from
mausoleum to shipside also had received a fresh coat of paint. During the loading operation, the avy flew the flags of its vessels in the
harbor at half mast.""
Only 3 days (25-27 September) were needed to convoy and stow
all caskets. The convoys were run in 10 serials, each consisting of
2 tractors with 2 flat bed trailers and I tractor with I flat bed trailer.
Mausoleum workers placed the caskets on trucks and port personnel
escorted them to shipside. The honor guards and military police,
usually helped by civilian police. acted as traffic escorts. On arrival
of the caskets to shipside, military police stood guard while the
remains were removed from trucks and placed aboard ship with
materials-handling equipment. Owing to excellem co-ordination
between the graves registration organization and the 55th Medium
Port, the Honda Knot was rapidly loaded." After all caskets
were placed on the ship, the escorts also wem aboard.
The whole operation was capped by the sailing of the Honda
Knot on 30 eptember 1947, bearing 3,027 Pacific war dead."
Its departure marked the first public evidence of the mission for
which AGRS-PAZ and other graves registration commands had
been established. These honored dead became the first to return to
the land for which they had laid down their lives."
Upon arrival at San Francisco, the master of the Honda Knot
commended the "splendid treatmem accorded him and his crew in
Honolulu" and the "high efficiency with which this operation was
conducted." The stowage of the shipping cases was excellem, and
they suffered no damage except for slight abrasions caused by friction during the homeward voyage.'"
(I) 10ul.
/Ind.

2) App. H. Incl. II.

~~

Ilist, AGRS-PAZ.II. pp 227-28.233.
, This figure fell somc\\hat short of the 3.250 deceased planned for the initial shipment and probably resulted from th(" failure of sufficient disinlf:rment directivcs to
arri\c on time.

!list. ACRS-PAZ. II, p. 229.
Ltr, Brig Ceo II. II. McKay. SFPE,to CO. 551h
Il, I nc1. 12.
_H

~:,

~lediuOl

Pon, 16 Oct 47, App.
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Repatriation From Australia and Guadalcanal

Preliminary Preparalions; Deparlure 0/9105111 TSU
Hawaiian experience amply demonstrated the need for a clear
understanding of conditions peculiar to each cemelerial area and for
advance arrangements for disinterments before they began.:'lfl Every
effort, accordingly, was made 10 comply with these concepts prior
to the arrival of graves registration personnel in Guadalcanal and
Australia. Moreover, since repatriation activities in these areas
would be carried out on foreign soil, it was also necessary to inform
the governn1ents concerned and obtain their permission to proceed
with the work.:>'
In October, then, a detail of foul' officers departed for Guadalcanal and Australia to prepare for the arrival of the 9105th Technical Service Unit. Two of these officers left Honolulu on 17
October 1947 and arrived at Guada1canal three days later. Shortly
thereafter they were joined by the other pair, who had been temporarily attached to the Search and Recovery Expedition currently
combing the Guadalcanal area. The team then separated, with two
men remaining on Guadalcanal and the other two going on to
Australia.
The two officers on Guadalcanal immediately began preparations
for the arrival of the 9105th TSU. They arranged for officer and
civilian housing, for headquarters, unit supply, and motor pool equipment, and for shipment of fresh meat and other perishables by air
from Australia. An agreement was also entered into with the British
Resident Commissioner for the diversion of local laborers from ccmcterial maintenance 10 final preparations for repatriation. Their
work was to include reconditioning of the Processing Center and
other operational buildings and provision of storage facilities for
caskets..'>8
Operations Directive No. t, AGRS·PAZ, called for exhumations
of all remains in Auslralia and Guadalcanal. The number of
deceased involved in these operations were: ~!t
1. Guadalcanal..
3,346
2. Australia:
(a) Ipswich (Brisbane)
.
1,406
465
(b) Rookwood (Sydney).
Grand total ...

5,217

,- Hist. AGRS·PAZ. I. pp. 136-37.
"1'/\1 10-281. p. 5.
s_ Hist, AGRS-PAZ. I, pp. 137-38 (2) Ltr, AGRS-PAZ to AGRS Guadalcanal
Detachment. 24 Oc:t 47. sub: Plans and Preparations ror Arrhal and Operations or
9105th TSU at Guadalcanal, App. E, Vol. 4. Incl. 68.
Sit Opnl Dir No. I> Phase III. 9 Sep 47; KCRC.AGRS-PAZ, 008.
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In accordance with HAGFPAC Movement Order No.2, 24 October
1947, the 9105th TSU sailed from Oahu on 31 October aboard the
USAT Goucher Victory. Troop strength should have consisted of 33
officers, 2 enlisted men, and about 500 civilians. The large number of officers and civilians reflected the tremendous effect of wholesale demobilization and return to the nited States of enlisted men.
Because of widespread dissatisfaction among experienced officers at
the prospect of leaving Oahu, many of them requested relief from
active duty. To bring strength up to par, the War Department
sent 17 officer, including the Commanding Officer, to Oahu by air
only a few days before the departure of the 9105th TSU."U
Adding to the troubles of the 9105th TS was the failure of about
39 civilian employees to assemble at designated points before departure. To make matters worse, many of those who did report were
in an intoxicated condition, slovenly-clothed, dirty, and unshaven.
Some of them even carried dangerous weapons. III ['eling and disputes of all sorts, rampant in this wretched group of workers and
inexperienced graves registration officers, eventually culminated in
an incident on Guadalcanal approaching the proportions of a riot of
I.:ivilians against military jurisdiction." 1

Guadalcanal Exhumations
Nter an uneventful \'Dyage, the Gouchtr V,C/Ory arri"ed at Guadalcanal on 9 November and disembarked four FOS teams, two-thirds
of a mobile port company, and equipment for exhumation operations. The remaining three FOS teams and one-third of the
mobile port company proceeded to Australia. Orr-loading, preparation of supplies and equipment for early use, and the organization of operational facilities occupied the first week of these units
on Guadalcanal. A formidable task lay ahead of them. Over
3,000 remains were to be disinterred, processed, and casketed within
62 days, during the worst of the rainy season."'
LST 914 arrived from Finschhafen on 11 November, bringing 165
Filipino laborers to augment AGRS forces. Later in the month, an
additional contingent of 71 Filipinos reached Guadalcanal. This
group, although under the control of PHILRYCOM, received its
wages from the 9105th TSU."'
The USAT Walter IV. Schwenk, carrying final-type caskets and
operational supplies, arrived on 13 ovember and anchored in the
Ii

I) Hist, .\GRS-PAZ. I. pp. 139--40.
lIiS!. AGRS-PAZ. I. p. 140.

(2 See ftn 58 2.

(1) IbId., p. 141. .(2) \I('mo. AGRS-P.\Z for Chitf. AGRS·P.·\Z. 19 ~o, -Ii. sub:
RPl of Arrival of the 9t05th TSU at Guadalcanal. App. E, Vol. -40 Incl. 72.
II lIist, AGRS·PAZ. I, I). 142.
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bay until the GQuch" I'iclo~)' had completed the unloading of equipment and pulled away from the pier on its way to Australia.
Exhumations in the Army. Navy, and ~1arine Cemetery began
on 27 November. and by "orking six days each week, the men
disinterred and removed all remains to the Prace ing Center by 20
December. Two larg-e huts, with a passageway separatin~ them,
housed the Center. Each hut contained 3 processing lines, with 2
embalmers in each line, and I officer in charge. The number of
remains handled daily about equalled the exhumation rate. Since
the Center became intensely hot during daylight hours under a
tropical sun, all work soon took place at night between 11 P. M.
and 7 A. M. The deceased, casketed during the night l were held
in the Center and transferred during the day to the custody of the
port unit.'"
The remains were stored in three separate lots:
1. Those in temporary containers, destined for the Identification
Laboratory at Schofield Barracks, were delivered directly from the
cemetery (Q the port unit and stored in quonset huts. Great care
was exercised to make certain that all clothing, equipment. personal effects, and other items of possible identification were placed
with the remains in the temporary containers.
2. Those placed in final-type caskets destined for the Hawaiian
Distribution Center were assi~ned to another area to await shipment.
3. Those in final-type caskets destined for the mainland were
segregated according to Distribution Center in the nited States
and placed in a third area.
This system was used to facilitate unloading of the ship upon
arrival at Iionolulu. The port unit maintained a complete locator
card system for each of the three lots. As a fun her precaution
against error, an additional inspector was assigned to each processing line to double-check the regular inspector. The second man
examined the remains after they had been placed in the final-type
caskets before sealin\'{. lie also checked tags and markings on the
caskets and shipping cases to be sure they ".·ere in agreement with
the disinterment directives."
After all remains had been processed and stored pending shipment, a complete check of the deceased against di~interment direc·
ti\"es was made. There were no discrepancies. \,'hen the USAT
Cardinal O'Con,," arrived at Guadalcanal during December. loading
operations began and proceeded in an orderly manner. The master of the ship assumed responsibility for the caskets as they reached
... (I) Ib"I..
U

pp. 143 H.

Ibid.• pp. 14 I 13.

(2) App. E. \"01 4. Incl. i6.
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30.

USAT "CARDINAL O'CONNELL" bringing Wilr dtadfrom

PanJic area, pasSts undtr llu San FranciscQ-Oakland Bay Bridge, /2 February
t948.

the pier and placed all of them aboard ship before work ceased at
any given time.

When the USAT Goucher Victory returned to Guadalcanal from
Australia bearing remains from Ipswich and Rookwood cemeteries,
the USAT Cardinal O'Connt" moved away from the dock and anchored in the bay. The Goucher Victory then unloaded its dead.
Upon completion of this operation, it pulled away and the Cardinal
O'Conndl returned to the dock, where it received the remains from
Australia. This method of shifting the deceased was adopted because the hatches of the two ships did nOt permit a direct transfer.
After this operation had been completed, supplies, equipment, and
personnel of the 9105th TSU were placed aboard the Goucher Victory, which sailed from Guadalcanal on J 2 January 19-18 for aipan.
The Cardinal O'Conndl, carrying the dead from both Australia and
Guadalcanal, headed for Hawaii.
The Guadalcanal operation had been marked by several unusual
problems:
I. Low morale of workers, stemming from the inadequacy of recreational activities, despite the provision of some movies and library

materials, and from the delay in payment of workers because of the
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time lag between submission of payrolls and the arrival of the disbursing officer from Hawaii.
2. Lack of satisfactory communications between Zone and 9105th
TSU Headquarters.
3. The necessity for finishing the operation without enain supplies and equipment, which were needed in larger quantities than
had been anticipated before the unit's departure from Hawaii.
4. The presence of live ammunition and grenades buried with the
deceased, making exhumations hazardous. I•1I
Auslrahall OptrallollS

Work in Australia had begun with the arrival of the Gourh"
Victol')' at Brisbane on 17 November. All necessary arrangements and preparations had been completed. Customary passport
requirements haJ been waived, and housing and messing facilities,
a motor pool area, and procurement of fuels and lubricants had
been arranged for. Hi
By 20 ovember, the Goucha Victor)' had been completely unloaded. The civilian workers were housed and messed at Amberlv
Field, RAAF, I pswich, Queensland, where quarters strikingly
resembled those found on any
nited States Army post. The
Australian Government furnished all needed housekeeping equipment, including bedding and cleaning materials. The American Government pro\·ided extra civilian employees to keep the
quarters clean and to assist in the mess used by American civilians. h '4
Locally hired clerical workers were assigned to Field Operating Sections. Plans had now been completed for exhuming Ipswich Cemetery, Brisbane, beginning on 25 November 1947. The USAT
Walta Schwenk, carrying 1,896 final-type caskets, hardening compound, and other technical mortuary supplies, arrived in Brisbane
on the 26th, and unloading of the ship began on the following day.
Meanwhile, nited States 1ausoleum No.4 had been established
at Redbank, Queensland, and served as a processing center. Redbank, located on the Brisbane-Ipswich Road, was about 8 miles
from Ipswich Cemetery and 16 miles from Brisbane."" Because of
these distances, and the inadequacies of organic transportation, a
commercial carrier moved the caskets to the Mausoleum. This situation had been anticipated. since the shipping space allocated to
,.& (I) Ib,d., p. 1:>0.

(2) .\pp. E. \'01. 4. Inels. 80. 81 .

•, Ibtd.. App. E. \'01 .J. Incl. 89 .
• ~ Ibid.. p. 154 .
Llr. Capt R. C Se\erson. Q\IC. GRO
Vol. 5, Incl. 84.
•

0

10

CO. AGR -PAZ. 12

:'\0\

4i. App. E.

)
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FIGt:RE 31.

.\1ain mtranu to Rookwood GtmtltT) , ~)'dnt). Australia, whirt
Amnicon un'iumtn l1:trt bunid.

AGRS-PAZ precluded Ihe transportation of any extra vehicles to
Australia, and arran~ements for use of local trucks had been concluded before exhumations began.'"
Disinterments and final-type casketing at Ipswich Cemetery followed the procedures used in Hawaii. The constant daily rainfall
constituted the chief delaying factor. Unfortunately, graves registration planners had completely overlooked local weather conditions
at that lime of year (late spring) in Australia. Torrential storms,
which swept the area <.luring the late afternoon hours and at night,
created working conditions that severely tested human endurance.
Furthermore, the site of Ipswich Cemetery proved to be an unhappy
one. Although il presented a fine exterior appearance, workers
soon discovered that its water table lay less than five feet below the
surface. This disconcertin~ facl. coupled with the thick clay and
heavy rain, added to the dIfficulties. Only lhe payment of high
wag'" rendered possible the completion of the project within the
rigid schedule."
Before the 9105lh TSU arrived, arrangements had been completed with Australian authorities to remove the American dead
from Rookwood Cemetery, Sydney, for shipment to Mausoleum No.
Ttl Ltr. AGRS-PAZ La Capt Sevcrson. GRG. 27

11151. AGRS-PAZ, I. pp. 155·56.

Oct 47. App. E. Vol,), Incl. 90.
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4. Exhumations be~an in this cemetery on 17 lo\"ember, by coincidence the ,'er)' day the Gouchtr Ficlory' reached Australia. Local
laborers performed the actual disintermcnt operations at Rookwood.
As in Ipswich, the procedures closely paralleled those
emplovcu in the Hawaiian lslands, After careCul processing according to .\ustralian health re~ulations, remams were moved by truck
10 the nearest railway Cor shipment to Brisbane.
•\t all times, a tarpaulin covering concealed the caskets Crom ,"iew. ..\n American exserviceman, then residing in Australia, escorted each shipment of
remains 1O ~1atlsoleum ~o .....Exhumations in bOlh Australian cemeteries had ended by 20
December, and loading or the deceased aboard the Goucher Victory
was immediately begun. The Australian Government and patriotic organizations in Brisbane carried out a simple ceremony on
22 December 1947. as a final tribute to the fallen Americans. The
remains oC one unknown serviceman were placed on a g-un carriage
and escorted through the city to King George quare. The cortege
stopped in Cront oC the City Hall, where wreaths were laid bv offi·
cers oC the:- Commonwealth, the city, patriotic or~anizations, and by
the American Consul. The cortege then ffiO\·cd 10 :"lewstead \ Vharf
where taps were ounded and three volleys fired. It was most fitting that this tribute occurred in Brisbane, Cor it was there that
Americans first landed in ,\ustralia.;
Repatriation from MARBO

DuringJanuary 1918. the major activit}' oCthe Craves Reg-istra·
tion Service in the ~1ARBO Sector, Far East Zont', embraced the
processing and final-type cao;;keting oC approximately 2,000 remains
destined Cor early shipment either to the United StaLes or lO Ilawaii
for permanent overseas burial. The main ponion oC the 9105th
TSU, comprising parts of seven FO teams and one Port Company,
arrived at Saipan Crom Cuadalcanal on 17 January aboard the
USAT CoIlC"" VictOry'. The unit soon \\'as reorganized into five full
FOS teams and one Port Company. Three or the teams would
perform cemeterial exhumation and the other two would work at
the Processing Center:' The 9105th TSU would carry out all
AGR operations. except search and recO\·ery. while the Administration, Supph". and Records ections would continue to function
Rpl. Capl Sf'\'t"I"";(m. GRO. RooL.\\uud. 30 .\0\ 47 \Ilp. E \·01. 5. Incl 9-J.
2· Corrt'sp fro Ct-rromon~ hdd in Australia fOf
Return of WW 11 Amronun ~ad. App. E. Yol 5. Incl. 9,. (I) N'arrali\-ro for January 1948. KCRC-:\GRS.\1r\RBO. 314.7. 21 Hist. AGRS\1ARRO. 1947 48. I. p. 73.
(I) 1111>1. ACRS-PAZ. l. p. 158,
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under ~IARBO Section Headquarters. Before disinterments began, MARBO authorities fixed the processing quota at 160 remain
daily in order to meet the late February deadline for the first repatriation shipment from Saipan."
Exhumations commenced on 9 February 1948 in the 2d 1arine
Division Cemetery and later continued in the 27th Army Division
and 4th Marine Division Cemeteries. The 9105th TSU, after long,
hard training and experience in Hawaii, Australia, and Guadalcanal,
co-ordinated its methods, gained through such experience, with those
of graves registration forces in MARBO. In the 2d Marine Division Cemetery, the men encountered considerable difficulty in establishing identifications, for original intermelll had occurred under
combat conditions and the later realignment of crosses often did not
agree with plot maps. During February 1948, the strength of the
9105th TSU on aipan, both military and civilian, reached its peak.
At that time it had 78 officers, 65 enlisted men, and 1,094 civilian
employees, including 631 Filipino laborers. ,,;
Early in February, a conference was held on Saipan to draw up
final plans and assign responsibilities for the dockside ceremony
scheduled for the 26th, when the Waller W. Schwmk would cast her
lines and head out to sea, carrying the first group of World ,Var 11
deceased from MARBO." All plans were submitted to the Commanding General, MARBO, for approval. On 23 February, representatives from G-3 Section, MARBO Command, arrived from
Guam to act as the co-ordinating agency for the whole program.
As planned, on the morning of 26 February 1948, the USAT
Walter W. Schwenk, shining with polished brass and a new coat of
paint, lay anchored at the aipan pier. A thread of smoke rose
from the stack which had been empty during the long days of
loading the caskets aboard. Facing the re\'iewing stand was the
flag-draped catafalque, around which were gathered service families,
workers, and those wearing the uniforms, khaki and white, of the
Army, Navy, and Marines. In the hold of the ship lay the silent
dead. High officials of AG RS-MARBO and the Far East Command filled the flower-wreathed reviewing stand. Throughout the
ceremony, the sharp crack of the saluting batte~y re-echoed against
the harsh crags of Mount Tapotchau, which many of the dead in the
ship had scaled in order to win Saipan. After the addresses and
prayers, representatives of all services carried wreaths to the catafalque, where honorary wreath bearcrs received them and, to the
, 11;".

AGRS-~I,\RBO.

1947-18.1. p. 74.

16/bid., Ill. 1948 49. p. 87.
" Ib,d. I. pp. 78 79.
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chords of Chopin's Funeral March, carried them up the gangplank
to Tumbcr 2 Hatch.'"
vVhen the bearers returned to their position facing the massed
troops, benedictions \vere said, and the firing squad raised its guns
for the final salute. As the last notes of taps sounded, the ship's bell
rang, the gangplank was raised, and the order to "cast ofT" was given.
After a moment of silence, the ship moved slowly a ......ay from the pier
amid the strains of" carer My God to Thee." As the Walltr 1-t'.
Schwenk reached the outer reef, silver-winged escort planes dropped
the final wreaths Onto her deck. Over 6,000 miles away, in villages,
on farms, and in cities throughout America, families of the deceased
in this ship awaited their return. Il1
Several repatriation shipments from Saipan followed during the
ensuing months. Nearly 2,000 deceased sailed on the Albert 80e
in April 1948, and some 1,600 on the USAT Dal/oll Victory inJuly
1948. It will be recalled that during the period from early May
until late August, a total of over 10,000 dead from Okinawa were
sent in four increments to Saipan for above·ground storage while
awaiting repatriation./lO These remains formed large portiolJs of
outgoing shipments during the closing months of 1948 and in January 1949.
In October 1948, the Commanding General. MARBO, received
instructions from Memorial Division, OQt\lG, concerning the
movement of all World War II deceased in the custody of AGRSMARBO on the island of Saipan. 1ll These instructions dealt with
three main categories of remains:
I. In the first group were those deceased for which disinterment
directives had been received, indicating repatriation to the United
States.
2. The second category covered those destined for permanent
burial at Honolulu, T. H., including remains for which disinterment
direclives had indicated overseas interment, all "known" dead for
which no disposition instructions had been received by AGRSMARRO, and all Hunknowns" on which current action for final
resolution still pended, or which were in some way associated with
other remains.
3. The last group comprised those unknown deceased for which
no current resolulion or action pended. These remains were·tO be
shipped to Manila for permanent burial in Fon rvlcKinley Cemetery.
Ibid•. pp. i9-BO.
IbId.. pp. 80 81.
·t, $r-(' pp. 424-26.
" Ltr, Col L. R. Talbot, :"Icm Oi\". OQ:"'IG
ment of Remains, 293.
~ ..
~u

10

CG. :"IARBO. '28 Oct 48. sub:
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By I February 19-1-9, after processin~ and shipping out a grand
IOtal of O\'er 20,000 dead, including the remains from Okinawa, the
task of gra\'es registration forces in ~IARBO, for all practical purposes, was completed. A skelelOn staff remained 10 handle the
administrative and physical close-out of the organization. The
Pacific Zone (AGRS-PAZ) had meanwhile assumed. responsibility
for the deceased for whom no disinterment directives had been received, for those whose final disposition had not been determined
because of cancellation or suspension of disinterment direCli\"es, and
for those cases involving major discrepancies.....:
Repatriation from Japan

The recovered dead in the jAP-KOR eclOr had rested above
ground at Yokohama since the completion of disinterment and
identification operations in january 1948. [n the autumn of that
year, the USAT Do/lOll r'I[IO~I' came to Yokohama 10 transport the
remains 10 final burial points. After routine loading operations,
the remains of 1,272 servicemen lay in the hold of the ship.
On the morning of I OClOber 1948, ceremonies took place at
South Pier, Yokohama. In the reviewing stand were Lt. Gen.
\\'alter H. Walker, CG, Eigth Army, members of his staff, representatives of the Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps, and diplomatic
representatives of the Allied nations.'" After the invocation and an
address by General Walker, members of the services and the
diplomatic corps placed wreaths upon the Rag-draped catafalque in
the center of the square, The Army Air Force Chaplain gave the
benediction, and a final wreath was carried up the gangplank onto
the ship. Three sharp volleys and the clear notes of taps Roated
out over the waters of Tokyo Bay, where a little more than three
years previously the Japanese had signed the surrender document
aboard the battleship Missouri, ending World War II. Then, to the
lOlling of the ship's bell, and the familiar music of "Nearer My God
to Thee," the USAT Do/lOll ViclOry left the pier and headed out to
sea.!'I~

From japan, the ship sailed to Saipan and took aboard 218 unknowns for transportation to Manila, where these remains, plus about
50 more unknowns fromjapan, were discharged and eventuallv interred in the permanent Fort McKinley Cemetery. After leaving the Philippines, the Do/lOll J'i[lo~)' proceeded 10 Hawaii and
discharg~d those deceased whose next of kin indicated prefer'1I;st. ,\LRS-\IARllO. 1946-49. 111. p. 88.
, lIist. AGRS-JAP,KOR. 1945 18. p. i6.
f IbId.. pp. 76
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ence for overseas burial. The others were transported to San Francisco"; About 986 of the deceased still in japan, including some
247 cremated dead, were subsequently repatriated on cargo vessels
in small increments as identification was completed and as ship
space became available.
Repatriatian fram PHILRYCOM and Asiatic Mainland

Plans for returning American dead from PHILRYCOM had been
underway for several months before the SAT Lt. George W. Boyce
departed in May 1948 with the first group of remains. In january 1948, Col. Everett Busch, Memorial Division, OQMG, indicated to the Commanding General, PHILRYCOM, the desirability of repatriating a minimum of 6,500 deceased from this area by
30june 1948, the target date for the return of 50,000 remains from
the former war theaters. He announced that over 5,800 disinterment directives had been sent to PHILRYCOM and that enough
additional ones would be forwarded to meet the minimum quota.";
On 28 january, General Horkan, Chief, 1emorial Division,
OQMG, informed the Commanding General, 'PHILRYCOM, that
disinterment directives covering remains from the five Finschhafen
cemeteries and from Manila No. I would be released to PHILRYCOM Headquarters by I March 1948. He pointed out that casketing operations should be performed during 1arch and April in
accordance with the chedule for the Return of World \Var 1I Dead,
dated 1 I ovember 1947. In the spring of 1948, then, the tempo of
graves registration activities in PHILRYCOM increased sharply.
All efforts centered on meeting schedules. The AGRS Mausoleum
at ichols Field installed processing lines for final-type casketing,
and with slight operational changes, it became possible to increase
daily cilsketing of remains from 200 to 600. In the period from
April through September, disinterment directives for approximately
8,191 deceased were received. These remains were processed. casketed, and turned over to the Remain Depot for storage pending
shipment or permanent overseas burial." The Remains Depot also
served as a Distribution Center. During its entire existence, it received approximately 33,000 remains from temporary cemeteries
throughout PHILRYCO 1 and from other Pacific commands"
- Inl("n. :-'Iaj Robert G, La,. Re-gistration Rr. \Irm Oi" OQ~IG. 13 :\'0\ 53.
Ltr. Busch to CG. PHI LR YCOl\I, 27 Jan 48, ub: Target for Return of Remains
through 30June 1948; KCRC-AGRS-Far East, 293.
"(I) II;Sl. AGRS-PZ, 1 Apr to 30 Scp 48, p I; KCRC-AGRS-PIIILRYCOM,
314.7. (2) The Remains Depot was established in ~(a)' 1948 for all casketed remains
awaiting either burial or repatriation .
•, Same as ftn. 87 (I).
M.
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In May 1948, the first repatriation ship, the USAT Lt. George
W. BOJce, arrived at Manila. After routine loading operations,
a solemn ceremony honored the 4,459 deceased aboard the vessel.
Wreaths lined part of the ship's rail and a huge American flag hung
amidships, to the right or the low cataralque on the pier. Many
high officials attended, including President Quirino or the Philippines, Maj. Gen. George F. Moore, CG, PHILRYCOM. Rear Admiral Christie, Commander) United States Naval Forces in the Philippines, and Brig. Gen. Oliver, Deputy Commander, 13th Air Force. 89
After the ceremony, as the US AT Lt. George W. Boyce moved away
from the pier, six Piper Cubs of the Philippine Air Force dropped
floral wreaths and a 21-gun salute rang out. Four PHILRYCOM
enlisted men escorted their fallen comrades to the United States for
final interment.
Three more repatriation shipments followed within'a comparatively short period. On 9 June, the Morris E. Crain departed for
San Francisco, carrying 1)941 American deceased. On 17 July,
the Dalton Victory sailed with 3,961 American remains. The Morris
E. Crain returned to Manila on 10 August, unloaded 7,200 empty
caskets and departed for San Francisco on 20 August) with 3,539
deceased aboard." During the period from May through September, the four shipments carried a total of some 13,900 remains.
While these repatriation activities were being consummated, final
concentrations were completed. These involved the disinterment
and removal or remains from Manila No.2 Cemetery to the AGRS
Mausoleum at Nichols Field, and the transfer or all deceased from
Ft. McKinley Post Cemetery to a new POSt Cemetery at Fl. Stotsenburg. The removal of dead from Ft. McKinley Post Cemetery,
which began in January and ended in May 1948, emanated from
the decision or the OQ~1G to establish on its site, the new permanent American National Cemetery, which later became known as
Manila American or Fe McKinley Cemetery,1I1
It will be recalled that ~1anila No.2 constituted the last burial
ground scheduled for disinterment and transfer or its dead to the
Manila Mausoleum. lI :! Exhumations averaged about 250 remains
daily, and the project ended on 20July 1948. The last deceased
were removed to the Mausoleum on the rollowing day, when the flag
was lowered ror the last time, after having flown continuously over
this point since 7 April 1945." All temporary burial places in
n Hist. ACRS-PZ, p. 31.
Ibid., pp. 32-33.
III Ibid., p. 24 .
• ~ See Ch. XIII, p. 416.
Il3 Final Historical Rpt of USAF Cemetery Manila No.2, AGRS-PZ. pp. 5-6.
1HI
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PHILRYCOM now were closed,just over twO months after the first
repatriation vessel had left l\lanila. Homeward shipments of the
deceased continued, meanwhile, and by the autumn of 1949, this
activity neared completion. For all practicable purposes, a long.
burdensome, and somber task had ended in the widespread Far East
Zone.
Since removal of all located American deceased in the China
Zone occurred in the spring of 1947, as previously related, the only
remaining repatriation operations on the Asiatic l\lainland occulTed
in the India-Burma Zone. It will be recalled that all rccovereJ
American dead in this Zone had been moved into the Barrackpore
Mausoleum by late November 1947'" This group, numbering
about 3,500, rested there until the arrival of the repatriation ship,
the AIbtrt M. Bot.
During this waiting period, the staff at Hq, AGRS-IBZ, prepared
final rosters, which covered the deceased from both Kalaikunda and
Barrackpore cemeteries-the last two large burial grounds disinterred
before removing all American war dead to the Barrackpore Mausoleum. These rosters were checked against the shipping boxes containing the stored remains in the Mausoleum. 95
The Albut M. Bot arrived at Calcutta on 23 December, six
days ahead of schedule. After receipt ofa roessage from the OQMG
giving instructions as to the disposition of property on hand, it became necessary for both military and civilian personnel to work
overtime in order to meet a sailing deadline of 15 January 1948.
During the movement of remains from the Mausoleum to shipside,
rank was forgotten as officers and enli ted men worked side by ide
to load the dock-bound com·oys. Two handlings were necessary at
shipside-one, when the caskets were placed on pallets before being
lowered into the hold; and another, when they were stored on the
ship. AGRS officials believed that the operation would be more
successful if curiosity seekers were oblivious to the proceedings. This
work, in consequence, was done under cover of darkness, and the
local inhabitants did not interfere in any way. Two nights-28 and
29 December-were needed to complete the loading operations, during which all available employees were pre ed into service."
Graves registration personnel spent the early part of January 1948
loading necessary supplies and equipment aboard the Albut M.
Bot. This assignment was not a simple one, for it demanded the
segregation of the cargo according to destination. After segregal+l

Set' Ch. XIII. p. 4-11.
II"•. AGRS-IBZ. Sec. II. Ch. \'11. p. 36.
i1) tbld. pp. 3839.
2) Rpt. GR & Repa. Opn•. AGRS-IBZ. 31 Dee 47.
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tion, the task of packing and crating supplies confronted the workers.
On 13 January, the last supply trucks moved to the docks where
final loading took place.
That same da}', the Alberl M. Boe left Calcutta and stopped
nearby for refueling before continuing its journey on 15 January, the
date originally set for departure. The sailing of this vessel marked
the end of the length}' task of removing all recovered World War II
dead from the Asiatic ~Iainland. These Americans, who had lost
their lives in the faraway India-Burma Zone, would now finally rest
either in their own native soil, 01' eventually in the National Memorial Cemetery of the Pacific at Honolulu, often referred to as lhe
"Punchbowl." 1:11'
The work that had been performed by mortuary personnel received warm praise from the Naval Commander of the Albert M.
Bot. He asserted that "1 have never seen Army personnel on shoreside work so diligently, consistently, and effectively to a given end
as I have at this port." 911
Recapitulation

The. problems anJ activities in repatriating the dead from the vast
Pacific area have been traced, beginning with the cClHral Pacific
and ending on the mainland of Asia. The plan to return the war
dead to the United States for permanent bUl"ial met with general
approval. A sizable majority of the next of kin expressed their preference for repatriation rather than for overseas interment. or approximately 86,000 remains recovered through June 1951 from the
Pacific area commands and the Asiatic Mainland, a total of 54,692
received final interment in their native soil.!l!+
This accomplishment, together with a similar achievement in Europe, constituted a great feat. Before the American repatriation
program was undertaken l no nation had ever made so tireless and
costly an effort to locate, identify, and repatriate its war dead. Never
had a nation demonstrated so high a consideration for the families of
those who gave their lives in battle. The Return of the Dead Program of \'Vorld vVar 11 in the former Pacific war theaters has provided a proud chapter in American history, and particularly in the
annals of the Quartermaster Corps.
Because lhe "Punchlx)\\ I" was not read}' for inlCrmcntS until earl~ 1949, the India·
Burma remains destined for permant'm o\crseas burial were placed in a ~tausoleum
In Hawaii pending final disposition .
•- Llr. Cmdr II. E. Randall. L:S~R to CO. AGRS. CtHnp Knox. Calcull3. 15Jan
18. sub: Appreciation. citt..d in lIis!.\GRS·IBZ. Src. II. Ch. \'11. pp. 40-.J.1.
$" Statistical Review of Permanent Disposition of World War II Dead. D/A. OQ~IG.
pp. 10-11.

